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I.

2019 ENFORCEMENT TRENDS AND KEY DEVELOPMENTS
A.

Introduction

Enforcement activity reached new heights in 2019. The year saw the two largest corporate resolutions in the
history of the FCPA, corporate penalties paid to US enforcement agencies topped last year’s record levels, and
individuals were charged at a pace matching last year’s near-record level. The enforcement agencies also issued a
number of policy announcements that may significantly impact prospective enforcement activity. Below are five key
takeaways regarding FCPA enforcement in 2019:
1.

As we predicted last year, blockbuster resolutions with large penalties continued in 2019, including most
notably, the record-setting Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson (Ericsson) and Mobile Telesystems PJSC
(MTS) actions.

2.

DOJ continues to issue revised policies and other guidance documents that appear business-friendly on
their face, though corporate enforcement remains robust.

3.

Although the Second Circuit’s 2018 Hoskins decision may limit the enforcement authorities’ ability to
prosecute foreign actors in some circumstances, the DOJ’s conviction of Hoskins in Fall 2019 and the
authorities’ reliance on agency principles in the Ericsson resolution demonstrate the FCPA’s continued
strength and reach.

4.

The DOJ FCPA unit took four cases (five individuals) to trial in 2019, matching a record for the unit.

5.

US enforcement agencies continue to target foreign companies for enforcement activity. Among the top 10
FCPA enforcement actions in history, only one was brought against a US-based company.
B.

2019 Enforcement Trends and Priorities
1.

Enforcement Metrics

FCPA enforcement activity remained high in 2019 with the number of enforcement actions 1 remaining at
nearly the same level with 50 in 2018 and 52 in 2019 and monetary penalties imposed on corporations for FCPArelated conduct equaling the record-setting $2.9 billion in 2018. 2 Unlike in recent years, however, the majority of
these penalties were paid to US authorities, rather than their overseas counterparts. Thus, although the total amount
of penalties imposed was essentially the same in 2019 and 2018, the US government will likely end up collecting
significantly more of those penalties than it did for 2018 enforcement actions.
Two significant trends contributed to the 2019 enforcement numbers. First, the DOJ continued its recent
focus on bringing charges against individuals, charging 26 individuals, only two fewer than charged by the
Department in 2018. Although the jump in individuals prosecuted by the DOJ in 2018 (as compared to 2017) was
largely the result of an additional 14 individuals being charged for their alleged involvement in the sprawling
corruption scandal at Petróleos de Venezuela, S.A. (PDVSA), Venezuela’s national oil company, the charges against
individuals in 2019 involved a wide array of bribery schemes. Indeed, only five individuals were charged in 2019 in
connection with the PDVSA scandal, with the remaining individuals charged in connection with a variety of other
1

We recognize that other commentators may arrive at slightly different numbers depending on their methodology. In determining the
number of actions for the year, we have counted enforcement actions brought by the SEC and DOJ separately (e.g., parallel
settlements by the SEC and DOJ with the same entity count as two actions). Actions brought by a single agency against related
corporate entities (e.g., a parent and subsidiary) for the same core conduct, however, count as only one action. Declinations and
case closures are not considered “actions” for purposes of this metric.
2
To calculate the amount of total monetary penalties imposed in FCPA-related actions, we counted the penalty amounts set out in
resolution papers that a settling party could be liable to pay to US enforcement agencies, even if those penalties were ultimately
offset by payments to other entities (e.g., foreign prosecuting authorities). We believe that the total penalty number, irrespective of
offsets, most accurately represents the scope of FCPA liability because in each case US authorities retained the right to and
theoretically could collect those amounts for FCPA violations. Furthermore, even if in some cases, settling parties agreed to larger
penalties based on the understanding that there would be an offset, payments made to non-US government agencies can still to
some degree be traced back to FCPA-related conduct; in other words, without FCPA liability and US enforcement activity, it is
unlikely that the same amount would have been paid to foreign authorities. It is of course impossible to determine how much of a
global resolution would have occurred without FCPA enforcement. But because at least some of those payments are attributable to
some degree to FCPA enforcement, we have included them to provide a more complete picture of overall FCPA-related liability.
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matters, including the Mozambique bond case, the PetroEcuador case, and various Unaoil-linked cases. This
continued focus on charging individuals is in line with comments made by DOJ leadership concerning their
enforcement priorities. In his March 2019 Keynote Address on FCPA Enforcement Developments, then-Deputy
Attorney General (DAG) Rod Rosenstein discussed the importance of individual prosecutions in deterring FCPA
violations.
Second, large resolutions against companies continued to account for a high percentage of 2019 total
penalties. The $2.9 billion penalty number noted above primarily can be attributed to two blockbuster resolutions—the
$1.06 billion Ericsson settlement and the $850 million MTS settlement—which together constituted 66% of the total
monetary penalties for 2019. The top five resolutions accounted for almost 94% of the total monetary penalties. 3 This
continues a pattern from recent years—a handful of blockbuster resolutions driving notable top-line enforcement
metrics. In 2018, the $1.8 billion Petrobras settlement constituted 62% of the total monetary penalties for the year,
while in 2017, the $800 million Rolls-Royce settlement and the $965 million Telia settlement together constituted 63%
of total monetary penalties.
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2.

Developments in DOJ Policy

Enforcement in 2019 was also shaped by continuing policy developments at the DOJ. The DOJ made
several enforcement policy announcements in 2019 which, while not changing the landscape considerably, may
suggest that the DOJ will be more sympathetic to business concerns in the context of FCPA matters. Of course, there

3
Deferred Prosecution Agreement, United States v. Mobile Telesystems PJSC, No. 19-CR-___-00167 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 22, 2019);
Order Instituting Cease-and-Desist Proceedings, In the Matter of Mobile TeleSystems PJSC, Rel. No. 85261, File No. 3-19022 (Mar.
6, 2019), https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2019/34-85261.pdf; Non-Prosecution Agreement between US Department of Justice
and Fresenius Medical Care AG & Co. KGaA (Feb. 25, 2019), https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1148951/download;
Order Instituting Cease-and-Desist Proceedings, In the Matter of Fresenius Medical Care AG & Co. KGaA, Rel. No. 85468, File No.
3-19126 (Mar. 29, 2019);Non-Prosecution Agreement between US Department of Justice and Walmart Inc. (June 20, 2019),
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1175791/download; Order Instituting Cease-and-Desist Proceedings, In the Matter of
Walmart Inc., Rel. No. 86159, File No. 3-19207 (June 20, 2019); US Department of Justice Press Release No. 19-714: TechnipFMC
Plc and U.S.-Based Subsidiary Agree to Pay Over $296 Million in Global Penalties to Resolve Foreign Bribery Case (June 25,
2019); US Department of Justice Press Release No. 19-1360: Ericsson Agrees to Pay Over $1 Billion to Resolve FCPA Case (Dec.
6, 2019). We discuss each of these actions in further detail below in Section III.A.
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are limitations to the effect of non-binding, informal guidance promulgated by the Department, 4 but in our view, the
interpretations and policy preferences that the DOJ’s leadership expresses through its guidance remain critical for
predicting how the government is likely to respond to a given set of facts and for marshaling the best advocacy
possible.
As discussed further in Section II.B, in March 2019, the DOJ issued a revised Corporate Enforcement
Policy, which made several tweaks to the original policy issued in November 2017. 5 The revised policy: (1) extends,
in certain circumstances, the presumption of declination to the mergers and acquisitions context; (2) clarifies that
companies need only disclose relevant facts about individuals “substantially involved in or responsible for” legal
violations in order to receive cooperation credit (as opposed to the Yates Memorandum that required disclosing all
facts relating to any individual involved in the misconduct); (3) clarifies expectations regarding the use of ephemeral
messaging systems, asking companies seeking credit to implement appropriate guidance and controls to ensure that
business records are appropriately maintained; and (4) clarifies that “de-confliction” is only required where requested
and appropriate. In November 2019, the DOJ made an additional round of minor tweaks to the policy to add clarity
around what companies need to disclose to the DOJ during an investigation (and when) to obtain leniency. 6
In April 2019, the DOJ also issued updated guidance on the factors it considers when evaluating corporate
compliance programs. 7 The updated guidance frames the DOJ’s examination of corporate compliance programs in
the context of three fundamental questions: (1) whether the corporation’s compliance program is well-designed; (2)
whether the program is being applied earnestly and in good faith; and (3) whether the corporation’s compliance
program works in practice. 8 While much of the content may not be new to seasoned compliance professionals, the
new guidance is the DOJ’s most expansive effort to date to publicize and explain its views on effective compliance
programs.
In October 2019, the DOJ Criminal Division also issued a memorandum concerning claims of inability to pay
by companies settling corporate criminal matters. The new policy provides considerably more detail than existing
guidance on evaluating such claims. 9 Overall, the memorandum suggests that the DOJ will take into consideration
factors to ensure that DOJ enforcement actions generally do not put companies out of business, but companies
backed by deep-pocketed investors will not be insulated from fines or penalties even when the company itself lacks
considerable assets and corporate formalities are followed.
3.

DOJ Has Active Year of Trials

As discussed further in Section III.B.5. the Department’s FCPA unit went to trial with five individuals in four
trials over the course of 2019, an unusually high number. The DOJ secured convictions against four of those
individuals, most notably in the hard-fought case against Lawrence Hoskins, who was convicted in November 2019.
This conviction came after the Second Circuit held in August 2018, that Hoskins could not be charged with conspiring
to violate the FCPA since he was a foreign person not within a category of persons directly covered by the statute’s
anti-bribery provisions. The DOJ pushed forward with the Hoskins prosecution based on a theory that he acted as an
4

In a May 2019 speech, for instance, Principal Deputy Associate Attorney General Claire McCusker Murray reminded us that
guidance published by the DOJ outside of typical rulemaking processes is not law and thus, to the extent such subregulatory
guidance goes beyond statutory and formal regulatory language, it does not legally bind companies (or the Department) and
decisions on whether to follow the guidance, or to take another lawful approach, require a good faith risk calculation. Claire
McCusker Murray, Principal Deputy Associate Attorney General, DOJ, Remarks at the Compliance Week Annual Conference (May
20, 2019), https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/remarks-principal-deputy-associate-attorney-general-claire-mccusker-murraycompliance.
5
Brian A. Benczkowski, Assistant Attorney General, DOJ, Remarks at the 33rd Annual ABA National Institute on White Collar Crime
Conference (Mar. 8, 2019), https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/assistant-attorney-general-brian-benczkowski-delivers-remarks33rd-annual-aba-national; DOJ, FCPA Corporate Enforcement Policy, JUSTICE MANUAL § 9-47-120,
https://www.justice.gov/jm/jm-9-47000-foreign-corrupt-practices-act-1977#9-47.120.
6
FCPA Corporate Enforcement Policy (Nov. 2019), https://www.justice.gov/jm/jm-9-47000-foreign-corrupt-practices-act-1977#947.120.
7
Brian A. Benczkowski, Assistant Attorney General, DOJ, Keynote Address at the Ethics and Compliance Initiative (ECI) 2019
Annual Impact Conference (Apr. 30, 2019), https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/assistant-attorney-general-brian-benczkowskidelivers-keynote-address-ethics-and; US Department of Justice Criminal Division, Evaluation of Corporate Compliance Programs
(Apr. 2019), https://www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/page/file/937501/download.
8
US Department of Justice Criminal Division, Evaluation of Corporate Compliance Programs (Apr. 2019),
https://www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/page/file/937501/download.
9
Brian A. Benczkowski, Assistant Attorney General, DOJ, Remarks at the Global Investigations Review Live New York (Oct. 8,
2019), https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/assistant-attorney-general-brian-benczkowski-delivers-remarks-global-investigations.
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agent of an FCPA-covered domestic concern, Alstom’s US subsidiary, notwithstanding that he was employed by a
different, foreign subsidiary. While the Second Circuit’s conspiracy decision in Hoskins may not have changed the
outcome in his case, it might limit US authorities’ ability to prosecute or obtain cooperation from non-resident foreign
nationals in future cases. The case of Jean Boustani, detailed in Section III.B, illustrates the challenges the DOJ now
faces without the ability to proceed against foreign persons on a theory of aiding and abetting or conspiracy liability.
4.

A New FCPA #1 and #2: Ericsson and Mobile Telesystems

FCPA resolutions in 2019 reinforced US enforcement authorities’ focus on large cases with high-dollar
outcomes and, in fact, yielded the first and second highest combined payments to US authorities in connection with
FCPA resolutions in history. 10 The SEC and DOJ reached settlements in December totaling over $1 billion with the
Swedish telecommunications corporation Ericsson for violations of the FCPA’s anti-bribery, books and records, and
internal accounting controls provisions in connection with, among other things, its creation of slush funds used to
bribe officials in multiple countries. 11 Ericsson will pay approximately $540 million in disgorgement and interest to the
SEC and over $520 million in criminal penalties to the DOJ, and will be subject to an independent compliance
monitor. 12
The SEC and DOJ also reached resolutions in March 2019 with MTS, a Russian telecommunications
service provider, for a total of $850 million. 13 Between 2004 and 2012, MTS paid at least $420 million in bribes to
government officials in Uzbekistan in order to develop its business in the country’s telecommunications market, which
generated more than $2.4 billion in revenue. 14 MTS entered into a deferred prosecution agreement with the DOJ,
which required MTS to pay $850 million to settle claims related to violations of the FCPA’s anti-bribery, books and
records, and internal accounting controls provisions, subject to a credit for the $100 million civil penalty paid to the
SEC for parallel charges. 15 The government also required MTS to engage a compliance monitor for a three-year
period. 16 These resolutions are discussed in greater detail in Section III.A below.
Globally, the Ericsson and MTS resolutions are surpassed only by the Petrobras settlement in September
2018, which involved $1.78 billion in penalties and disgorgement, 17 the 2017 Telia settlement, which led to $965
million in penalties and fines, and the 2016 Odebrecht settlement, which resulted in $2.6 billion in global penalties
(subsequently reduced due to the company’s inability to pay). 18 However, those three resolutions included money
paid to foreign authorities in coordinated settlements, in contrast to the Ericsson and MTS resolutions that did not
mandate payments to foreign authorities.

10

See Jaclyn Jaeger, Compliance Lessons from Recent Nine-Figure FCPA Settlements, COMPLIANCE WEEK, Oct. 24, 2019
(observing that 2019 FCPA enforcement included an “unusually large quantity of cases—four—that resulted in nine-figure penalties,
each case involving widespread bribery schemes that spanned multiple countries over a period of several years”),
https://www.complianceweek.com/anti-corruption/compliance-lessons-from-recent-nine-figure-fcpa-settlements/27940.article.
11
US Securities and Exchange Commission Press Release No. 2019-254: SEC Charges Multinational Telecommunications
Company with FCPA Violations (Dec. 6, 2019); US Department of Justice Press Release No. 19-1360: Ericsson Agrees to Pay Over
$1 Billion to Resolve FCPA Case (Dec. 6, 2019).
12
US Securities and Exchange Commission Press Release No. 2019-254: SEC Charges Multinational Telecommunications
Company with FCPA Violations (Dec. 6, 2019); US Department of Justice Press Release No. 19-1360: Ericsson Agrees to Pay Over
$1 Billion to Resolve FCPA Case (Dec. 6, 2019).
13
US Department of Justice Press Release No. 19-200: Mobile Telesystems Pjsc and Its Uzbek Subsidiary Enter into Resolutions of
$850 Million with the Department of Justice for Paying Bribes in Uzbekistan (Mar. 7, 2019).
14
Deferred Prosecution Agreement between US Department of Justice and United States v. Mobile TeleSystems PJSC, No. 19-CR00167, at A-4 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 22, 2019); Order Instituting Cease-and-Desist Proceedings, In the Matter of Mobile TeleSystems
PJSC, Rel. No. 85261, File No. 3-19022, at 2 (Mar. 6, 2019); US Securities and Exchange Commission Press Release No. 2019-27:
Mobile TeleSystems Settles FCPA Violations (Mar. 6, 2019).
15
Deferred Prosecution Agreement between US Department of Justice and United States v. Mobile TeleSystems PJSC, No. 19-CR00167, at 10 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 22, 2019); Order Instituting Cease-and-Desist Proceedings, In the Matter of Mobile TeleSystems PJSC,
Rel. No. 85261, File No. 3-19022, at 16 (Mar. 6, 2019).
16
US Securities and Exchange Commission Press Release No. 2019-27: Mobile TeleSystems Settles FCPA Violations (Mar. 6,
2019).
17
See US Department of Justice Press Release No. 18-1258: Petróleo Brasileiro S.A. – Petrobras Agrees to Pay More Than $850
Million for FCPA Violations (Sept. 27, 2018); US Securities and Exchange Commission Press Release No. 2018-215: Petrobras
Reaches Settlement With SEC for Misleading Investors (Sept. 27, 2018), https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2018-215.
18
US Securities and Exchange Commission Press Release No. 2017-171: Telecommunications Company Paying $965 Million for
FCPA Violations (Sept. 21, 2017).
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Notably, these large settlements extend a trend in which some of the most notable cases in recent years
have come from companies in the telecommunications industry. In 2016, Vimpelcom reached a nearly $800 million
resolution with US and Dutch authorities. 19 In 2017, Telia agreed to a $965 million global settlement, with US, Dutch,
and Swedish authorities. 20 And last year, Polycom settled FCPA charges with the SEC, received a declination from
the DOJ, and agreed to pay approximately $36 million. 21 In sum, FCPA enforcement actions against
telecommunications companies—perhaps unsurprisingly given that it is a highly regulated, multinational industry—
have resulted in $3.1 billion in settlements since 2010. 22
Given that enforcement authorities touted the Petrobras and Telia resolutions as indications that foreign
authorities were finally playing an active role in anti-corruption enforcement in coordination with US law enforcement,
the US agencies’ apparent go-it-alone approach with respect to Ericsson and MTS raises the question whether
foreign authorities are tempering their enthusiasm for cooperation. On the other hand, Swedish authorities publicly
confirmed that they have opened their own preliminary investigation into Ericsson in the wake of Ericsson’s
settlement with the DOJ and SEC. 23 The prospects for foreign cooperation may always be country-specific: Russia,
where MTS is headquartered, and Uzbekistan, where its subsidiary corporation is based, have never been at the
vanguard of anti-corruption efforts. It is also possible that this example of an arguable lack of cooperation and
coordination supports a view that the United States continues to play an outsized role in the enforcement landscape.
5.

US Authorities Continue to Target Foreign Companies

The Ericsson and MTS settlements also highlight the continued pattern of US authorities pursuing cases and
securing some of the largest settlements against companies that are not domestic corporations. Of the top ten largest
global monetary settlements, only Kellogg Brown & Root, which agreed to pay $579 million in penalties to the DOJ
and SEC in 2009, is a US company. 24 The other companies in the current top ten are based in Brazil, Sweden,
Russia, Germany, the Netherlands, and France.

19

US Securities and Exchange Commission Press Release No. 2016-34: VimpelCom to Pay $795 Million in Global Settlement for
FCPA Violations (Feb. 18, 2016).
20
US Securities and Exchange Commission Press Release No. 2017-171: Telecommunications Company Paying $965 Million for
FCPA Violations (Sept. 21, 2017).
21
Samuel Rubenfeld, Plantronics Unit Agrees to Pay $36 Million in FCPA Settlement, WALL ST. J. (Dec. 26, 2018),
https://www.wsj.com/articles/plantronics-unit-agrees-to-pay-36-million-in-fcpa-settlement-11545868903.
22
Disconnected—The Many FCPA Enforcement Actions Against Telecom Companies, FCPA PROFESSOR (Dec. 23, 2019),
http://fcpaprofessor.com/disconnected-many-fcpa-enforcement-actions-telecom-companies/.
23
Will Barbieri and Sam Fry, Sweden Investigates Ericsson Over Bribery, GLOBAL INVESTIGATIONS REVIEW, Dec. 13, 2019,
https://globalinvestigationsreview.com/article/1212130/sweden-investigates-ericsson-over-bribery.
24
US Department of Justice Press Release No. 09-112: Kellogg Brown & Root LLC Pleads Guilty to Foreign Bribery and Agrees to
Pay $402 Million Criminal Fine (Feb. 11, 2009).
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While foreign corporations have clearly become a more prominent focus of FCPA enforcement and have
recently received some of the largest penalties, the cause of this trend is difficult to identify with certainty. It may be
that US enforcement authorities are more motivated to pursue cases against foreign entities. It is also possible that
companies based abroad are less likely to have robust compliance programs that prevent corruption in the first place.
These less sophisticated programs may also make it more likely that US authorities will insist on a resolution, as
opposed to a declination, based on a pattern of wrongdoing. It could also simply be that foreign companies inherently
engage in more business outside of the United States and are, therefore, more exposed to foreign corruption risks
addressed by the FCPA. Regardless of the underlying cause, the recent trend of FCPA settlements makes clear that
foreign corporations with connections to the United States must pay particular attention to corruption risks.
6.

Continued Use of Accounting Charges to Resolve Matters

The DOJ and SEC continue to use the FCPA’s internal accounting and recordkeeping provisions to counter
international corruption, including in situations where the government authorities suggested that there may have been
improper payments made or things of value provided to government officials, but for one reason or another, it
25

US Department of Justice Press Release No. 18-1258: Petroleo Brasileiro S.A. – Petrobras Agrees to Pay More than $850 Million
for FCPA Violations (Sept. 27, 2018); US Department of Justice Press Release No. 19-1360: Ericsson Agrees to Pay Over $1 Billion
to Resolve FCPA Case (Dec. 6, 2019); US Department of Justice Press Release No. 17-1035: Telia Company AB and its Uzbek
Subsidiary Enter into a Global Foreign Bribery Resolution of More Than $965 Million for Corrupt Payments in Uzbekistan (Sept. 21,
2017); US Department of Justice Press Release No. 19-200: Mobile Telesystems Pjsc and its Uzbek Subsidiary Enter into
Resolutions of $850 Million with the Department of Justice for Paying Bribes in Uzbekistan (Mar. 7, 2019); US Department of Justice
Press Release No. 08-1105: Siemens AG and Three Subsidiaries Plead Guilty to Foreign Corrupt Practices Act Violations and
Agree to Pay $450 Million in Combined Criminal Fines (Dec. 15, 2008); US Department of Justice Press Release No. 16-194:
VimpelCom Limited and Unitel LLC Enter into Global Foreign Bribery Resolution of More Than $795 Million; United States Seeks
$850 Million Forfeiture in Corrupt Proceeds of Bribery Scheme (Feb. 18, 2016); US Department of Justice Press Release No. 141448: Alstom Pleads Guilty and Agrees to Pay $772 Million Criminal Penalty to Resolve Foreign Bribery Charges (Dec. 22, 2014);
US Department of Justice Press Release No. 18-722: Societe Generale S.A. Agrees to Pay $860 Million in Criminal Penalties for
Bribing Gaddafi-Era Libyan Officials and Manipulating Libor Rate (June 4, 2018); US Department of Justice Press Release No. 09112: Kellogg Brown & Root LLC Pleads Guilty to Foreign Bribery Charges and Agrees to Pay $402 Million Criminal Fine (Feb. 11,
2009); US Department of Justice Press Release No. 16-1522: Judgment, United States v. Odebrecht S.A., No. 16-cr-00643-RJD
(E.D.N.Y. Apr. 17, 2017); Judgment, United States v. Braskem S.A., No. 16:cr-00644-RJD (E.D.N.Y. Jan. 26, 2017); Consent,
United States v. Braskem S.A., No. 16-cv-02488-JDB (D.D.C. Dec. 21, 2016).
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appears they were unable to bring charges under the bribery prong of the statute. In 2019, the DOJ and SEC reached
six settlements under the accounting and recordkeeping provisions in cases where bribery was not charged, an
increase compared to the two it brought in 2018. 26 The settlements ranged from $4 million to $282 million. As detailed
in Section III.A.1. below, numerous non-bribery SEC settlements included disgorgement of alleged ill-gotten gains,
suggesting that, although it did not bring a bribery charge, perhaps because of the inability to prove another element
of the offense, such as jurisdiction or corrupt intent, the government believed that the companies benefited financially
from their loose controls environments.
7.

Continued Instances of International Cooperation and Continued Touting of
International Cooperation—with One Dissent
a.

DOJ Officials Continued to Promote the Importance of International
Cooperation and Highlight Cases that Benefited from It

The SEC and DOJ continued in 2019 to coordinate frequently with their foreign counterparts on
investigations and global resolutions. The DOJ also repeatedly emphasized the importance of international
cooperation in enforcing the FCPA. During his Keynote Address on FCPA Enforcement Developments in March
2019, then DAG Rosenstein stated that “international cooperation is essential to prohibit corruption by multinational
corporations.” 27 Specifically, Rosenstein praised Cayman and Swiss authorities for their assistance in an investigation
that led to charges against more than 30 individuals for a kickback scheme in Venezuela. In the same speech,
Rosenstein reiterated the Department’s policy against “Piling On.” He said that DOJ attorneys should coordinate their
investigations to avoid duplicative penalties, and he encouraged Department attorneys to coordinate with other
federal, state, local, and foreign enforcement authorities to resolve claims arising from the same misconduct. 28
In a June 2019 speech, Deputy Assistant Attorney General Matthew Miner also emphasized that “[w]orking
cooperatively and efficiently with our foreign counterparts is an absolute necessity for effective law enforcement.” 29
Deputy AAG Miner pointed to two specific initiatives that highlight the Department’s cooperation with foreign
counterparts: the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development’s (OECD) Working Group on Bribery and
the DOJ’s secondment program with the UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and Serious Fraud Office (SFO). 30
Deputy AAG Miner further singled out two corporate resolutions that demonstrate the importance of
international assistance with DOJ investigations. The first was with Moscow-based mobile telecommunications
company MTS, discussed above. Miner noted that DOJ received assistance from enforcement authorities in over a
dozen countries in the MTS matter. The second was a deferred prosecution agreement with oil and gas company
TechnipFMC (Technip) relating to bribery schemes in Brazil and Iraq. 31 Technip’s subsidiary, Technip USA, pleaded
guilty to a single charge of conspiracy to violate the anti-bribery provisions of the FCPA. 32 Pursuant to its agreement
with the DOJ, Technip agreed to pay a criminal fine of over $296 million. 33 The Department credited Technip,

26
See WilmerHale, Foreign Corrupt Practices Act Alert: Global Anti-Bribery Year-In-Review: 2018 Developments and Predictions for
2019, at 28-29 (Jan. 17, 2019), https://www.wilmerhale.com/en/insights/client-alerts/20190117-global-anti-bribery-year-in-review2018-developments-and-predictions-for-2019.
27
Rod J. Rosenstein, Deputy Attorney General, DOJ, Keynote Address on FCPA Enforcement Developments (Mar. 7, 2019),
https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/deputy-attorney-general-rod-j-rosenstein-delivers-keynote-address-fcpa-enforcement.
28
Rod J. Rosenstein, Deputy Attorney General, DOJ, Keynote Address on FCPA Enforcement Developments (Mar. 7, 2019),
https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/deputy-attorney-general-rod-j-rosenstein-delivers-keynote-address-fcpa-enforcement.
29
Matthew Miner, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, DOJ, Remarks at the American Bar Association, Criminal Justice Section
Third Global White Collar Crime Institute Conference (June 27, 2019), https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/deputy-assistantattorney-general-matt-miner-delivers-remarks-american-bar-association.
30
Matthew Miner, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, DOJ, Remarks at the American Bar Association, Criminal Justice Section
Third Global White Collar Crime Institute Conference (June 27, 2019), https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/deputy-assistantattorney-general-matt-miner-delivers-remarks-american-bar-association.
31
Matthew Miner, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, DOJ, Remarks at the American Bar Association, Criminal Justice Section
Third Global White Collar Crime Institute Conference (June 27, 2019), https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/deputy-assistantattorney-general-matt-miner-delivers-remarks-american-bar-association.
32
US Department of Justice Press Release No. 19-714: TechnipFMC Plc and U.S.-Based Subsidiary Agree to Pay Over $296
Million in Global Penalties to Resolve Foreign Bribery Case (June 25, 2019).
33
US Department of Justice Press Release No. 19-714: TechnipFMC Plc and U.S.-Based Subsidiary Agree to Pay Over $296
Million in Global Penalties to Resolve Foreign Bribery Case (June 25, 2019).
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however, for the approximately $214 million it had already agreed to pay to settle concurrent investigations in Brazil. 34
Though the SEC elected not to impose a civil penalty based on the resolution with the DOJ, the SEC ordered
disgorgement and prejudgment interest totaling just over $5 million. 35
According to admissions and court documents, Technip conspired to violate the FCPA by making more than
$69 million in corrupt payments, including “commission” payments to a former consultant. 36 The consultant then
passed on portions of those payments as bribes to Brazilian officials at state-owned oil company Petrobras in order to
secure business advantages. 37 Also in furtherance of that scheme, Technip made over $6 million in corrupt payments
to a Brazilian political party and party officials. 38 The admissions and court documents also establish that, in addition
to Brazil, Technip paid bribes to at least seven Iraqi government officials through a Monaco-based intermediary,
Unaoil, to secure improper business advantages. 39 In announcing the Technip resolution, Miner credited the
governments of Brazil, the UK, Monaco, Italy, Australia, France, and Switzerland as providing significant assistance
to the DOJ’s investigation. 40
Similarly, according to public reports, the US and Brazilian authorities are investigating medical equipment
sales associated with companies like Johnson & Johnson, Siemens AG, and Philips. 41 Brazilian authorities have
alleged that the companies, along with many others, paid bribes and charged the government inflated prices for
medical equipment. 42 The DOJ and SEC have each opened investigations into the schemes. 43 Brazilian federal
prosecutor Marisa Ferrari stated that Brazilian authorities are “constantly sharing information” with the FBI relating to
this case, including sending documents to US authorities. 44 Twenty-four people have already been charged in
connection with the alleged bribery schemes, and the investigation is ongoing. 45
In some circumstances, the involvement of foreign counterparts has caused the DOJ to decline prosecuting
a case at all. In 2018, the DOJ declined prosecuting potential FCPA violations by Güralp Systems Limited in part
because Güralp was the subject of a parallel investigation by the UK’s SFO. 46 Along the same lines, and as
discussed in Section III.C.2. below, in 2019 the DOJ closed investigations into Italian energy company Eni and AngloDutch oil company Shell over alleged bribes to acquire an oil license in Nigeria. 47 The DOJ cited the fact that Italian
34

Matthew Miner, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, DOJ, Remarks at the American Bar Association, Criminal Justice Section
Third Global White Collar Crime Institute Conference (June 27, 2019), https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/deputy-assistantattorney-general-matt-miner-delivers-remarks-american-bar-association.
35
Order Instituting Cease-and-Desist Proceedings, In the Matter of TechnipFMC plc., Rel. No. 87055, File No. 3-19493, at 13 (Sept.
23, 2019).
36
US Department of Justice Press Release No. 19-714: TechnipFMC Plc and U.S.-Based Subsidiary Agree to Pay Over $296
Million in Global Penalties to Resolve Foreign Bribery Case (June 25, 2019).
37
US Department of Justice Press Release No. 19-714: TechnipFMC Plc and U.S.-Based Subsidiary Agree to Pay Over $296
Million in Global Penalties to Resolve Foreign Bribery Case (June 25, 2019).
38
US Department of Justice Press Release No. 19-714: TechnipFMC Plc and U.S.-Based Subsidiary Agree to Pay Over $296
Million in Global Penalties to Resolve Foreign Bribery Case (June 25, 2019).
39
US Department of Justice Press Release No. 19-714: TechnipFMC Plc and U.S.-Based Subsidiary Agree to Pay Over $296
Million in Global Penalties to Resolve Foreign Bribery Case (June 25, 2019).
40
Matthew Miner, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, DOJ, Remarks at the American Bar Association, Criminal Justice Section
Third Global White Collar Crime Institute Conference (June 27, 2019), https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/deputy-assistantattorney-general-matt-miner-delivers-remarks-american-bar-association.
41
Brad Brooks, Exclusive: Philips, Under Investigation in U.S. and Brazil, Fired Whistleblower Who Warned of Graft, REUTERS, Aug.
21, 2019, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-brazil-corruption-healthcare-exclusiv/exclusive-philips-under-investigation-in-u-s-andbrazil-fired-whistleblower-who-warned-of-graft-idUSKCN1VB0BJ.
42
Brad Brooks, Exclusive: Philips, Under Investigation in U.S. and Brazil, Fired Whistleblower Who Warned of Graft, REUTERS, Aug.
21, 2019, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-brazil-corruption-healthcare-exclusiv/exclusive-philips-under-investigation-in-u-s-andbrazil-fired-whistleblower-who-warned-of-graft-idUSKCN1VB0BJ.
43
Brad Brooks, Exclusive: Philips, Under Investigation in U.S. and Brazil, Fired Whistleblower Who Warned of Graft, REUTERS, Aug.
21, 2019, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-brazil-corruption-healthcare-exclusiv/exclusive-philips-under-investigation-in-u-s-andbrazil-fired-whistleblower-who-warned-of-graft-idUSKCN1VB0BJ.
44
John R. Fischer, FBI opens probe into alleged kickbacks by healthcare OEMs in Brazil, HEALTHCARE BUSINESS NEWS, May 21,
2019, https://www.dotmed.com/news/story/47332.
45
Brad Brooks, Exclusive: Philips, Under Investigation in U.S. and Brazil, Fired Whistleblower Who Warned of Graft, REUTERS, Aug.
21, 2019, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-brazil-corruption-healthcare-exclusiv/exclusive-philips-under-investigation-in-u-s-andbrazil-fired-whistleblower-who-warned-of-graft-idUSKCN1VB0BJ.
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US Department of Justice, Re: Güralp Systems Limited (Aug. 20, 2018), https://www.justice.gov/criminalfraud/page/file/1088621/download (DOJ Declination Letter to Güralp).
47
Michael Griffiths, Shell Announces End to DOJ Bribery Probe, GLOBAL INVESTIGATIONS REVIEW, Oct. 3, 2019,
https://globalinvestigationsreview.com/article/jac/1209197/shell-announces-end-to-doj-bribery-probe.
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authorities in Milan were prosecuting the Eni case as its reason for closing its probe. 48 Shell also faces potential
charges in the Netherlands. 49
b.

SEC Chair Clayton, However, Criticized Foreign Authorities and Suggested
the United States Acts “Alone”

But even as DOJ officials extol the virtues of foreign assistance and praise their foreign counterparts, SEC
Chairman Jay Clayton noted in September 2019 that, in some areas of the world, the United States’ FCPA work was
not having its desired effect. 50 According to Clayton, other countries are incentivized to “play strategies” that take
advantage of the United States’ enforcement efforts 51 and that the United States is “acting largely alone” as the driver
of global enforcement. 52 Clayton also noted that globally oriented laws like the FCPA, without consistent means of
enforcement, may create “individually unfair and collectively suboptimal results.” 53
While stressing the importance of the FCPA in prosecuting corruption, Chairman Clayton noted that other
countries often fail to enforce anti-corruption laws, giving offshore competitors an unfair advantage over US
companies. 54 As he explained, “if your company is the only one who is ‘cheating’—your company ‘wins’ the lucrative
offshore business with no competition.” 55 Chairman Clayton concluded that his statements should not be understood
as advocating for a change in the SEC’s FCPA enforcement posture, but rather that “this reality is at the front of [his]
mind” when engaging with international counterparts and he will continue to strive for cooperative enforcement
strategies. 56
Chairman Clayton’s comments echo the conclusions of a New York City Bar Association’s International
Business Transaction Committee report from 2011, which he co-authored while he was in private practice. 57 That
report laid out the Committee’s view of the “disproportionate burdens” placed on US companies, which harm their
competitiveness against offshore companies not bound by strict anti-bribery and anti-corruption laws. 58
8.

CFTC Begins Foreign Corruption Enforcement

In March 2019, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) announced it was entering the foreign
corruption space. The CFTC issued a new Enforcement Advisory for companies and individuals that “timely and
voluntarily disclose . . . violations of the Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) involving foreign corrupt practices . . .” 59
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US Department of Justice, Re: Eni S.p.A. (Sep. 27, 2019), https://globalinvestigationsreview.com/digital_assets/0620ff71-1f8c4aeb-82c9-b031f021828b/Eni-letter-9.27.2019.pdf (DOJ Letter to Eni).
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Anything be Done to Minimize the Consequences of the U.S.’s Unique Position on Combating Offshore Corruption?, NEW YORK CITY
BAR ASS’N., (Dec. 2011), https://www2.nycbar.org/pdf/report/uploads/FCPAImpactonInternationalBusinessTransactions.pdf.
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US Commodity Futures Trading Commission, Enforcement Advisory: Advisory on Self Reporting and Cooperation for CEA
Violations Involving Foreign Corrupt Practices (Mar. 6, 2019), https://www.cftc.gov/sites/default/files/201903/enfadvisoryselfreporting030619.pdf.
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The disclosure must also be followed by “full cooperation and appropriate remediation.” 60 When those criteria are
met, the CFTC Division of Enforcement “will apply a presumption that it will recommend . . . a resolution with no civil
monetary penalty, absent aggravating circumstances . . .” 61 The Advisory extends to companies and individuals not
registered (and not required to be registered) with the CFTC. 62 Registrants were already obligated to report foreign
corrupt practices that violate the CEA but remain eligible to receive reduced penalties through self-reporting. 63 This
Advisory works in tandem with two previous CFTC advisories that outlined what constitutes sufficient cooperation and
disclosures. 64
In announcing the Advisory, CFTC Enforcement Director James McDonald stated that the CFTC is looking
to fill enforcement gaps related to foreign corruption and provided several examples of foreign corrupt practices that
would violate the CEA, including paying bribes to secure business in trading or other regulated activities, or using a
corrupt practice to manipulate benchmarks for derivative contracts or prices. 65 The CFTC’s approach seems to be to
treat such conduct as an independent fraud or manipulation that violates the CEA and to bring its own action based
on the CEA violation (either in addition to a potential FCPA violation that would be charged by the DOJ or SEC or,
perhaps, where the conduct does not satisfy all the elements of an FCPA violation).
This strategy, of course, raises the same sort of redundancy and efficiency concerns that motivate the DOJ’s
policy against “Piling On,” announced in May 2018. McDonald acknowledged this issue and stated that the CFTC will
“work closely” to coordinate its investigations with its enforcement partners and would seek to “avoid duplicative
investigative steps.” 66
To date, the CFTC has publicly announced investigations into three companies: Glencore plc, Vitol, and
Trafigura. None of these corruption-related CFTC investigations have reached any sort of resolution as of yet.
Therefore, the extent and impact of the CFTC’s deployment of the CEA to address foreign corruption remains to be
seen.
9.

Major Investigations Continue to Generate Individual Enforcement Actions

A trio of massive DOJ investigations that have been generating indictments and guilty pleas for years
continued to do so in 2019. The bribery investigation of PDVSA resulted in enforcement activity in several different
cases in 2019. In February, the DOJ charged the president and a former sales representative of a Miami-based
company stemming from allegations that they conspired to bribe PDVSA officials. 67 And in September, a superseding
indictment was unsealed charging two wealth managers from Switzerland with conspiracy to violate the FCPA’s antibribery provisions and other offenses relating to allegations of PDVSA officials soliciting bribes from contractors in
exchange for government contracts. 68 In June 2019, the DOJ served Citgo Petroleum Corporation, the US subsidiary
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of PDVSA, with a subpoena. Citgo is now conducting roughly 20 internal investigations, but whether the DOJ will
charge anyone at Citgo is yet to be seen. 69
The DOJ also furthered its investigations into sprawling bribery and money laundering schemes at Empresa
Publica de Hidrocarburos de Ecuador (PetroEcuador), Ecuador’s state-owned oil company. Federal prosecutors
charged two more individuals with conspiracy to violate the FCPA and to commit money laundering. 70
Finally, the DOJ brought a significant action against the former executives of energy services company
Unaoil. The company had been the subject of investigations by the UK’s SFO since 2016, when it began investigating
millions of dollars in alleged bribe payments to government officials in Algeria, Angola, Azerbaijan, the Democratic
Republic of Congo, Iran, Iraq, Kazakhstan, Libya, and Syria. 71 The SFO had brought charges against numerous
individuals in 2018 and a number of companies had announced that they were under investigation in the United
States and UK in connection with their work with Unaoil. In March 2019, the former Unaoil CEO and COO pleaded
guilty in the United States to arranging millions in bribes to officials in at least ten countries. 72 These pleas were
unsealed and made public in October 2019. 73 The circumstances of these pleas suggest that the former Unaoil CEO
and COO are cooperating with US authorities, and the charging papers indicated that there are nearly two dozen
ongoing investigations against unidentified persons or entities.
II.

RECENT POLICY ANNOUNCEMENTS
A.

Introduction

2019 saw FCPA enforcement authorities make several significant new announcements and clarifications of
existing policies that, on the whole generally, favor defendants and demonstrate the Department’s continued efforts to
increase transparency in its decision-making processes. Among the higher-profile announcements, the DOJ
announced revisions to its Corporate Enforcement Policy, clarifications to its recent memorandum on monitorships,
and updated guidance on how it evaluates corporate compliance programs, while the SEC announced a new
approach in which settlement offers and requests for waivers from collateral consequences can be considered
simultaneously.
As noted above, 2019 also saw a new actor—the Commodity Futures Trading Commission—enter the
foreign bribery enforcement scene. The CFTC announced an expansive view of its jurisdiction under the CEA that
would encompass foreign corrupt practices that affect commodity-related activity and made clear that it intended to
investigate such conduct. Indeed, it has already entered into the anti-corruption enforcement landscape with new
investigations in 2019.
B.

Revised FCPA Corporate Enforcement Policy

On March 8, 2019, at the 33rd Annual ABA National Institute on White Collar Crime Conference, Assistant
Attorney General (AAG) Brian A. Benczkowski announced the DOJ was in the process of revising its FCPA
Corporate Enforcement Policy (the Policy) “to bring it in line with current practice.” 74 The previous policy, introduced
in 2017, contained provisions that established a presumption of declination for companies that met certain
requirements. 75 The DOJ issued the most recent revisions to the Policy on the same day as AAG Benczkowski’s
69
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remarks. The revisions to the Policy were aimed at ensuring greater transparency and predictability in enforcement
and included, among other provisions, several key changes: (1) adding a presumption of declination in the mergers
and acquisitions context; (2) relaxing the standard relating to information companies must disclose about individuals
in order to receive cooperation credit; (3) modifying the language on the use of ephemeral messaging platforms; and
(4) clarifying the standard for “de-confliction.” 76
The DOJ issued a further update to the Policy in November, clarifying both what information a company
must disclose in order to receive “voluntary disclosure” and cooperation credit and when a company must alert DOJ
of relevant evidence not in its possession. 77 Both of the changes in the November Policy update reflect the DOJ’s
ongoing initiative to provide greater transparency and predictability for companies that are considering whether and
how to voluntarily disclosure possible FCPA violations.
The major 2019 revisions to the Policy are explained below:
1.

M&A Context

The revised Policy makes clear that the DOJ’s existing principles for evaluating whether a company receives
a declination, including whether a company has voluntarily self-disclosed, applies equally to the mergers and
acquisitions context. The DOJ adopts a presumption of declination in situations where a company uncovers
misconduct at a target company in the course of a merger or acquisition “through thorough and timely due
diligence[,]” voluntarily self-discloses the misconduct and otherwise takes action in accordance with the Policy. 78 A
footnote in the Policy adds that a declination may still be appropriate even where there were “aggravating
circumstances” such as pervasive misconduct or executive management involved in the misconduct, at the acquired
entity. 79 The updated Policy reflects DOJ’s continued efforts to reward companies with strong compliance practices,
encourage others to adopt such practices, and not let potential FCPA enforcement stand in the way of responsible
corporate actors engaging in M&A activity. As AAG Benczkowski explained, DOJ “[doesn’t] want the good corporate
actors to cede the field to higher-risk entities that may only perpetuate illegal conduct.” 80
2.

Sharing Information on Individuals Substantially Involved in Misconduct

The revised Policy formally implements a policy change previewed by DAG Rosenstein in November 2018
related to the DOJ’s assessment of a company’s obligation to share information against individuals in order to receive
cooperation credit. At that time, even though under the policy then in effect, companies were required to turn over
information on all individuals involved to receive any cooperation credit, 81 DAG Rosenstein stated that the DOJ
recognized that “it [was] not practical to require a company to identify every employee who played any role in the
conduct” and that the Department “now ma[d]e clear that investigations should not be delayed merely to collect
information about individuals whose involvement was not substantial.” 82
Pursuant to the revised Policy, it is now clear that to receive cooperation credit, companies need only share
information on individuals “substantially involved” in misconduct. 83 The March 2019 Policy requires that a company
must report “all relevant facts known to it, including all relevant facts about all individuals substantially involved in or
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responsible for the violation of law.” 84 In November 2019, the DOJ revised this language to require disclosure related
to those “substantially involved in or responsible for the misconduct at issue” rather than “for the violation of law,” to
eliminate complications surrounding corporate determinations that a violation of law did or did not occur. 85
3.

Ephemeral Messaging Systems 86

The prior version of the Policy contained language, in the remediation section of the Policy, suggesting that
a company must prohibit its employees from using ephemeral messaging systems in order to receive credit. The
language had caused significant confusion in the corporate community. Under the revised Policy, companies must
“implement[] appropriate guidance and controls on the use of personal communications and ephemeral messaging
platforms” that interfere with the company’s ability to retain proper business records. 87 Modifying the prior language
reflects DOJ’s acknowledgment that these methods of communication are a fact of life in many modern businesses,
while still requiring that companies carry the burden of implementing responsible record retention practices in order to
receive credit under the Policy.
4.

Clarification on “De-confliction”

The DOJ also clarified the “de-confliction” factor for evaluating a company’s cooperation. De-confliction
refers to a company’s deferral of internal investigative steps, such as an employee interview, at the government’s
request. 88 As in the original Policy, the revised Policy states that when DOJ makes a request to a company regarding
investigative steps, “such a request will be made for a limited period of time and be narrowly tailored to a legitimate
investigative purpose[.]” 89 However, the revised Policy includes a footnote stating DOJ “will not take any steps to
affirmatively direct a company’s internal investigation efforts.” 90 This addition acknowledges that while DOJ may
occasionally have a compelling reason to make requests of a company in handling its internal investigation,
prosecutors should not be running a company’s investigation.
This DOJ clarification of “de-confliction” is generally consistent with the message in a recent case in the
Southern District of New York. In United States v. Connolly, discussed further below in Section IV.C., the court held
that the government “outsourced its investigation,” which made the company’s and its outside counsel’s internal
investigation “fairly attributable to the government,” and afforded witnesses in the investigation constitutional
protections normally limited to governmental investigative action. 91 As noted in WilmerHale’s May 10, 2019
Investigations Alert, the Connolly decision “challenge[d] the government’s aggressive leveraging of companies’
eagerness to cooperate.” 92
5.

November 2019 Updates

The DOJ’s revised November 2019 Policy included two additional substantive updates. First, the DOJ
clarified that a company’s voluntary self-disclosure of facts was limited to “all relevant facts known to it at the time of
the disclosure” (emphasis added). 93 Previously, the Policy stated a company must disclose “all relevant facts known
84
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to it.” 94 In explaining the change, the DOJ indicated that it recognized a self-disclosing company may not have full
knowledge of all relevant facts at the time of disclosure and indicated a company in that situation should include a
caveat when an investigation is in preliminary stages. 95 Second, under the November revisions, to receive full
cooperation credit, a company must alert DOJ of relevant evidence only when it is actually aware of such evidence. 96
Previously, the Policy required “where the company is or should be aware of” relevant evidence. 97
C.

DOJ Updated Guidance on Evaluation of Corporate Compliance Programs 98

In April 2019, the DOJ announced an update to its 2017 guidance document entitled Evaluation of Corporate
Compliance Programs (the “Compliance Guidance”). The DOJ’s 2019 Compliance Guidance is its most expansive
effort to date to publicize and explain its assessment of effective compliance programs. The 2019 Compliance
Guidance instructs prosecutors assessing the effectiveness of a program to engage in a “particularized evaluation” of
the program, focusing on whether the company has taken a risk-based approach to building and implementing its
program, rather than applying a “rigid formula.” 99 Deputy AAG Miner reiterated this aspect of the guidance in June
2019, stating that “compliance is not and cannot be ‘one-size-fits-all.’” 100 He indicated that DOJ understood that each
company is influenced by its own risks (including “geographically differentiated risk[s]”) and regulatory requirements,
and no two corporate compliance programs will be exactly alike. 101 A company can—and should—follow the
fundamental principles in the Compliance Guidance in a manner tailored to its unique risk profile.
In announcing the update, AAG Benczkowski noted his view that compliance programs are a significant
factor in the early detection and ultimate prevention of misconduct. 102 Once the investigation is underway, DOJ’s
assessment of a company’s compliance program impacts the outcome of the Department’s decisions with regard to:
(1) charging, including whether a company receives a declination; (2) financial penalties; and (3) compliance
obligations contained in a corporate criminal resolution, including whether an independent monitor will be
appointed. 103
The 2019 Compliance Guidance identifies three “fundamental questions” that should drive evaluations of a
company’s compliance program: (1) “Is the corporation’s compliance program well designed?” (2) “[I]s the program
being implemented effectively?” and (3) “Does the corporation’s compliance program work in practice?” 104
With regard to the first question—whether the program is well-designed—prosecutors need to “understand
the company’s business from a commercial perspective,” especially the risk factors specific to it in order to determine
whether the compliance program is designed to detect those issues, including by utilizing a risk-based assessment of
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its third-party partners. 105 Prosecutors are directed to look at the “comprehensiveness of the compliance program”
and determine whether the program is “well-integrated into the company’s operations and workforce,” including by
ensuring that company policies not only relay applicable laws to employees but communicate a broader culture of
compliance within the business, and providing periodic reminders to employees of those principles through regular
trainings tailored to each employee’s function as well as testing of employees’ compliance knowledge following such
trainings. 106
The next key question is whether the program is being implemented earnestly and in good faith. Prior
guidance focused almost exclusively on senior managers’ roles in setting the compliance “tone at the top” for a
company and ensuring the compliance infrastructure was well-supported and compliance culture encouraged. The
2019 Compliance Guidance also sets out the critical role of middle managers in reinforcing a company’s ethical
standards, encouraging employees to commit to compliance, and modeling proper behavior for junior employees. 107
While those principles should apply throughout the company, when looking at the compliance function itself, DOJ
prosecutors will be assessing the seniority of the staff, the stature and autonomy of the group within the organization
(e.g., direct access to the board or audit committee), and whether the compliance function is adequately funded and
staffed by dedicated compliance personnel. As part of the compliance function’s ongoing role in monitoring and
continually adapting and applying the program, the DOJ will be looking at whether companies incentivize compliance
and discourage non-compliance, ensuring that such incentives and disciplinary actions are applied fairly and
consistently. 108 The Compliance Guidance suggests that the DOJ may not provide full remediation credit if it believes
that an insufficient number or inappropriate selection of employees have been disciplined. 109
The final guiding question for Department attorneys is whether the compliance program works in practice.
The DOJ views a program’s ability to identify misconduct (and, in accordance with the Corporate Enforcement Policy,
allow the company to self-report any issues) to be a “strong indicator” that a compliance program is working.
Speaking at the ACI conference in December, AAG Benczkowski underscored this point, encouraging companies to
invest in their compliance systems to better detect misconduct, despite what may be perceived as an increased risk
of finding that misconduct: “This sense of increased risk may then create resistance to the project from within the
company. An important compliance program improvement is then never undertaken, and certain misconduct then
goes unchecked, unless and until the Department happens upon it. That is not the outcome [the Department]
want[s].” 110
If and when misconduct is detected, an important feature of any effective compliance program is “a wellfunctioning and appropriately funded mechanism for the timely and thorough investigations of any allegations or
suspicions of misconduct.” 111 Investigations should be “properly scoped, . . . independent, objective, appropriately
conducted, and properly documented,” and they should “identify root causes, system vulnerabilities, and
accountability lapses” at all levels within the company. 112
D.

Additional Comments on Monitorship Memorandum

As noted above, the Department’s assessment of a company’s compliance program impacts the decision of
whether to impose a monitor as part of a resolution. In October 2018, as discussed in last year’s Year-in-Review,
AAG Benczkowski announced revised guidance concerning the considerations underlying the DOJ’s decision-making
on when to impose monitors in corporate resolutions, how to select the monitors, and how to determine the scope of
105
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monitorships. 113 At the time, Benczkowski remarked that the DOJ’s “practice of imposing corporate monitors [was]
the exception, not the rule” and that the scope of any monitorship should be “appropriately tailored.” 114 In his March
2019 remarks at the ABA National Institute on White Collar Crime Conference, Benczkowski clarified that the policy
was not a “Shakespearean policy . . . [meant to] kill all the monitors,” but rather it was meant to “provide greater
clarity both to companies but also to [Department] prosecutors to ensure that when they do recommend the
appointment of a monitor that they are doing so for the right reasons and with the right scope.” 115 Indeed, as
discussed further in Section III.A.3. (“Continued Use of Monitors”), more monitors were imposed in 2019 than in 2018,
though it remains to be seen whether this is a trend that will continue in future years.
E.

CFTC Enforcement Advisory on Foreign Corrupt Practices and McDonald Remarks

As noted above, in March, CFTC announced, for the first time, its intent to investigate violations of the CEA
involving foreign corrupt practices. In a March 6, 2019 Enforcement Advisory and contemporaneous remarks by the
CFTC’s Director of Enforcement, the CFTC signaled that it viewed foreign bribery as within the Commission’s
investigatory mandate when such improper payments involve or impact commodity or commodity-related contracts
(e.g., swaps, options, or futures contracts). On the same day the CFTC issued the Advisory, the Commission’s
Director of Enforcement, James McDonald explained that the new focus was tied to increasing incidents of “fraud,
manipulation, false reporting, [and] other types of violations” under the CEA that, “left unchecked, can distort prices
and undermine the integrity of [CFTC-regulated] markets.” 116
The Advisory, which applies to both individuals and companies, regardless of whether they are required to
register with the CFTC, expanded on previous CFTC guidance concerning self-reporting and cooperation and
focused specifically on the disclosure of conduct involving foreign corrupt practices. 117 If an individual or company
voluntarily discloses a violation of the CEA “involving foreign corrupt practices,” where the disclosure “is followed by
full cooperation and appropriate remediation” in accordance with previous CFTC guidance, then the Enforcement
Division “will apply a presumption that it will recommend to the Commission a resolution with no civil monetary
penalty, absent aggravating circumstances.” 118 Consideration of aggravating circumstances will include an evaluation
of, among other things, whether “executive or senior level management of the company was involved; the misconduct
was pervasive within the company; or the company or individual has previously engaged in similar misconduct.” 119
The CFTC’s March 2019 Advisory closely parallels the DOJ’s Corporate Enforcement Policy for FCPA
matters, which provides a presumption that a company will receive a declination when that company voluntarily selfdiscloses misconduct, fully cooperates, and timely and appropriately remediates according to the policy’s guidelines
and in the absence of aggravating circumstances. 120 However, unlike the DOJ’s Policy, the CFTC’s Advisory does
not provide limited credit for companies that fail to voluntarily self-disclose misconduct but nonetheless cooperate
fully and remediate in a timely and appropriate fashion.
The March 2019 Advisory makes clear that a recommendation to resolve an inquiry without a civil monetary
penalty would not preclude the payment of “disgorgement, forfeiture, and/or restitution resulting from the misconduct
at issue” for companies or individuals making voluntary disclosures. 121 The Advisory also states that the Enforcement
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Division “will seek all available remedies—including, where appropriate, substantial civil monetary penalties” in
situations where individuals or companies have not made a voluntary disclosure. 122
Since the Advisory, several CFTC foreign corruption investigations have been announced. On April 25,
2019, Glencore Plc disclosed that it was under investigation by the CFTC for alleged bribery of foreign officials in
violation of the CEA. 123 Glencore had previously disclosed an FCPA probe by the DOJ for similar conduct and
subsequently disclosed an investigation by the SFO. 124 In addition to Glencore, the CFTC is investigating commodity
companies Vitol and Trafigura for potential violations related to foreign corruption. 125 Both Vitol and Trafigura are also
reportedly under investigation by the FBI, as well as Swiss and Brazilian authorities. 126
Since the CFTC’s initiative is new, it will take some time to determine whether the Commission’s statements
about the confines of its interest and activities will be borne out in practice. Nonetheless, companies and individuals
that have identified conduct involving potential corrupt payments abroad should evaluate whether such conduct may
have had any effect on activities regulated by the CFTC and consider whether to take advantage of the benefits of
voluntary self-disclosure outlined in the March 2019 Advisory.
F.

Benczkowski Memorandum on Corporate Claims of Inability to Pay

In October 2019, AAG Benczkowski released guidance regarding how the DOJ will evaluate corporate
claims of inability to pay an otherwise appropriate criminal fine or monetary penalty. 127 This guidance was designed
to standardize prosecutors’ approach to these claims and will provide additional transparency for companies facing
criminal penalties. 128 Notably, the factors detailed in the October 2019 memo indicate that companies with access to
additional capital through investors may not be protected from monetary penalties even if the company has very few
assets. Accompanying the guidance was a questionnaire for Criminal Division attorneys to use to solicit information
from companies claiming an inability to pay, which includes requests for information about the company’s recent cash
flow projections and operating budgets, as well as acquisition or divestiture plans and encumbered assets. 129
Financial penalty adjustments can take the form of a reduction in the proposed penalty or the use of an installment
schedule for payment over a reasonable amount of time. 130 When the proposed reduction exceeds 25 percent of the
otherwise-agreed-upon penalty, it requires approval from the Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal Division. 131
Under the US Sentencing Guidelines, courts are required to consider several factors pertaining to a
defendant’s financial situation in determining whether a criminal fine would be appropriate, and in what amount. 132
AAG Benczkowski’s memorandum provides analogous guidance for Criminal Division prosecutors. Emphasizing that
penalty adjustments should be used only as necessary to avoid threatening the continued viability of the organization
and/or impairing the organization’s ability to make restitution to victims, Benczkowski instructed Criminal Division
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attorneys crafting resolutions to evaluate a company’s current assets, liabilities, and anticipated cash flows compared
to working capital needs, as well as four potential additional factors: (i) background on current financial condition; (ii)
alternative sources of capital; (iii) collateral consequences, including impact on the entity’s ability to fund pension
obligations or meet operational standards required by law; and (iv) victim restitution considerations, including whether
the proposed fine will impair an organization’s ability to pay restitution.
While this guidance regarding claims of inability to pay applies to DOJ Criminal Division enforcement actions
generally and is not specific to FCPA cases, corporate claims of inability to pay have featured in prior FCPA cases.
For example, in 2018 alone, the DOJ reduced penalties in three settlements based on the defendant company’s
inability to pay: (i) Transport Logistics International, Inc. (DOJ reduced the $21 million criminal penalty appropriate
under the Sentencing Guidelines to $2 million after finding that a penalty greater than $2 million “would substantially
jeopardize the continued viability of the company”) 133; (ii) SBM Offshore (DOJ reduced penalties by 25% from the
lowest recommended penalties under the Sentencing Guidelines upon finding that payment of the full fine would lead
to “significant collateral consequences” and substantial jeopardy as to “the continued viability” of the company) 134;
and (iii) Odebrecht (DOJ reduced $260 million to be paid to the United States to $93 million due to the company’s
“inability to pay a total criminal penalty in excess of $2,600,000,000 . . . .”). 135
G.

Clayton Statement Regarding Offers of Settlement

In July 2019, SEC Chairman, Jay Clayton issued a Statement detailing a new approach the SEC will take in
considering settlement offers, namely considering contemporaneously with settlement discussions requests for
waivers from automatic statutory disqualifications and other collateral consequences. 136 The SEC can grant a waiver
exempting entities from the “significant collateral consequences” that accompany certain types of resolutions and
often does so in conjunction with settlement offers. However, SEC consideration of a potential settlement has
historically been conducted separately from consideration of any waiver requests. As Chairman Clayton explained in
the Statement, this bifurcated approach can be unduly complex and lead to inconsistencies undermining appropriate
settlements. 137 To address these negative effects of the current process, under the new Statement, a settling entity
will now be able to request that the SEC consider an offer of settlement that simultaneously addresses both the
enforcement action and related collateral disqualifications. 138
The Statement also emphasized the importance to both the SEC and the settling entity of reaching an
“appropriately-crafted settlement,” and described multiple factors that drive decision-making around settlements.
These include: (1) the cost of litigation; (2) the SEC’s willingness to “litigate zealously” in the absence of a timely and
reasonable offer of settlement; (3) the importance of promptly remedying harm to investors, as “[i]nvestor protection is
at the core of the Commission’s mission”; and (4) a desire for certainty. 139
This change constitutes a procedural improvement that should create a more predictable enforcement
environment and allow settling entities to better assess the outcome of a proposed settlement and make an informed
decision about whether and when to enter into a settlement with the SEC.
H.

SEC Proposed Rules to Require Mandatory Disclosures by Resource Extraction Companies

Section 13(q) of the Securities Exchange Act, added by Dodd-Frank, instructed the SEC to adopt rules
mandating the disclosure of certain payments by issuers in the extractive resource industries. 140 Two initial attempts
to implement Section 13(q) were invalidated—once by the courts and once by Congress. 141
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On December 18, 2019, the Commission embarked on its third attempt, proposing rules that, if adopted,
would require domestic or foreign issuers (including their subsidiaries and entities under their control) that are
required to file annual reports to the Commission to disclose payments to the US government or any foreign
government made in connection with the commercial development of extractive resources (e.g., oil, natural gas, or
minerals). 142 If adopted, the proposed rules would require disclosure of payments meeting two thresholds: first, the
individual payment must meet a threshold of $150,000; and second, the payment must be related to projects meeting
a threshold value of $750,000. 143 Exemptions are contemplated for situations in which disclosure is prohibited by
foreign law or an already-existing contract or for smaller or emerging-growth companies. 144
The proposed rules and the mandate for their implementation highlight regulatory and legislative avenues—
beyond and besides FCPA enforcement—that can be used to expose and combat corruption.
III.

KEY INVESTIGATION-RELATED DEVELOPMENTS
A.

Notable Features of Corporate Resolutions
1.

Continued Reliance on Accounting Provisions

In 2019, as in recent years, the SEC and the DOJ brought several FCPA actions against companies where
the charges were based solely on violations of the internal accounting controls and books and records provisions of
the FCPA, without bribery charges. There were six such cases in 2019, as compared to two in 2018 145 and three in
2017. 146 As SEC FCPA Unit head, Charles Cain, noted at a conference in September, the SEC may pursue
accounting and recordkeeping charges when it cannot establish jurisdiction over substantive bribery. 147 And whether
or not the government found that bribes were paid, these cases demonstrate that the accounting provisions continue
to be a critical tool for the FCPA enforcement authorities and will be used even where the government cannot, or
chooses not to, bring a case under the anti-bribery provisions. 148
For example, in a June resolution with Walmart, the SEC and the DOJ charged only internal controls and
bookkeeping violations where, according to the government, Walmart’s internal controls relating to anti-corruption
were allegedly deficient from 2000 to 2011. The government alleged that during that time, Walmart subsidiaries in
Brazil, China, India, and Mexico were allowed to hire third-party intermediaries in order to obtain various permits or
licenses without reasonable assurances that these transactions complied with their stated purposes and the
prohibition on improper payments. 149 Both the SEC and the DOJ alleged that Walmart ignored red flags as to these
controls. 150
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Both the SEC and the DOJ acknowledged Walmart’s significant remedial measures, including its hiring of a
Global Chief Ethics & Compliance Officer as well as a dedicated Global Anti-Corruption Officer, monthly and quarterly
anti-corruption monitoring across markets, and enhanced global controls addressing the use of third-party
intermediaries. 151 That the eventual resolution was not based on an anti-bribery violation suggests that the
government was unable to establish all of the elements of such a charge or that there was not sufficient jurisdiction to
charge under those provisions. Some commentators also believe that the highly publicized $900 million Walmart paid
in legal costs and enhancements to its compliance program over the course of its internal and government
investigations contributed to leniency in the settlements.
Similarly, in July, Microsoft settled with the SEC and the DOJ in connection with internal controls and
recordkeeping violations in a number of jurisdictions. 152 The alleged violations spanned 2012 to 2015, and, according
to the government’s papers, at varying times involved using intermediaries in connection with government projects
and business development and making payments for gifts and travel for government officials and employees of nongovernment customers, without having a sufficient system of internal controls to prevent improper payments. 153 The
SEC alleged that, at least in certain of the transactions, Microsoft won government tenders as a result of the
conduct. 154 In the SEC settlement, Microsoft agreed to pay disgorgement plus interest of more than $16 million,
which reflected the approximately $13.7 million in business that Microsoft allegedly won through “improper
payments.” 155 And for its part, the DOJ entered into a three-year Non-Prosecution Agreement (NPA) with the
Microsoft subsidiary in Hungary, called Microsoft Magyarorszag Kft, which agreed to a criminal penalty of $8.75
million. 156
In a case with no corresponding DOJ resolution, in September, Juniper Networks settled SEC charges,
which detailed that from 2009 to 2013, employees of a Chinese subsidiary falsified trip and meeting agendas for
government officials in order to understate the value of entertainment. 157 In addition, according to the SEC’s Order,
from 2008 to 2013, sales employees at a Russian subsidiary, called JNN Development Corp., secretly agreed with
third-party partners to increase discounts on sales made to customers and diverted these discounts into “common
funds” that were used by the third-party partners for travel and marketing expenses, including for expenses that were
“predominately leisure in nature” and for government officials; these funds were directed in part by JNN sales
representatives. 158 Despite alleging that practices such as “inflat[ing] and divert[ing] discounts into off-book accounts
also created a risk that these funds could be embezzled or applied to other improper uses,” the SEC did not contend
any specific improper payments occurred. 159 Juniper agreed to pay approximately $4 million in disgorgement (plus
pre-judgment interest) and a civil penalty of $6.5 million. As we noted in a previous alert, this high civil penalty was
unusual, particularly because Juniper was credited for cooperating with the Commission’s investigation. 160 This
perhaps reflects the seriousness with which the SEC viewed Juniper’s conduct, even if it was unable to identify
additional profits derived from the conduct. 161 Indeed, the SEC’s Order did not allege that the conduct in China or in
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Russia was connected to any specific business, nor that the conduct in China was undertaken with the intent of
obtaining business or favorable treatment. 162
Similarly, the SEC’s May settlement with Telefônica Brasil S.A., a Brazilian telecommunications company,
involved an application of the internal controls and bookkeeping provisions in a context where there was limited or no
evidence of corrupt conduct and where there was only a tenuous connection to the United States. 163 The SEC’s
Order set forth that the company provided dozens of government officials with tickets and related hospitality for
soccer matches during the 2013 Confederations Cup and the 2014 World Cup worth more than $730,000, and that
the officials were directly involved with, or were in a position to influence legislative actions, regulatory approvals, and
business dealings. 164 The SEC charged that Telefônica failed to properly characterize the hospitality spending,
improperly recording the tickets in the company’s books as “Publicity Institutional Events” and “Advertising &
Publicity” as opposed to gifts to government officials, and lacked internal accounting controls sufficient to enforce its
general code of ethics. 165
The SEC did not allege any direct connection between the gifts and any specific improper advantages. It did,
however, cite to internal emails in which Telefônica employees associated the officials with issues for which their
support was needed. 166 In support of its charges, the SEC alleged that while Telefônica did have high-level policies
prohibiting the offer of gifts and hospitality for improper purposes, it lacked sufficiently robust controls to prevent the
gifts at issue. 167 Notably, the SEC imposed penalties of $4.125 million (with no disgorgement), which was more than
five times the value of the gifts given to the government officials. 168
The SEC’s reliance on the FCPA’s accounting provisions also extended to its resolutions of relationship
hiring cases in 2019. Deutsche Bank and Barclays became the fourth and fifth banks to settle matters relating to
foreign hiring practices. 169 The cases also involved only the SEC, even though public disclosures and statements
indicate the DOJ also had been involved in the investigations. This is in contrast to two prior hiring cases in which the
DOJ also reached resolutions with the banks and the SEC found that the banks had violated the FCPA’s Section 30A
anti-bribery provisions. 170
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With the DOJ absent from 2019’s resolutions, and the fact that years have now passed since the
investigations were first publicly reported, 171 it may be that US authorities are winding down their bank hiring
investigations, and have declined to bring charges against many or all of the remaining banks that have publicly
disclosed that they were under investigation. While the book may be almost closed on the bank matters, there is little
doubt that hiring practices will continue to be a live theory of liability for US authorities, likely to feature in future
corporate resolutions.
2.

Self-Disclosure and Cooperation

The DOJ and SEC remained keenly focused on voluntary disclosure and cooperation in 2019, issuing
several policy announcements on the subject (see Section II above) and continuing to weigh them heavily when
calculating penalties for corporate offenders.
For over two years now, the DOJ’s Corporate Enforcement Policy has rewarded companies that voluntarily
self-disclose potential misconduct, fully cooperate, and timely and appropriately remediate wrongdoing with a
“presumption” that the company will receive a declination. 172 While the presence of aggravating circumstances—such
as involvement by company executive management, significant profit from the misconduct, pervasive misconduct at
the company, or criminal recidivism—may warrant a criminal resolution, companies with such characteristics that selfdisclose and cooperate may still receive other significant benefits, such as penalty reductions of 50% off of the low
end of the US Sentencing Guidelines range. 173 Moreover, if a company has, at the time of resolution, implemented an
effective compliance program, an independent monitor will “generally” not be imposed. 174 Even companies that do
not voluntarily self-disclose misconduct but do fully cooperate with the Department and engage in timely and
appropriate remediation may receive a reduction of up to 25% off of the low end of the Guidelines range. 175 Such was
the case with Walmart, which did not receive voluntary disclosure credit, but nonetheless received a discount given
its subsequent cooperation with the government’s investigation. 176
While the Corporate Enforcement Policy only applies to the DOJ, the SEC takes a similar, though less
elucidated, approach. The agency’s 2011 “Seaboard Report” states that, in deciding “whether and how to take
enforcement action,” the SEC will consider a company’s voluntary reporting of the misconduct and its cooperation
and remediation. 177
Corporate resolutions in 2019 reflect both the DOJ’s and the SEC’s adherence to these principles and their
mutual interest in further increasing disclosure and cooperation. In particular, Cognizant Technology Solutions
(Cognizant) and Quad/Graphics Inc. (Quad) received declinations from the DOJ pursuant to the Corporate
Enforcement Policy.
The case of Cognizant is especially illustrative of the potential benefits of self-disclosure and full cooperation
for both companies and individuals. Cognizant was alleged to have paid a $2 million bribe to government officials in
India in exchange for securing a permit for the development of an office park, along with two additional bribes totaling
$1.6 million. 178 The government specifically alleged that the bribes were authorized by Cognizant’s president and
chief legal officer, an aggravating factor that eliminates the presumption of a declination under the Policy, yet
Cognizant apparently overcame the loss of the presumption and emerged with a DOJ declination and a reasonable
SEC settlement.
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Without admitting or denying the allegations, Cognizant settled with the SEC by agreeing to pay $19 million
in disgorgement and prejudgment interest as well as a civil penalty of $6 million. 179 In its declination papers, the DOJ
highlighted, in particular, how the company disclosed the conduct within two weeks of its Board learning about it. 180
The DOJ stated that this very rapid disclosure was supplemented by the company’s lack of prior criminal history, its
“full remediation” (including, but not limited to, terminating the employment of, and disciplining, employees and
contractors involved in misconduct), the presence of an effective compliance program, and a willingness to disgorge
its entire cost savings (in the SEC settlement). 181 Confirming that individuals likewise stand to benefit from
cooperating with the government, the SEC credited Cognizant’s former chief operating officer with full cooperation
and imposed only a $50,000 fine, despite his senior position and role in the scheme. 182 Cognizant’s former president
and chief legal officer have taken a different approach, however, fighting the criminal and civil charges against
them. 183 While both men have filed motions to dismiss the criminal charges, a jury trial is scheduled for September
2020. 184 The SEC’s civil case has been stayed pending the criminal charges. 185
The Quad matter was resolved in a similar fashion. Quad consented to a cease-and-desist order and agreed
to pay the SEC $10 million to resolve charges stemming from the payment of bribes to secure printing contracts in
Peru and China. 186 Quad employees allegedly made $1 million in improper payments over the course of five years to
government officials in China and Peru to secure printing contracts, minimize penalty payments, and improperly
influence the judicial outcome of a dispute with the Peruvian tax authority. 187 The DOJ declined to prosecute in light
of the company’s (1) prompt, voluntary self-disclosure; (2) thorough and comprehensive investigation; (3) full and
proactive cooperation; (4) lack of prior criminal history; and (5) full remediation, including taking steps to enhance its
compliance program, terminating the employment of individuals involved in misconduct, and discontinuing
relationships with contractors and third parties involved in misconduct. 188
While there may have been other considerations motivating the closure (without penalty) of three additional
cases in 2019—they did not receive Corporate Enforcement Policy Declinations—they nonetheless also reflect the
Department’s and the SEC’s interest in promoting disclosure and cooperation.
−

Misonix, Inc., a medical device manufacturer based in New York, announced in June 2019 that the SEC
closed its investigation into alleged bribery by the company in China and disclosed in August 2019 that
it had received a declination letter from the DOJ in connection with the alleged misconduct. 189 The
government’s investigations stemmed from allegations by a former company executive that Misonix was
making improper payments to doctors in China through its former distributor, Cicel Science &
Technology. 190 Misonix conducted an internal investigation into Cicel, self-reported the bribery
allegations to the US authorities in 2016, and fully cooperated with the ensuing government inquiry. 191
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While neither the SEC nor the DOJ commented on the bases for the investigation closures, Misonix
appears to view its voluntary investigation, disclosure, and cooperation with both agencies as
contributing factors. 192 A press release issued by Misonix suggests that the company is no longer using
the distributor whose conduct was at issue and that the internal controls issues identified during the
investigation have been remedied. 193
−

On September 9, 2019, the SEC announced that it closed its investigation into Ciena Corporation’s
payments to an employee of one of its customers in Southeast Asia. 194 This announcement comes
about a year after the December 2018 announcement that the DOJ closed its investigation into the
matter and about two years after the company voluntarily disclosed to the SEC and the DOJ the results
of its internal investigation into the payments at issue. 195 In its December 2018 announcement, Ciena
did not provide an explanation as to why the DOJ had closed its investigation. 196

While these resolutions suggest that voluntary disclosure and cooperation may have factored into the
government’s analysis, it is worth noting that under the Corporate Enforcement Policy, discretionary declinations are
accompanied by public statements describing the conduct, as well as disgorgement. The lack of these features
suggests that these matters were simply closed for lack of evidence or other factors.
Other 2019 resolutions exemplify how companies can receive some credit even if they do not both
voluntarily disclose and fully cooperate. For example, TechnipFMC was alleged to have made payments to
consultants that it knew would be passed on to Brazilian officials and politicians. The company did not voluntarily
disclose, but it did receive full credit for cooperation and remediation. 197 As a result, in its deferred prosecution
agreement with the DOJ, Technip’s fine was reduced by 25%. The company also was not required to have an
independent monitor, with the DOJ signaling its satisfaction with the company’s remediation efforts and compliance
program, including its agreement to voluntarily report other issues for the duration of the deferred prosecution
agreement. 198 Technip ultimately paid an approximately $300 million penalty, with the majority of it going to Brazilian
authorities who separately prosecuted the company. 199
The SEC’s resolution with Westport Fuel Systems was similar to the DOJ’s treatment of Technip. According
to the SEC, the company engaged in a scheme to bribe a Chinese government official so as to obtain business and a
cash dividend payment. 200 Even though there is no indication of self-disclosure, the Commission credited Westport
for its cooperation and a number of specific remedial efforts. 201 In particular, the SEC noted how the company
enhanced its policies and training programs by establishing specific controls for transactions involving foreign
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government officials and requiring its business partners to agree to abide by anti-bribery laws. 202 The SEC also noted
the company’s production of foreign witnesses for testimony in the United States. 203
Lastly, the Samsung Heavy Industries resolution provides a useful reminder that timeliness plays a role not
only in self-disclosure, but also in cooperation. The government charged that Samsung Heavy Industries provided a
Brazilian intermediary with $20 million in commission payments while knowing that a portion of the money would be
paid as bribes to Brazilian officials in order to win business. 204 In a deferred prosecution agreement, the DOJ
explained that the company ordinarily would have received full credit for its cooperation, given its thorough internal
investigation and production of foreign-based employees and documents. 205 Samsung Heavy Industries did not
receive the full credit, however, because, according to the DOJ, of its “failure to meet reasonable deadlines . . . and
delays it caused in reaching a resolution.” 206 The DOJ did not expand upon the “reasonable deadlines” or the
duration of the delays, leaving practitioners with little guidance as to the Department’s expectations on
“reasonableness” in responding to requests. In any event, the DOJ’s conclusion regarding the company’s cooperation
cost Samsung nearly $5 million, as its fine was discounted by only 20%, (a reduction of $18,870,400 from
$94,352,000 to $75,481,600), instead of the 25% discount (which would have been $23,588,000) it would otherwise
have received for full cooperation.
3.

Continued Use of Monitors
a.

Reflections on the Benczkowski Memorandum and Overall Trends

Independent compliance monitors continue to be an important part of both DOJ and SEC resolutions in the
wake of AAG Benczkowski’s 2018 Memorandum (the “Benczkowski Memo”), which we analyzed in full in the 2018
Year-in-Review. 207 As a brief refresher, the Benczkowski Memo reiterated the important role monitors play in
reducing a company’s risk of recurring misconduct but focused on weighing the costs of monitorship against its
potential benefits. 208 The memo provided four specific factors a Criminal Division attorney should consider in
determining whether to impose a monitor. The first two factors went to the nature of the misconduct (whether it
involved manipulation of books and records or exploited controls weaknesses, and whether it was pervasive and
involved senior managers) and the second two factors went to remediation (whether the corporation had made
significant improvements to its controls, and whether the improvements had been tested to demonstrate that they
would prevent similar misconduct in the future). The memo also advised that Department attorneys should examine
overall changes in corporate leadership and culture. 209
The Benczkowski Memo asserted that a monitor “will not be necessary in many corporate criminal
resolutions.” 210 This, in conjunction with the factors identified, led us to predict last year that companies would have a
more receptive audience at the DOJ to arguments pointing to the disruptive and costly nature of monitorships and
that companies might face better odds at avoiding monitors altogether if quick remedial measures are taken. 211
Indeed, even more recently in remarks delivered to the American Conference Institute’s Conference on the FCPA,
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AAG Benczkowski stressed that companies’ “strong remedial investments in their compliance programs after
misconduct is discovered” will “weigh against the imposition of a monitor.” 212
However, the DOJ’s actions may speak louder than its words. Although the appointment of independent
compliance monitors is off from the high-point seen in 2016, 213 there were more monitorships imposed in 2019,
following the release of the Benczkowski Memo, than there were in 2018. The DOJ imposed only one monitorship in
2018. 214 That number quadrupled in 2019, as the DOJ required independent monitorships as part of its resolutions
with MTS, 215 Fresenius Medical Care, 216 Walmart, 217 and Ericsson. 218 The SEC metrics are consistent with those of
the DOJ. In 2019, the SEC jointly imposed three monitorships with the DOJ (Fresenius Medical Care, MTS, and
Ericsson) whereas it had only imposed one in 2018 (Stryker Corp.) 219 While a small sample, this modest upward
trend may evince the DOJ’s intent to impose monitorships, even against first-time offenders who have undertaken
remedial efforts. On the other hand, the DOJ does appear to be heeding its own guidance that Department attorneys
should “appropriately tailor[]” the monitorships to “address the specific issues and concerns that created the need for
the monitor.” 220
The MTS, Fresenius, and other resolutions demonstrate that the DOJ and SEC will continue to use monitors
in instances of perceived serious internal controls failures or gaps. But, in line with AAG Benczkowski’s
memorandum, those monitorships should be more refined, targeted to the particular issues identified in the
government’s investigation, and sensitive to a corporation’s business operations. We highlight one caveat: many of
these resolutions were likely being negotiated during or before the Benczkowski Memo was issued, and thus may not
be entirely illustrative of the memo’s implementation. The next few years will better demonstrate how closely the
enforcement authorities will heed the new guidance. We briefly discuss each of 2019’s monitorships below.
b.

Mobile TeleSystems PJSC

The DOJ and SEC resolutions in March 2019 with Moscow-based MTS and its wholly owned Uzbek
subsidiary, Kolorit Dizayn Ink LLC, 221 demonstrate enforcement authorities’ continued willingness to use broad
monitorships to remedy what they view as pervasive misconduct combined with lack of remediation and cooperation.
Both authorities imposed requirements that the company engage an independent compliance monitor for a three-year
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term. 222 The agreements resolve conduct the agencies described as “egregious” 223 and of such “level and reach [to]
poison[]” 224 the global marketplace.
In response to that level of misconduct, the DOJ and SEC required that the monitor have broad oversight to
ensure future compliance. Notably, the description of the monitor’s mandate in the resolution papers contains no
limiting language, allowing the monitor to evaluate all internal controls and reporting policies and procedures as they
relate to complying with the FCPA and other anti-corruption laws. 225 The monitor must also assess the Board of
Directors’, senior management’s, and the company’s implementation and commitment to the agreed upon
compliance program. 226 Although the monitor should use a risk-based approach and need not review all aspects of
the business’s compliance comprehensively, 227 the DOJ’s and SEC’s language encompasses all risk areas
associated with the FCPA, including current and future business opportunities in all operating countries; current and
potential third parties and joint ventures; gifts, travel, and entertainment; and involvement with foreign officials. 228
The breadth of the monitorship was likely a response to MTS’s apparent lack of cooperation and its failure to
quickly and effectively remediate, in the view of the DOJ and SEC. The DOJ cited MTS for not voluntarily selfdisclosing, for delaying production of materials, for refusing to support employee interviews, and for insufficiently
remediating by failing to discipline relevant employees and executives. 229 While MTS was not a repeat offender, 230
that evidently did not outweigh the DOJ’s belief that an independent monitor would be beneficial under the
circumstances.
c.

Fresenius Medical Care AG & Co. KGaA

In contrast to MTS, the resolution with Fresenius Medical Care demonstrates that the DOJ and SEC may
still require a monitor, even when a company voluntarily self-discloses and cooperates, where circumstances support
taking such a step. Fresenius reached resolutions with the DOJ and SEC that included the imposition of a monitor for
two years, with a year of self-reporting to follow. 231 The DOJ alleged that Fresenius paid bribes to “publicly-employed
health and/or government officials” to gain business benefits and failed to implement reasonable internal accounting
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controls. 232 Fresenius engaged in the alleged conduct in Angola, Saudi Arabia, Morocco, Spain, Turkey, and West
Africa. 233
Fresenius received credit from the DOJ for disclosure and remediation. The DOJ noted that Fresenius
voluntarily self-disclosed its conduct; cooperated by conducting a thorough investigation, quickly providing
documents, making regular presentations, and providing witnesses for interviews; and engaged in certain remedial
measures. 234 The DOJ concluded that a monitor was necessary notwithstanding these steps because, among other
things, Fresenius had “not yet had the opportunity to test the effectiveness of its compliance enhancements.” 235 This
conclusion is consistent with AAG Benczkowski’s 2018 memorandum, which stated that the DOJ likely would not
seek to impose a monitor where a “corporation’s compliance program and controls are demonstrated to be effective
and appropriately resourced.” 236 The SEC resolution also required the imposition of a monitor. 237
d.

Walmart Inc.

As part of the resolution, the DOJ required Walmart to engage a monitor for a term of two years, with no
further self-reporting obligation. Consistent with the Department’s statements acknowledging the company’s
substantial remediation and the findings of misconduct limited to particular jurisdictions, the scope of the monitor’s
work is limited to a review of the company’s operations in four markets as well as its home office in Arkansas. 238 The
Walmart case is perhaps the best example of the DOJ reaching the view that a monitor was necessary, but working
with the company to tailor the scope of the monitorship to specific control areas rather than requiring a broader and
more expensive exercise. The SEC, while not imposing a monitor, nonetheless required the company to self-report
for a two-year period on the status of its remediation and implementation of anti-corruption-related compliance
measures. 239
e.

Diversity of Monitors

It is worth noting that the monitors selected in 2019 were more diverse than in years past. This follows a
2018 ruling by a federal district court in Washington DC, ordering the DOJ to release the names of unsuccessful
candidates for FCPA monitorships in response to a FOIA request. 240 We predicted that the ruling “may encourage
both companies and enforcement authorities to broaden their pool of potential monitors from both a diversity and
experiential perspective.” 241 A Global Investigations Review report found that US-based monitor candidates did not
include any women from 2009 to 2015, and that the majority of candidates were former government officials. 242
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Indeed, since 2004, monitorships have been awarded to forty white men, three white women, and three non-white
men. 243
Consistent with the ruling, the DOJ included language in its 2018 resolution with Panasonic Avionics
Corporation that “[m]onitor selections shall be made in keeping with the Department’s commitment to diversity and
inclusion.” 244 This language had been added to the Department’s standard template agreements in 2017 but became
public for the first time with the Panasonic resolution the following year. 245
Since 2018, there have been five DOJ monitorships imposed, with one woman and two men of color named
as monitors. 246 WilmerHale’s Erin Sloane was appointed by US authorities to monitor Fresenius Medical Care. 247 She
is only the fourth woman ever appointed as an FCPA monitor. 248 Kwame Manley was selected in October 2018 as
the independent monitor for Panasonic Avionics, 249 and World Bank’s Leonard McCarthy was chosen as monitor for
MTS. 250 The diversity and inclusion provision appears in the resolutions of all three instances above. 251
The diversity and inclusion language was not, however, included in the two most recent resolutions requiring
monitors—Walmart and Ericsson. These resolutions instead included the requirement to appoint a monitor, the
selection of which “should be made without unlawful discrimination against any person or class of persons.” 252 This
language echoes that in a Benczkowski Memo footnote requiring that “[a]ny submission or selection of a monitor
candidate by either the Company or the Criminal Division should be made without unlawful discrimination against any
person or class of persons.” 253
4.

Blockbuster Resolution: Ericsson

The largest resolution of the year—and the largest FCPA payment to US authorities ever—illustrates a
number of the enforcement trends addressed in this section. In December, the Swedish telecommunications giant
Ericsson agreed to pay $1.06 billion to resolve FCPA charges brought by the DOJ and SEC. 254 The DOJ charged
Ericsson in a two-count Information, alleging a conspiracy to violate the anti-bribery and accounting provisions of the
FCPA. 255 Ericsson resolved the charges through a DPA and agreed to pay a $520.6 million criminal penalty. 256 An
Ericsson subsidiary, Ericsson Egypt, pleaded guilty to conspiring to violate the anti-bribery provision. 257 Notably, as
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part of the Ericsson resolution, the DOJ did not allege that the issuer, Ericsson, was itself involved in any of the
alleged misconduct. Instead, the DOJ alleged that employees of the foreign subsidiary that engaged in bribery were
agents of the parent company that was subject to US jurisdiction. The DOJ’s papers did not, however, allege that any
foreign subsidiary was an agent of the issuer. The SEC, in its Complaint, also charged violations of the anti-bribery
and accounting provisions, and Ericsson agreed to pay approximately $540 million in disgorgement and prejudgment
interest to resolve the charges. 258
The resolution relates to conduct spanning over 15 years and across six countries—Djibouti, China,
Vietnam, Indonesia, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia. 259 The papers allege a widespread scheme to pay and improperly
book millions of dollars in payments to third-party agents and consultants for the purpose of winning lucrative
telecommunications contracts. 260 Despite the breadth of the conduct and the size of the criminal penalty, the DOJ
only included the Djibouti conduct in its recitation of the anti-bribery violation; the other countries were all folded into
the accounting provision charges. 261
While there were likely multiple factors at play, the papers suggest that, for the conduct in those other five
countries, the DOJ either could not prove that the agent payments made their way to government officials or could
not tie the payments directly to business won by Ericsson. The China portion of the Information illustrates both those
factors. The DOJ describes two categories of alleged misconduct: (1) $30 million in payments to third-party agents
through the use of sham invoices; and (2) approximately $20 million in payments to agents to cover gift, travel, and
entertainment expenses for officials at state-owned entities (SOE). 262 For the first category of misconduct, the DOJ
presented no evidence that the payments were funneled through the agents to government officials. And for the
second category, the DOJ does not tie the travel and entertainment expenditures for SOE officials to business won by
Ericsson.
Despite the inclusion of only a single country in the bribery charge, the DOJ described “significant books and
records and internal controls violations.” 263 Under the terms of the DPA, Ericsson is required to engage a monitor for
a term of three years and the scope of the monitorship continues to align with Department guidance. 264 Much like it
did for Fresenius, DOJ acknowledges the company’s improved compliance program, but noted that a monitor is
necessary because Ericsson’s enhanced compliance program is untested. 265
The scope of the monitor’s oversight is as broad as in the MTS resolutions. Although the DPA noted that
that the monitor is “not expected to conduct a comprehensive review of all business lines, all business activities, or all
markets[,] the monitor is directed to pursue a risk-based approach that takes into account risks in five broad
categories: (1) all of the countries and industries in which the business operates; (2) current and future business
opportunities and transactions; (3) current and future business partners, including whether legitimate business
purposes exist for new joint ventures and third parties; (4) gifts, travel, and entertainment interactions with foreign
officials; and (5) licensing, permitting, and immigration and customs issues related to foreign governments. 266 The
first point is significant because the DOJ and SEC did not explicitly limit the monitorship to the six countries where
they alleged misconduct and presumably concluded that controls weaknesses were present more generally
throughout the company. The breadth of this monitorship may reflect the government’s view that Ericsson’s updated
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compliance program is yet untested and that Ericsson had not sufficiently remediated the controls issues by the time
of the resolution.
The Ericsson resolution also highlights the importance of prompt disclosure and full remediation. Unlike
many of the resolutions described in this section, Ericsson received only partial cooperation and remediation credit,
which amounted to a 15% discount off its criminal penalty. 267 The DOJ explained that Ericsson did not receive full
credit “because it did not disclose allegations of corruption with respect to two relevant matters; it produced certain
relevant materials in an untimely manner; and it did not fully remediate, including [like MTS] by failing to take
adequate disciplinary measures with respect to certain executives and other employees involved in the
misconduct.” 268 Thus, while Ericsson is certainly notable for the sheer size and scope of the relief, the issues that
seem to have animated the government’s case are generally consistent with the other cases brought over the course
of the past year.
Finally, the Ericsson resolution also implicates global coordination of enforcement activity. Following the
DOJ and SEC resolutions, Swedish authorities publicly confirmed that they had opened their own investigation into
Ericsson in April 2019 based on conduct that was uncovered during the US investigations, and that their investigation
is ongoing. 269 The DOJ recognized assistance from the Swedish authorities in connection with the US resolution.
B.

Notable Features of Individual Resolutions
1.

A Continued Focus on Prosecution of Individuals

Leading DOJ officials have continued to emphasize that individual prosecutions remain a priority. ThenDeputy Attorney General Rod J. Rosenstein highlighted the DOJ’s continued FCPA enforcement efforts against
individuals in a keynote address delivered on March 7, 2019. 270 DAG Rosenstein said that in its continuing efforts to
identify individual wrongdoers, the DOJ would focus on identifying individuals “who play significant roles in setting a
company on a course of criminal conduct” in an effort to identify those individuals “who devised and authorized
criminal schemes.” 271
In explaining the reasons for the DOJ’s focus on prosecutions of individuals, DAG Rosenstein noted that
while corporate enforcement allows the DOJ “to recover fraudulent proceeds, reimburse victims, and deter future
wrongdoing,” corporate prosecutions deter individual wrongdoing less effectively than do individual prosecutions
given “a minimal risk of punishing” individual actors. 272
Notwithstanding DAG Rosenstein’s comments, it remains the case that many of DOJ corporate prosecutions
do not result in related individual prosecutions. For example, for eight of the twelve DOJ corporate prosecutions
brought in 2015 and 2016 following the announcement of the Yates Memorandum, the DOJ has still not charged any
connected individuals. While individual prosecutions often lag behind corporate enforcement actions, making
comparisons in a particular year difficult or misleading, given the time that has passed since the corporate
prosecutions brought in 2015 and 2016, it seems unlikely that additional individuals will be charged in connection with
these matters.
In an unusual development, the DOJ took four FCPA cases to trial in 2019, against five individual
defendants, obtaining four convictions.
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2.

Individual Cases in Long-Running Investigations

As in 2018, individuals continue to be charged years after investigations are opened into corporations, and
in some instances even years after those corporate inquiries are resolved, when the individuals and corporations are
involved in the same core misconduct. Notably, in the cases of long-running, cross-jurisdictional investigations into
PDVSA and 1Malaysia Development Berhad, (1MDB), a Malaysian state-owned and controlled investment fund,
resolutions with individuals have occurred while investigations against their related entities are still reportedly
ongoing, demonstrating US authorities’ commitment to prosecuting the individuals most culpable for broader
corporate misconduct.
a.

PDVSA and PetroEcuador

PDVSA and PetroEcuador, large, state-owned oil companies in South America (Venezuela and Ecuador,
respectively) have been subject to sprawling investigations in recent years into kickbacks paid to government officials
in exchange for favorable contracts. 273 These investigations are being conducted by the DOJ and enforcement
authorities in Venezuela and Ecuador. 274 Despite the fact that the investigations are several years old, both resulted
in a number of new indictments and guilty pleas by individuals in 2019.
In 2019, the PDVSA investigation resulted in three new guilty pleas and FCPA-related money laundering
charges against two individuals. In May 2019, Jose Manuel Gonzalez Testino, a dual US-Venezuelan citizen who
controlled a number of companies that provided goods and services to PDVSA and its American subsidiary Citgo,
pleaded guilty to two FCPA-related charges. 275 Soon thereafter, Rafael Enrique Pinto Franceschi and Franz Muller
Huber, both Venezuelan nationals 276 who worked for the same Miami-based supplier to PDVSA, pleaded guilty to
violating the anti-bribery provisions of the FCPA. 277 Finally, in September, a federal court in Houston unsealed a
superseding indictment charging Swiss citizen Daisy Teresa Rafoi Bleuler and dual Swiss-Portuguese national Paulo
Jorge Da Costa Casqueiro Murta with laundering money destined for PDVSA employees. 278 All told, 18 of the 21
individuals who have been charged so far for conduct relating to the PDVSA scandal have pleaded guilty. 279
The PetroEcuador investigation has led to a similarly large number of individual guilty pleas. Over the life of
the case, 10 individuals have pleaded guilty to crimes related to bribery and money laundering schemes involving
PetroEcuador. 280 The most recent is Frank Roberto Chatburn Ripalda (Chatburn), a financial advisor of dual US and
Ecuadorian citizenship who, in December 2018, was charged with conspiring to violate the FCPA and conspiring to
launder money, as well as substantive money laundering and FCPA violations. 281 The government alleged that
Chatburn and his co-conspirators schemed to bribe officials at PetroEcuador to obtain and retain lucrative contracts
for his client, an Ecuadorian oil and gas services provider. 282 Chatburn agreed to use shell companies and bank
accounts in the United States and abroad to funnel bribe payments to then-PetroEcuador officials. 283
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Chatburn also admitted to conspiring with Ecuadorian government officials to hide bribe payments to
Odebrecht SA, a Brazilian construction company. 284 To hide these payments, Chatburn conducted transactions
through shell companies and bank accounts in the United States, Antigua, and the Cayman Islands, among other
jurisdictions. 285
On the eve of trial in October, Chatburn pleaded guilty to conspiring to pay nearly $3 million in bribes to
Ecuadorian government officials. 286 Chatburn also pleaded guilty to one count of conspiracy to commit money
laundering. 287 On December 18, Judge Marcia Cooke sentenced Chatburn to 42 months in prison followed by three
years supervised release. 288 She also ordered that Chatburn pay a $40,000 fine. 289 On February 5, 2020, the court
will hear a motion for restitution. 290
The individual cases that grew out of the PDVSA and PetroEcuador investigations demonstrate the DOJ’s
willingness to aggressively pursue financial professionals who facilitate crimes, as well as the principal actors in the
bribery schemes. This new focus comports with then-DAG Rosenstein’s stated focus on deterring individual
wrongdoing through “identifying the people who commit crimes and sending them to prison.” 291
b.

Odebrecht and Braskem

In 2016, Odebrecht S.A., a Brazilian conglomerate, and its subsidiary Braskem S.A. pleaded guilty to FCPArelated charges and settled with global authorities, resolving charges for a decades-long bribery and bid-rigging
scheme. 292
In a February 2019 indictment, unsealed in November, DOJ charged Jose Carlos Grubisich, the former CEO
of Brazilian petrochemical company Braskem and member of the Braskem Board of Directors, with two FCPA-related
charges and one count of conspiracy to commit money laundering for his role in organizing hundreds of millions of
dollars’ worth of bribes on behalf of Braskem’s part owner, Odebrecht. 293 The alleged scheme occurred between
2002 and 2014, during which approximately $250 million of Braskem’s funds were diverted to pay bribes to Brazilian
officials to obtain and retain business. 294 Grubisich allegedly participated in creating the slush funds used to pay the
bribes, negotiated and approved the bribes, falsified Braskem’s books and records, and submitted false certifications
to the SEC. 295 The case is ongoing.
c.

Leadership at Unaoil Plead Guilty

In October, the Department of Justice announced that Cyrus Ahsani, CEO of Unaoil, a Monaco-based
intermediary in the oil and gas industry, and Saman Ahsani, former COO of Unaoil, pleaded guilty in March to one
count of conspiracy to violate the FCPA, with a five-year maximum sentence, for their roles in facilitating millions of
dollars in bribes on behalf of their clients, including US issuers, to obtain oil and gas contracts in several foreign
countries. 296 Steven Hunter, Unaoil’s former business development director, pleaded guilty to one count of conspiracy
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to violate the FCPA in August 2018. 297 According to the charging papers, between 1999 and 2016, Unaoil made
millions of dollars in bribe payments to officials in Algeria, Angola, Azerbaijan, the Democratic Republic of Congo,
Iran, Iraq, Kazakhstan, Libya, and Syria to obtain contracts on behalf of its clients. 298 The Ahsani brothers laundered
the proceeds of the bribery scheme and obstructed US and foreign investigations by destroying evidence. 299
The information against the Ahsanis identifies Rolls-Royce plc, SBM Offshore N.V., and twenty-five other
unnamed companies that dealt with Unaoil. 300 Given their plea agreements, and the lag between agreeing those
pleas and their public announcements, it is likely that Hunter and the Ahsanis are cooperating with the government,
suggesting that we may see other charges against companies and individuals involved in the schemes in the future.
d.

1MDB

On December 16, 2019, the SEC reached a civil settlement with Tim Leissner in connection with the
investigations into 1MDB. 301 According to the SEC Order, Leissner authorized kickbacks to government officials in
Malaysia and the Emirate of Abu Dhabi in order to secure business for his former employer. 302 The civil settlement
follows Leissner’s 2018 guilty plea for conspiring to violate the FCPA and conspiracy to commit money laundering,
consequent to which he forfeited $43.7 million. 303 In recognition of his guilty plea as well as a parallel civil settlement
with the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the SEC did not impose a civil money penalty. Leissner
is, however, barred from associating with the US securities industry. 304
3.

Foreign Officials Continue to Face non-FCPA Charges in FCPA Enforcement
Actions

The DOJ brought actions against seven former foreign officials in 2019, compared with six in 2018. None of
the 2019 defendants were charged with FCPA offenses because, unlike other bribery statutes, the FCPA does not
prohibit the acceptance of bribes. Thus, foreign officials who allegedly accepted bribes are often charged under other
statutes, such as money laundering or wire fraud.
a.

Venezuela

Two Venezuelan officials at Corpoelec, a Venezuelan state-controlled electricity company, were indicted in
June for laundering the proceeds of bribes they received in exchange for awarding Corpoelec contracts. Luis Alfredo
Motta Dominguez (Motta), the former Venezuelan Minister of Electrical Energy and head of Corpoelec, and Eustiquio
Jose Lugo Gomez (Lugo), the procurement director of Corpoelec, were charged in an eight-count indictment in
Florida for conspiracy to commit money laundering and money laundering. 305 Between July 2016 and December
2018, Motta and Lugo allegedly awarded more than $60 million in contracts with Corpoelec to three Florida-based
companies from which Motta and Lugo each received kickbacks totaling approximately $700,000. 306 On June 27, the
Department of the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control sanctioned Motta and Lugo, adding them to OFAC’s
Specially Designated Nationals list. 307 The two businessmen who bribed Motta and Lugo, Luis Alberto Chacin
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Haddad and Jesus Ramon Veroes, pleaded guilty to conspiracy to violate the FCPA on June 24 and were both
sentenced to 51 months in federal prison. 308
b.

Federated States of Micronesia

In February, charges were unsealed against Master Halbert, an official in the Federated States of
Micronesia’s Department of Transportation, Communications, and Infrastructure alleging conspiracy to commit money
laundering. 309 The DOJ alleged that Halbert accepted bribes between 2006 and 2016 from a Hawaiian engineering
and consulting company owned by Frank James Lyon to obtain and retain $8 million in contracts with the FSM
government. 310 Halbert pleaded guilty in the District of Hawaii in April 311 and was sentenced to 18 months in prison
followed by three years of supervised release. 312 On January 22, 2019, Lyon pleaded guilty to conspiracy to violate
the FCPA and bribing an agent of an organization receiving federal funds. 313 Lyon was sentenced on May 13 to 30
months in federal prison followed by three years of supervised release. 314
c.

Mozambique

In March, an indictment was unsealed against three former Mozambican officials and five other individuals
for their roles in an alleged $2 billion fraud and money laundering scheme. 315 The officials were: Manuel Chang,
Mozambique’s former Minister of Finance; Antonio do Rosario, a former official in Mozambique’s governmental state
intelligence and security service and head of three Mozambican-owned entities; and Teofilo Nhangumele, a former
official acting on behalf of the Office of the President of Mozambique. The indictment included both FCPA and nonFCPA charges against five other foreign nationals for their roles in arranging the financing for the scheme: Jean
Boustani (whose trial is discussed further below in Section III.B.5.), Najib Allam, Andrew Pearse, Surjan Singh, and
Detelina Subeva. According to the indictment, between 2013 and 2016, companies owned by the Mozambican
government, which were run by Rosario, borrowed in excess of $2 billion through loans guaranteed by the
Mozambican government for three maritime projects. 316 The loans were arranged by investment banks and sold to
investors throughout the world. 317 However, at least $200 million of the loans allegedly were used for bribes and
kickbacks instead of the maritime projects for which they were sold to investors. 318
Chang and Rosario were indicted on charges of conspiracy to commit wire fraud, securities fraud, and
money laundering. 319 Nhangumele was charged with conspiracy to commit wire fraud and money laundering. At the
request of the US government, Chang was arrested by South African authorities and the US government is seeking
his extradition. Rosario and Nhangumele are not in custody.
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d.

Barbados

In August, the Department of Justice unsealed a second superseding indictment against Donville Inniss,
Ingrid Innes, and Alex Tasker for conspiracy to commit money laundering and money laundering. 320 Donville Inniss
was a member of the Parliament of Barbados and the Minister of Industry, International Business, Commerce, and
Small Business Development of Barbados. 321 Ingrid Innes, a Canadian citizen, was CEO of Insurance Corporation of
Barbados Ltd. (ICBL). Alex Tasker, a Barbadian citizen, was a Senior Vice President of ICBL. According to the
indictment, between August 2015 and April 2016, Innis allegedly accepted $36,000 in bribes from ICBL and
laundered the money through the United States. 322 After receiving the bribes, Inniss allegedly caused the Barbados
Investment and Development Corporation to renew an insurance contract with ICBL, which had a $330,734.65
premium. The indictment followed a declination letter under the FCPA Corporate Enforcement Policy issued to ICBL,
in which ICBL agreed to $93,940.19 in disgorgement. 323
4.

DOJ Pursues Adoption Agency Case

Entities operating internationally, even if attempting to pursue social good, can still be caught up in FCPA
cases. Robin Longoria, an adoption agency employee, pleaded guilty to conspiracy to violate the FCPA and to
commit wire and visa fraud in connection with bribing Ugandan officials to facilitate adoptions by American clients. 324
Longoria admitted that she and her co-conspirators agreed to and did cause payments, disguised as fees, to be
made to a Ugandan agent, knowing that the payments would be used to bribe court registrars to assign cases to
“adoption-friendly” judges and to bribe Ugandan High Court judges to grant rights over Ugandan children to the US
clients of the adoption agency. 325
The DOJ charged employees of another adoption agency in 2014 with accreditation fraud and conspiracy to
defraud the United States related to adoptions of children in Ethiopia and Kazakhstan. 326 In that case, three
employees were sentenced in 2017: one to 18 months’ imprisonment; another to 12 months’ imprisonment; and a
third to probation.
5.

The latter half of 2019 saw an unusually large number of trials

In the second half of 2019, five individuals went to trial on FCPA or FCPA-related charges. The government
secured four convictions, matching an annual record for the FCPA Unit. 327
a.

Roger Richard Boncy and Joseph Baptiste

On June 20, 2009, Roger Richard Boncy, chairman and CEO of an investment firm and Joseph Baptiste, a
member of the firm’s board of directors, were found guilty of one count of conspiracy to violate the FCPA and the
Travel Act. 328 Baptiste was also convicted of one count of violating the Travel Act and one count of conspiracy to
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commit money laundering. 329 The jury found Boncy not guilty of either violating the Travel Act or conspiring to launder
money. 330
At trial, the DOJ presented evidence that Boncy and Baptiste solicited bribes from individuals whom they
believed might become investors in a proposed port development project. 331 Boncy and Baptiste told the investors—
who were actually undercover FBI agents—that they would pass along bribe payments to Haitian government officials
in order to secure project approval and would do so by making the bribe payments through a non-profit entity
controlled by Baptiste. 332 The government played recorded phone calls where Boncy and Baptiste discussed bribing
an aide to a high-level elected official in Haiti. 333 In exchange, the aide would help obtain the elected official’s
authorization for the project. 334 Boncy and Baptiste also described separate plans to conceal bribes to officials at all
levels of the Haitian government. 335 This separate plan entailed hiding bribe payments as money falsely earmarked
for social programs. 336 The sentencings, originally scheduled for December 16, 2019, were rescheduled for some
time in 2020. 337
b.

Lawrence Hoskins

While French power and transportation company Alstom SA (Alstom) pleaded guilty to violating the FCPA in
2014, 338 the case against former Alstom vice president Lawrence Hoskins was only resolved (at the trial level) in
November 2019. 339 Hoskins was originally charged with both conspiracy to violate the FCPA and substantive FCPA
violations in 2013. 340 Hoskins moved to dismiss the case, arguing that as a foreign national with no ties to the United
States his conduct fell outside the bounds of the FCPA. 341 The District of Connecticut agreed and the government
appealed. The Second Circuit found that while Congress did not intend to expose foreign nationals with no US ties,
who could not otherwise be charged with a substantive violation, to conspiracy liability, 342 they could be charged with
both substantive and accessory violations if the government can prove that they are “an agent of a domestic concern”
that itself has engaged in violative conduct that was sufficiently connected to the United States. 343
On remand to the District of Connecticut the DOJ secured a conviction following trial in late 2019. The jury
convicted Hoskins, a former senior executive at Alstom for participating in a scheme to bribe Indonesian officials. 344
The DOJ alleged that Hoskins participated in a multi-year, multimillion-dollar foreign bribery and money laundering
scheme as a senior vice president at Alstom. 345 At trial, DOJ argued that Hoskins, acting as an agent of one of
Alstom’s US subsidiaries, conspired with Alstom employees and other agents and conspired with foreign nationals
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who conducted relevant acts while in the United States. 346 We discuss below in Section IV.A. the implications of DOJ
validating the agency theory of FCPA liability for extraterritorial misconduct through Hoskins’s conviction.
At trial, the DOJ presented evidence that Hoskins conspired to bribe Indonesian officials in exchange for
assistance securing a $118 million contract for Alstom and a partner company to provide power-related services
within the country. 347 Hoskins and his co-conspirators concealed the bribes by retaining two consultants to
purportedly provide legitimate consulting services on Alstom’s behalf in connection with the project. 348 Emails
admitted at trial showed that Hoskins and his co-conspirators discussed using one consultant to direct bribe
payments to a member of parliament who could exert influence over the project. 349 The consultant received hundreds
of thousands of dollars in an American bank account and then transferred the bribe money to an Indonesian bank
account for the official’s benefit. 350 After determining that the first consultant failed to effectively make bribe payments
to key officials, Hoskins and his co-conspirators retained a second consultant whom they paid to bribe Indonesian
officials. 351 Alstom ultimately secured the project. 352
After a two-week trial, jurors in the District of Connecticut deliberated for only one day before finding Hoskins
guilty on November 8, 2019. 353 Hoskins was convicted of one count of conspiracy to violate the FCPA, six counts of
violating the FCPA, three counts of money laundering, and one count of conspiracy to launder money. 354 He was
acquitted of a single money laundering count. 355 This count related to an $80,000 transfer that a consultant allegedly
made from an American bank account to an Indonesian bank count for the purpose of paying a bribe to an official in
Indonesia. 356 Sentencing is scheduled for January 31, 2020. 357
Hoskins’s conviction at trial demonstrates that even in the wake of the earlier Second Circuit decision,
foreign nationals continue to face potential FCPA exposure.
c.

Mark Lambert

The DOJ’s FCPA unit secured a third trial victory for 2019 on November 22 in the District of Maryland. 358
After a three-week trial, jurors found Mark Lambert, a former co-president of a Maryland-based transportation
company, TLI, guilty of bribing a Russian official in exchange for contracts with TENEX, a subsidiary of Russia’s State
Atomic Energy Corporation, to deliver nuclear materials to customers in the United States and abroad. 359
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The jury deliberated for one week before reaching a verdict. 360 Lambert was convicted of one count of
conspiracy to violate the FCPA and to commit wire fraud, four counts of violating the FCPA, and two counts of wire
fraud. 361 He was acquitted of one money laundering count and three other counts alleging FCPA violations. 362
The DOJ presented evidence that Lambert and his co-conspirators concealed bribe payments to Vadim
Mikerin by causing the preparation of false invoices. 363 The invoices described services that were never rendered
from TENEX to TLI. 364 Lambert and others then caused TLI to wire payments to shell companies in Switzerland,
Cyprus, and Latvia for services described on the false invoices. 365 The DOJ also presented evidence that Lambert
caused TLI to overbill TENEX by adding the corrupt payments to its invoices. 366 At trial, the DOJ presented email
correspondence between Lambert, his former co-president Daren Condrey, and Mikerin, wherein they referred to the
bribes by code words. 367 A juror told reporters after the verdict that the email correspondence led them to convict
Lambert. 368
d.

Jean Boustani

In December 2019, a jury in the Eastern District of New York acquitted Jean Boustani, a Lebanese
shipbuilding executive at Privinvest Group, on charges related to an alleged scheme involving loans backed by the
Mozambican government. 369 We discuss the broader case in Section III.B.3. above.
The DOJ had alleged that Boustani conspired to commit wire fraud, securities fraud, and money laundering
in connection with bribe and kickback payments to Mozambican officials and UK-based investment bankers. 370
According to the DOJ, Boustani and co-conspirators arranged for two European banks to issue $2 billion in loans to
companies owned and controlled by the Mozambican government, purportedly to fund three maritime projects in
which Privinvest, a shipbuilder, would provide equipment and services. 371 Federal prosecutors alleged that the coconspirators diverted more than $200 million from Mozambican government-backed loan funds for bribes and
kickbacks to some of the bankers and Mozambican government officials. 372
Boustani testified in his own defense at trial and admitted to making payments to Mozambican officials. 373
However, he denied defrauding any investors. 374
The Second Circuit’s decision in United States v. Hoskins may have influenced prosecutors’ charging
decisions. As discussed above, the Second Circuit ruled in Hoskins that foreign nationals cannot be charged with
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conspiring to violate the FCPA for crimes occurring abroad absent sufficient ties to the United States 375 The DOJ did
not charge Boustani, a foreign national, with directly violating the FCPA. 376 Instead, the DOJ focused on claims that
Boustani defrauded investors and charged Boustani with conspiring to commit wire fraud, conspiring to commit
securities fraud, and conspiring to launder money to promote the carrying out of an FCPA violation. 377 Prosecutors
relied on the use of US correspondent banks to facilitate payments in order to link Boustani’s conduct to the United
States. 378
Jurors told reporters that their acquittal hinged on the lack of a connection between Boustani’s conduct and
the United States. 379 Boustani had never set foot in the United States before his arrest. 380 Authorities in the
Dominican Republic had detained Boustani and his wife while on vacation and sent him to Brooklyn, where he was
tried. 381
Two former bankers who have pleaded guilty, Andrew Pearse and Surjan Singh, testified against Boustani
at trial that they accepted millions of dollars in kickbacks in exchange for facilitating the Mozambican loans. 382 A third
banker, Detelina Subeva, pleaded guilty to a charge of conspiracy to launder money. 383 None of the three bankers
have been sentenced. 384
Mozambique’s former Finance Minister, Manuel Chang, and Privinvest’s CFO, Najib Allam, have been
charged. 385 Neither Chang nor Allam has made a US court appearance, though Chang has been detained in South
Africa and may be extradited to the United States. 386 Antonio do Rosario, an official in Mozambique’s governmental
state intelligence and security service, and Teofilo Nhangumele, who acted on behalf of the Mozambican president,
also have been charged but have not appeared in US courts. 387
6.

Sentencing

Seventeen individual defendants were sentenced in FCPA-related cases in 2019. Most of the defendants
received two to three years’ imprisonment, a slight decrease from 2018, when most defendants received sentences
of between three to four years’ imprisonment. Defendants also faced monetary consequences in the form of fines,
restitution, and/or forfeiture. Fines imposed ranged from $15,000 to $500,000, while orders of forfeiture and/or
restitution ranged from $500,000 to $1.7 million. Of those seventeen individuals sentenced, eleven were in
connection with large-scale, multi-year investigations into Rolls-Royce (five) PDVSA (four), and PetroEcuador (two,
including Chatburn Ripalda, discussed in more detail above in Section III.B.1).
Focusing on one of the PDVSA individuals, the sentencing of Christian Javier Maldonado-Barillas, a former
PDVSA official, again highlights the importance of cooperation. Maldonado-Barillas pleaded guilty to one count of
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2019) (indicating that defendant Andrew Pearse’s sentencing will be set by the probation office); Minutes of Plea Haering, United
States v. Jean Boustani et al., No. 1:18-CR-00681-WFK (E.D.N.Y. May 20, 2019) (directing the probation office to prepare and file a
presentence report by November 20, 2019 but omitting to schedule sentencing for defendant Detelina Subeva).
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conspiracy to commit money laundering and was sentenced to two years of probation in May 2019. 388 MaldonadoBarillas admitted taking bribes from a co-defendant in exchange for placing the co-defendant’s oilfield supply
company on bidding lists and providing inside information about the bidding process, but was credited for providing
“substantial assistance” to the investigation, including being willing to testify and making many recordings “at great
risk to his personal safety.” 389 Four other individuals who pleaded guilty in connection with PDVSA are scheduled to
be sentenced in February 2020.
Perhaps signaling the end of the Rolls-Royce cases, the five individuals—Andreas Kohler, James Finley,
Aloysius Johannes Josef Zuurhout, Keith Barnett, and Vitaly Leskov—received relatively lenient sentences. In
addition to fines, two were sentenced to probation and the three who were sentenced to imprisonment were
sentenced to one year or less. 390
2019 also saw the sentencing of Patrick Ho, the secretary general of an NGO funded by CEFC China, a
privately owned Chinese conglomerate, convicted in 2018 of orchestrating two schemes to bribe government officials
in Chad and Uganda to secure advantages for CEFC China. 391 Ho led CEFC China executives on a trip to Chad via a
corporate jet with $2 million in cash hidden in gift boxes and presented the cash to the president of Chad in an effort
to obtain lucrative oil rights for CEFC China. 392 Ho also tried to influence Ugandan officials to use their official power
to direct business advantages to CEFC China by paying high-level officials in exchange for event invitations and
business meetings. 393
As detailed in our 2018 Year-in-Review, the case yielded two important holdings: first, that in certain
circumstances, the government could charge the FCPA’s domestic concern provision (Section 78dd-2) and the
territorial provisions (Section 78dd-3) together or in the alternative, and second, that the funds transferred through a
correspondent bank in the United States was sufficient to charge money laundering under 18 U.S.C. §
1956(a)(2)(A). 394 A jury convicted Ho for FCPA violations, money laundering, and related conspiracy charges after a
one-week trial in December 2018. 395 On March 25, 2019, Ho received a three-year prison sentence and was fined
$400,000. 396
C.

Declinations and Case Closures

As noted above, the DOJ issued two public declinations in 2019—Cognizant and Quad/Graphics—pursuant
to the FCPA Corporate Enforcement Policy, representing a decrease from the four public Enforcement Policy
declinations issued in 2018.
While the DOJ continues to highlight the important transparency function of public declinations, Deputy AAG
Miner also stated that the Department is “open” to issuing non-public declinations, and that it has indeed “done so.” 397
388
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In an apparent effort to encourage self-disclosure by companies weighing the potentially adverse collateral impact of
a public declination, the DOJ asserted that public declinations may not be warranted or necessary in instances where
a company voluntarily self-discloses misconduct. 398 For example, Miner explained that the DOJ might—at its
discretion and subject to discussion with the self-disclosing company—decide against publicly disclosing a declination
where the financial impact of the misconduct is determined to be de minimis. 399
1.

2019 FCPA Corporate Enforcement Policy Declinations

In 2019, the DOJ issued public declinations under the FCPA Corporate Enforcement Policy to Cognizant
and Quad, both discussed in detail above in Section III.A.2. 400 Both Cognizant and Quad received declination letters
explaining that the DOJ would not bring charges, despite the Department’s conclusion that each company engaged in
misconduct that violated the FCPA. The DOJ attributed these declinations to, among other things, the companies’: (1)
timely and voluntary disclosure, (2) thorough internal investigations, (3) comprehensive remediation, and (4) full
cooperation with the DOJ. The SEC issued Cease-and-Desist Orders against each company which assessed
disgorgement. 401
While neither Cognizant nor Quad was subject to criminal charges, both still faced financial penalties.
Cognizant provided an important reminder of one of the key facets of the DOJ’s Corporate Enforcement Policy:
companies that receive a DOJ declination are still required to pay all disgorgement, forfeiture and/or restitution
stemming from the misconduct. The Cognizant declination letter stated that the company agreed to disgorge
approximately $19 million, which the Department would credit against the amount paid to the SEC. In addition to the
disgorgement, Cognizant agreed to pay prejudgment interest and a civil penalty to the SEC. 402 Similarly, Quad
agreed to pay approximately $10 million in disgorgement, prejudgment interest, and civil penalties to the SEC. 403
2.

Cases Possibly Closed under the DOJ’s “No Piling On” Policy

In 2019, there were significantly fewer public reports of investigation closures than the prior year, with nine
publicly reported closures in 2019 compared to 17 in 2018. 404 As the DOJ and SEC do not comment publicly on
investigation closures and company-prepared announcements of investigation closures often do not provide details of
any explanation provided by the DOJ and/or SEC, it is difficult to discern the precise reasons that drove the
government’s decisions. However, as many as five of the nine investigations were closed under circumstances
consistent with application of the DOJ’s 2018 “no piling on” policy, which instructs Department attorneys to
appropriately coordinate with one another and with other enforcement agencies, including foreign governments, in
imposing multiple penalties on a company stemming from the same misconduct. 405 In 2019, DOJ officials continued
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to highlight the import of the policy to “ensure that corporate resolutions resulting from parallel or joint investigations
are reasonable and proportionate,” and to insulate companies from “multiple penalties from multiple regulators.” 406
Although the DOJ did not explicitly cite to the “no piling on” policy in closing the five cases described below,
the presence of an ongoing investigation by one or more foreign governments may have weighed in favor of case
closure. It is worth noting that the SEC does not have a no-piling-on policy.
−

−

−

Noble Corporation, a London-based offshore drilling contractor, announced in February 2019 that the
SEC and DOJ had, in December 2018, closed investigations into the company’s connections to the
Petrobras bribery scandal in Brazil (Operation Car Wash). 407 Noble opened an internal investigation in
2015 after one of the company’s agents pleaded guilty to helping multiple companies corruptly obtain
drilling contracts with Brazilian state-controlled oil company Petrobras. 408 In a 2019 SEC filing, Noble
stated that neither the agent nor the government authorities investigating the matter had alleged that the
agent or Noble acted inappropriately in regard to Noble’s contracts with Petrobras. 409 Although the SEC
and DOJ elected to close their investigations into Noble, the company is continuing to cooperate with
the Brazilian federal prosecutor’s office regarding these matters. 410 The US government’s closure of the
investigations into Noble is comparable to the 2018 closures of Operation Car Wash investigations into
Transocean Ltd. and Ensco. 411 Both Transocean and Ensco had opened internal investigations after
learning of alleged misconduct between their employees and Petrobras, and like Noble, found no
evidence to support the allegations. 412
Global software and service provider, PAR Technology Corporation (PAR), announced in May 2019 that
the SEC and DOJ had recently closed investigations into potential FCPA violations in the company’s
Asian offices. 413 PAR conducted an internal investigation and determined that certain members of upper
management in its China and Singapore offices “knew or should have known” of “questionable conduct”
in the company’s import/export and sales documentation activities but failed to prevent or correct the
conduct. 414 PAR further found that employees made “questionable” payments to customs officials in
China without appropriate documentation and failed to properly document items for import and export
into various non-US countries. 415 PAR voluntarily disclosed these findings to the SEC and DOJ, who
both later notified PAR that they did not intend to proceed with enforcement action against the
company. 416 PAR, however, is continuing its cooperation with enforcement authorities in China and
Singapore regarding these matters. 417
In a report dated June 30, 2019, French water management company Veolia Environment S.A. (Veolia)
announced that the SEC had closed its investigation into allegations of improper payments from
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IV.

Veolia’s subsidiary to Romanian government officials. 418 Veolia did not provide an update as to the
progress of a parallel DOJ investigation, which appears to be ongoing. 419 While the SEC has not
commented on the closure of its investigation, it may have taken into consideration the fact that
Romanian and French authorities are conducting parallel investigations into the alleged misconduct.
Veolia stressed in its June 30, 2019 report that it “is fully cooperating with the investigating authorities
and, in particular, providing all requested information, in accordance with applicable laws.” 420
In separate announcements dated October 2 and October 4, 2019, respectively, Italian oil company Eni
SpA (Eni) and Anglo-Dutch oil and gas company Royal Dutch Shell PLC (Shell) reported that the DOJ
had closed its investigations into the companies’ respective involvement in a 2011 deal for a Nigerian
offshore oil block. 421 Shell reported that part of the reason for the case closure was the existence of
parallel investigatory proceedings in Europe. 422 In those proceedings, Italian prosecutors allege that
executives at Shell knew that proceeds from a $1.3 billion deal between Shell, Eni, and the Nigerian
government were to be used as bribes. In response to an announcement by Eni that the DOJ closed the
investigation due to lack of evidence, the DOJ instead stated that it closed the probe because Italian
prosecutors were pursuing the case. 423 Shell also reportedly faces potential charges from authorities in
the Netherlands. 424
Eni also announced that the DOJ closed its separate investigation into the company’s contract awards
in Algeria, highlighting that Italian authorities had separately found “no instances of any wrongdoing or
illegal activity” in relation to the company’s Algerian contracts. 425 Eni earlier disclosed in an April 2019
SEC filing that it had investigated these allegations and voluntarily disclosed them to the DOJ and SEC
in 2012 (after which both entities commenced investigations). 426 Eni’s internal investigations confirmed
that the alleged misconduct was attributable to Saipem, a former Eni subsidiary which at the time of the
conduct in question was autonomous from the company. 427 In 2017, Eni was tried and acquitted in
Italian court, while Saipem was convicted of international corruption in the same proceedings. 428 Eni
has not provided an update on the SEC investigation.

KEY LEGAL DEVELOPMENTS
A.

Conspiracy/International Reach of FCPA

In our 2018 Global Anti-Bribery Year-in-Review, we reported on the August 2018 Second Circuit decision in
United States v. Hoskins, 902 F.3d 69 (2d Cir. 2018), which held that a foreign national who could not be charged
with a substantive FCPA violation for jurisdictional reasons also could not be charged with conspiracy to violate the
FCPA under federal conspiracy statutes, or with any other accessory liability theory. In Hoskins, the Second Circuit
418
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held that Congress intended to exclude foreign nationals from the reach of the FCPA unless they acted within the
territory of the United States or as an agent of a domestic concern and that prosecutors could not evade that
limitation simply by charging such persons with a conspiracy with individuals acting in the United States to violate the
FCPA. 429 Accordingly, the Court affirmed-in-part the dismissal of FCPA charges brought against Lawrence Hoskins, a
British national working for a British subsidiary of French power company Alstom SA, who was not alleged to have
taken any actions within the United States in connection with bribery conduct undertaken by a US subsidiary of
Alstom. The Court, however, reversed the dismissal of charges brought against Hoskins on the theory that he acted
as the agent of the US subsidiary/domestic concern, setting the stage for continued proceedings in 2019. 430
The DOJ continued to pursue the charges against Hoskins on the agency theory, and the case went to trial
beginning on October 28, 2019, in a federal district court in Connecticut, poised to serve as a significant marker in
establishing the outer boundaries of FCPA jurisdiction and secondary liability. Unsurprisingly, at trial, the question of
who may be considered an agent and how the government could prove such agency took center stage. Hoskins and
the government agreed that the term “agent” as used in the FCPA should be defined based on common law agency
principles but disputed how those principals should be applied to Hoskins’s case. 431 In particular, the parties
disagreed over the degree of control that a domestic concern would need to have to establish an agency relationship.
Hoskins argued that he could not have acted as an agent of the US subsidiary because under the formal
corporate structure it did not control his actions. 432 The defense presented evidence showing that Hoskins did not
formally report to anyone at the US subsidiary and that he held a headquarters role such that the US subsidiary had
to get Hoskins’s approval before hiring agents according to Alstom procedures, not the other way around. 433 In
contrast, the government argued that whatever the formal reporting lines might indicate, the evidence showed that in
practice, Hoskins was responsible for negotiating with the agents on behalf of the US subsidiary and that the US
subsidiary controlled Hoskins’s actions with respect to the project at issue. 434 The government pointed to emails and
witness testimony suggesting that the US subsidiary had the final decision-making authority on the selection,
engagement, and compensation of agents and that Hoskins acted on the subsidiary’s behalf in connection with the
subsidiary’s efforts to hire the agents who paid bribes. 435
Following conclusion of the evidence, Hoskins sought an instruction that to establish agency, the domestic
concern must have “controlled, or had the right to control, Mr. Hoskins’s day-to-day work for the duration of the
agency relationship” and that “[a]n agent of one corporation is not necessarily also an agent of an affiliated
corporation unless a separate agency relationship with that affiliated corporation is established.” 436 In contrast, the
government requested a more permissive instruction that required only that the principal must “control . . . the
undertaking” and that “control need not be present at every moment, its exercise may be attenuated, and it may even
be ineffective.” 437
The final jury instructions hewed more closely to the government’s broader definition of agency, requiring an
understanding that “the principal will be in control of the undertaking.” Moreover, the instructions did not require a
formal agency relationship and provided instead that the jury could infer an agency relationship “circumstantially from
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the words and actions of the parties involved,” that “[o]ne may be an agent for some business purposes and not
others.” This portion of the instructions read:
An agent is a person who agrees to perform acts or services for another person or
company. To create an agency relationship, there must be, one, a manifestation
by the principal that the agent will act for it; two, acceptance by the agent of the
undertaking; and, three, an understanding between the agent and the principal that
the principal will be in control of the undertaking.
...
Such control need not be present at every moment, its exercise may be attenuated,
and it may even be ineffective. Proof of agency may not – need not be in the form
of a formal agreement between agent and principal. Rather, it may be inferred
circumstantially from the words and actions of the parties involved. One may be
an agent for some business purposes and not others. Here the government must
prove that the defendant was an agent of a domestic concern in connection with
the specific events related to the [project for which bribes were paid]. 438
On November 8, 2019, after just one day of deliberations, the jury convicted Hoskins of six counts of
violating the FCPA, three counts of money laundering, and two counts of conspiracy. 439 Although the Second Circuit’s
2018 decision set an important outer limit of FCPA liability, i.e., foreign national defendants who are not substantively
liable under the FCPA cannot be reached via accessory charges, Hoskins’ ultimate conviction reaffirms the broad
international reach of the FCPA and suggests that the government has not lost its ability to prosecute foreign
nationals under an agency theory. That said, as noted above, the case of Jean Boustani, detailed in Section III.B.5.,
illustrates the challenges the DOJ may face in some circumstances, without the ability to proceed on a theory of
aiding and abetting or conspiracy liability.
On December 4, 2019, Assistant Attorney General Brian Benczkowski delivered remarks touching on the
Hoskins trial, during which he assured the audience of FCPA practitioners that the DOJ would not try to “stretch the
bounds of agency principles beyond recognition, or even push the FCPA statute towards its outer edges.” 440 Rather,
he indicated that the Hoskins jury instructions were, in fact, instructive for future cases, which he said the DOJ would
evaluate individually based on the facts that prosecutors could prove. He explained that “[w]here the evidence
supports a finding of agency between a parent and a subsidiary, or for an individual, we will assess whether it is
appropriate to exercise our discretion to apply the principle in that case.” 441
Issues of agency will likely continue to be a central focus of future FCPA prosecutions. In a current case in
the US District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, defendants Dmitry Firtash and Andras Korpas relied heavily
on Hoskins in their attempt to dismiss the criminal charges against them when they argued that, as foreign nationals
who never visited the United States in connection with the alleged misconduct and were not alleged to be agents of a
domestic concern, they could not be held liable for conspiring to violate the FCPA under federal conspiracy and
aiding and abetting statutes. 442 However, the district court held that controlling Seventh Circuit case law on secondary
liability, which rejected the legislative history analysis used by the Hoskins court, precluded application of the agency
requirement adopted in Hoskins. 443 Although the district court recognized that the presumption against
extraterritoriality could undermine that Seventh Circuit precedent, the Court was “unwilling to disregard” the Seventh
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Circuit’s “clear guidance” about secondary liability and denied the defendants’ motion to dismiss. 444 Defendant Firtash
is currently awaiting extradition to the United States and an eventual trial, but no matter the outcome, the Firtash
court’s disagreement with the Second Circuit decision in Hoskins shows how the outer limits of FCPA liability remain
uncertain and will likely be litigated in the years to come. Moreover, if the Seventh Circuit concurs with the district
court’s analysis of its prior precedent and reaffirms that analysis, it would establish a circuit split that might warrant
Supreme Court review.
B.

Supreme Court to Hear Challenge to SEC’s Disgorgement Authority in Liu v. SEC (U.S. 181501)

The US Supreme Court recently agreed to hear a case that, at first glance, would appear to have farreaching implications for one of the SEC’s most important enforcement tools if the Commission were to lose. In Liu v.
SEC, the Supreme Court will consider “[w]hether the Securities and Exchange Commission may seek and obtain
disgorgement from a court as ‘equitable relief’ for a securities law violation even though th[e Supreme] Court has
determined that such disgorgement is a penalty.” 445
The issue presented in Liu was raised by five Justices during the 2017 oral argument for United States v.
Kokesh. 446 During that argument, Chief Justice Roberts noted: “One reason we have this problem is that the SEC
devised this remedy or relied on this remedy without any support from Congress.” 447 Similarly, Justice Kennedy
asked whether there is “specific statutory authority that makes it clear that [a] district court can entertain [the] remedy”
of disgorgement. 448 In the end, the Supreme Court’s Kokesh decision expressly left open the issue of whether the
SEC may ever seek disgorgement from a court at all. 449 That unanswered question is now presented squarely in Liu.
The case arises from a 2017 decision by a federal district court in California granting the SEC’s request for
disgorgement of all the funds that defendants Charles Liu and Xin Wang raised by defrauding investors who sought
to take advantage of a visa program for non-citizens who make large investments in the United States. Liu and Wang
appealed, contending that Congress only expressly authorized the SEC to seek injunctions, civil monetary penalties,
and equitable relief as remedies in judicial enforcement proceedings, and that after Kokesh, it is now clear that
disgorgement does not fall into the category of equitable relief because the Supreme Court has determined
disgorgement is, instead, a type of penalty. 450 In response, the SEC argues that disgorgement is indeed a form of
equitable relief, except for in the context of statutes of limitation (the issue presented in Kokesh). 451 The agency
highlights that “[t]he Court cautioned that “[n]othing in [the Kokesh] opinion should be interpreted as an opinion on
whether courts possess authority to order disgorgement.” 452
Like Kokesh before it, the Liu decision could have a detrimental impact on the SEC’s ability to seek
disgorgement, which has become one of, if not the most, significant enforcement tool in the Commission’s arsenal.
Indeed, in Fiscal Year 2019 alone, the SEC secured disgorgement orders totaling $3.248 billion. 453 In contrast, the
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total funds the agency obtained through all other types of monetary penalties amounted to only $1.101 billion. 454
Furthermore, the Supreme Court’s decision in this case could call into question the SEC’s authority to seek other
types of equitable relief that it regularly employs, such as cease and desist orders and the imposition of independent
monitors.
However, a loss by the SEC at the Supreme Court would not have the impact that might initially seem to be
the case, as the SEC enjoys separate, explicit statutory authority to seek disgorgement in cases that the Commission
brings through administrative proceedings rather than in federal court. 455 Notably, during the three most recent fiscal
years, a substantial majority of the FCPA matters in which the defendant paid disgorgement resulted from cases the
Commission brought through administrative proceedings rather than in federal court. However, there are notable
exceptions to that trend—such as more than $200 million in disgorgement by Teva Pharmaceuticals and, in the most
recent corporate settlement, more than $539 million in Ericsson—where the SEC in fact filed a complaint in federal
court. 456 Thus, one possible result of an SEC loss in Liu could be to shift SEC enforcement even more heavily toward
administrative proceedings in order to maintain the Commission’s ability to seek disgorgement.
A decision adverse to the SEC might also prompt congressional consideration of a bill granting the SEC the
express statutory authority to seek disgorgement, discussed further in Section IV.F.2.
The Supreme Court is scheduled to hold oral argument on March 3, 2020 and issue its decision in Liu by
June 2020.
C.

Collateral Consequences of Cooperation

A May 2019 ruling in the Southern District of New York imposed significant new collateral consequences on
cooperating with government investigations that, if adopted by other courts, will complicate internal investigations
going forward. In United States v. Connolly, No. 16 CR. 0370 (CM), 2019 WL 2120523 (S.D.N.Y. May 2, 2019), Chief
Judge Colleen McMahon ruled that because the government had “outsourced” its investigation of Deutsche Bank
(DB) to the Bank itself, actions undertaken by DB’s outside counsel were “fairly attributable” to the government and
statements made by a DB employee to outside counsel during an internal investigation were subject to certain
constitutional protections as if made to government investigators. 457 This decision raises significant questions about
how the government, law firms, and corporations will approach internal investigations and cooperation efforts in the
future as the actions taken by DB’s counsel that were at issue in Connolly are standard practice for companies
seeking cooperation credit from the government.
Gavin Black, a former DB employee, was convicted of wire fraud and conspiracy in October 2018 in
connection with alleged LIBOR interest rate manipulation. 458 Relying on Garrity v. New Jersey, 385 U.S. 493 (1966),
Black moved to vacate his conviction on the basis that statements he made to the bank’s outside counsel during the
course of the internal investigation were attributable to, and compelled by, the government and improperly used
against him at trial. 459 In Garrity, the Supreme Court held that statements made by defendant police officers under
threat of termination by their employer were involuntary and could not be used against them in a criminal trial. 460 In
the Second Circuit, the Garrity rule applies to statements made to private employers as well when the actions of the
private employer are “fairly attributable to the government.” 461 Black argued that the actions of DB’s external lawyers
who had interviewed him were attributable to the government because of the degree to which the government had
coordinated with and relied upon the bank’s internal investigation. Black also contended that his statements to
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outside counsel were effectively compelled by the government because he understood that he would be terminated if
he refused to be interviewed.
Judge McMahon agreed on both points, finding that the bank’s actions and those of its outside counsel were
“fairly attributable” to the government because the government had “directed Deutsche Bank to investigate Gavin
Black on its behalf” and because there appeared to be no evidence that the government had conducted its own,
independent, investigation into Black. 462 Instead, Judge McMahon noted that the government chose to “simply give
direction to Deutsche Bank . . . take the results of their labor (which appears to have been fully disclosed to
government lawyers), and save itself the trouble of doing its own work.” 463 In making these determinations, Judge
McMahon cited a number of actions taken by the government and company counsel that will be familiar to any
experienced internal investigation practitioner. For example, the government requested that the company interview
particular individuals and provided specific guidance as to how to conduct those interviews. 464 In addition, the bank’s
counsel sought permission from the government before interviewing Black a final time and “digested the vast
information it collected, highlighted the most important nuggets, and shared a blueprint for what prosecutors should
expect when they finally interviewed Black on their own.” 465 The bank’s counsel also submitted a white paper
detailing the extent of the bank’s cooperation which stated that “much (if not most) of the information that will
ultimately be used in making charging decisions . . . will have come from the Bank’s identification of notable
communications and its having brought those communications to the DOJ’s attention.” 466
Although the court ultimately found that the statements Black had made to DB’s counsel had not been used
against him at trial and denied Black’s motion to vacate on that basis, 467 the decision raises important questions
about how the government, law firms, and their clients should approach cooperation efforts in the future. For
example, government attorneys may be wary of providing detailed instructions about investigative priorities and could
request that companies delay witness interviews to allow the government to conduct its own investigation in order to
avoid being seen as “outsourcing” its investigation. Attorneys for individual defendants, on the other hand, may seek
to develop a record showing that interviews their clients give while employees of a company were compelled, and
both individuals and companies may even begin arguing that other evidence in the case was derived from the
statements made in the course of internal investigations and is therefore inadmissible.
D.

Ninth Circuit Ruling Limits Sarbanes-Oxley Anti-Retaliation Protections for Employees
Reporting Possible FCPA Violations

In a noteworthy whistleblower retaliation case, the Ninth Circuit ruled that the anti-bribery and books-andrecords provisions of the FCPA do not constitute “rules and regulations” of the SEC and, therefore, an employee
reporting violations of the FCPA itself has not engaged in protected activity under Section 806 of the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act (SOX). 468 In 2015, Sanford Wadler, Bio-Rad’s former general counsel, sued the company after it terminated his
employment. 469 Wadler asserted whistleblower retaliation claims against Bio-Rad under Dodd Frank and SOX,
alleging that the company discharged him for reporting potential FCPA violations to the company’s audit
committee. 470 For both claims, the district court judge instructed the jury that Wadler had to prove he engaged in
protected activity under SOX and that statutory provisions of the FCPA constituted “rules or regulations of the SEC”
under Section 806 of SOX for purposes of determining whether Wadler engaged in protected activity. 471 Bio-Rad had
objected to this instruction, arguing that as statutory text, the FCPA provisions did not qualify as SEC “rules or
regulations” under SOX. 472 The district court disagreed, and the jury subsequently found in Wadler’s favor on all
claims and awarded him a verdict totaling $10.92 million dollars plus interest. 473 The court denied Bio-Rad’s
subsequent motions for judgment as a matter of law and for a new trial on the same basis. 474 Bio-Rad challenged the
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award and appealed to the Ninth Circuit. 475 On appeal, the Ninth Circuit vacated the verdict as to the one SOX
retaliation claim and remanded for consideration of a possible new trial on the grounds that statutory provisions are
not “rules and regulations” of the SEC. 476
While the court’s ruling that an employee who reports violations of the FCPA has not engaged in protected
activity under SOX might seem like a victory for Bio-Rad, retaliating against an FCPA whistleblower can still result in
significant liability. Bio-Rad’s appellate victory is likely to ultimately prove hollow due to two observations made by the
Ninth Circuit for the trial court to consider on remand: 1) the court noted that the FCPA’s books-and-records
provisions are identical to certain SEC regulations and that a reasonable jury could have concluded that Wadler’s
report to the audit committee demonstrated his belief that these SEC regulations had been violated or at least
warranted investigation; 477 and 2) the court also noted that a new trial might allow for Wadler to proceed with a “fraud
against shareholders” theory as well. 478 Thus, even after the Ninth Circuit’s decision in Wadler, companies should
remain vigilant that their compliance programs do not allow for retaliation against those employees who report
possible bribery issues in the company’s foreign operations.
In a separate, unpublished memorandum opinion, however, the panel of judges vacated the verdict on
Wadler’s whistleblower claim under the Dodd-Frank Act, with instructions to enter judgment in favor of Bio-Rad. 479
During the pendency of Bio-Rad’s appeal, the Supreme Court decided Digital Realty Trust, Inc. v. Somers, which held
that the Dodd-Frank Act’s whistleblower provisions did not apply to purely internal reports. 480 Therefore, per Digital
Realty, because Wadler reported violations internally and did not report them to the SEC prior to his firing, the panel
held that he did not qualify as a whistleblower under Dodd-Frank. 481 This ruling resulted in a reduction of Wadler’s
verdict by almost three million dollars plus interest. 482 Since the Ninth Circuit’s decision in February, the court rejected
Bio-Rad’s request for a rehearing en banc. The parties also appear to have reached a private settlement of the case
for an unknown amount, and on September 25, 2019, the district court approved their joint stipulation that all
remaining claims be dismissed.
E.

Federal Circuit Courts Decline to Apply the Supreme Court’s McDonnell Decision to the
FCPA and Other Anti-Bribery Laws

In 2016, in McDonnell v. United States, a high-profile public corruption case involving the former governor of
Virginia, Robert McDonnell, the Supreme Court unanimously rejected the government’s expansive reading of the
term “official act” in 18 U.S.C. § 201, also known as the general bribery statute. Instead, the Court adopted a two-part
test requiring that to prove bribery under Section 201, the government must: 1) “identify a ‘question, matter, cause,
suit, proceeding or controversy’ that ‘may at any time be pending’ or ‘may by law be brought’ before a public official”;
and 2) “prove that the public official made a decision or took an action ‘on’ that question, matter, cause, suit,
proceeding, or controversy, or agreed to do so.” 483 The Supreme Court held that to qualify as an “official act,” the
“question, matter, cause, suit, proceeding or controversy” needed to be “a formal exercise of governmental power,”
and the public official must have made a decision, agreed to take action, or taken action on that “question, matter,
cause, suit, proceeding or controversy.” 484 In contrast, the Court held conduct such as “setting up a meeting, talking
to another official, or organizing an event,” without more, would not qualify as an “official act.” 485
The Supreme Court’s narrow reading of “official act” in McDonnell led many legal observers to believe that
the ruling would severely harm the government’s ability to fight corruption. However, since 2016, a growing number of
federal circuit courts have been reluctant to import the “official act” standard from the Supreme Court’s McDonnell
decision into cases involving defendants charged with violations of the FCPA or other federal anti-bribery statutes. In
addition to several 2019 cases outlined below, the Third, Fifth, and Sixth Circuits have previously ruled that the
McDonnell standard is limited to the narrower text of the general bribery statute. 486 Under these cases, the Supreme
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Court’s pro-defendant ruling in McDonnell would effectively remain the governing law in those criminal cases charged
pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 201, the general bribery statute specifically at issue in McDonnell, while providing no basis
for defendants to challenge their convictions pursuant to the FCPA or other statutes.
1.

The Second Circuit: US v. Thiam and US v. Ng Lap Seng

In two notable cases this past year, the Second Circuit has held that the McDonnell standard does not
delimit bribery statutes outside of Section 201.
On August 5, 2019, the Second Circuit refused to import the McDonnell standard to another anti-bribery
statute when it ruled that the “official act” definition under Section 201 was inapplicable in a case involving violations
of foreign laws. 487 In United States v. Thiam, the DOJ charged a US citizen and Minister of Mines and Geology of the
Republic of Guinea, Mahmoud Thiam, with violating 18 U.S.C. §§ 1956 and 1957 after he received an $8.5 million
bribe from a Chinese entity in return for supporting a Chinese joint venture with Guinea. 488 Both US statutes prohibit
monetary transactions involving proceeds of “specified unlawful activities” and define “specified unlawful activity” as
“an offense against a foreign nation involving . . . bribery of a public official,” in violation of that foreign nation’s
laws. 489 The government proved violations of Articles 192 and 194 of Guinea’s Penal Code as the predicate
“offense[s] against a foreign nation involving . . . bribery of a public official,” as required by Sections 1956 and 1957,
and a jury convicted Thiam. 490 Thiam challenged his conviction, citing McDonnell and arguing that the district court’s
jury instructions were erroneous because the judge failed to instruct jurors of the “official act” definition for a bribery
conviction. 491
The Second Circuit rejected Thiam’s argument and ruled that the “official act” standard as defined in
McDonnell was inapplicable primarily due to principles of international comity. 492 Thiam argued that the court was
required to incorporate McDonnell’s “official act” standard because the texts of Articles 192 and 194 of Guinea’s
Penal Code were sufficiently similar to 18 U.S.C. § 201’s text. 493 The court disagreed and held that any
commonalities the statutes shared were unremarkable given that they all related to bribery, and that regardless of any
alleged likeness, applying McDonnell to the Guinean Penal Code would impermissibly require the court to interpret
foreign law. 494 The court abided by international comity and declined to limit the conduct that Guinea had chosen to
criminalize in its penal code. 495 The Supreme Court denied Thiam’s petition for certiorari to appeal his conviction on
December 9, 2019.
In another notable case arising in the Second Circuit, a jury in the Southern District of New York found a
Chinese real estate developer, Ng Lap Seng, guilty of paying and conspiring to pay bribes in violation of the FCPA
and 18 U.S.C. § 666, which prohibits theft or bribery in connection with programs receiving federal funds. 496 The
government alleged that Ng Lap Seng bribed two United Nations (UN) officials as part of an effort to have the UN
formally designate a property he owned as the permanent site for one of the UN’s annual events. 497 Ng Lap Seng
challenged his convictions under Section 666 and the FCPA, contending, among other grounds, that McDonnell
required the government to prove the occurrence of an “official act.” 498
On appeal, the Second Circuit rejected that argument, concluding that the McDonnell “official act” standard
applicable to 18 U.S.C. § 201 does not extend to the potential scope of liability under 18 U.S.C. § 666 nor the FCPA
anti-bribery provisions, ruling that the scope of each bribery statute varied based upon its text. 499
Specifically, the court concluded that the language in Section 666 was more expansive than that of Section
201, noting that while bribery under Section 201 pertained only to “official acts” that were “limited to acts on pending
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questions, matters, causes, suits, proceedings, or controversies,” Section 666 forbid bribery “in connection with any
business, transaction, or series of transactions of an organization, government, or agency.” 500 The court ruled that
Section 666’s silence on “official acts” further differentiated it from Section 201. 501 Ng Lap Seng further held that the
FCPA was also distinguishable from Section 201 because it “does not cabin ‘official capacity’ acts or decisions to a
definitional list akin to that for official acts in § 201(a)(3).” 502 The court held that these distinctions suggested that the
bribery prohibitions codified in neither the FCPA nor Section 666 were textually limited to the “official acts” as
proscribed in the general bribery statute at issue in McDonnell.
There are several other pending cases in the Second Circuit in which defendants have challenged
corruption convictions on the basis that McDonnell applies to other bribery statutes. 503 As a result, Thiam and Ng Lap
Seng are unlikely to be the last word on the impact of McDonnell.
2.

The Ninth Circuit: United States v. Chi

In United States v. Chi, the Ninth Circuit ruled that the scope of the federal criminal statute involving “bribery
of a foreign official” was not limited to bribery as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 201, which was at issue in McDonnell. 504
Heon-Cheol Chi, a South Korean citizen employed as a researcher and director of a government-funded geological
research institute in South Korea, solicited and received payments from two seismometer manufacturers in exchange
for his assurance that he would give the companies inside information about their competitors. 505 The DOJ charged
Chi with six counts of engaging in unlawful monetary transactions derived from a “specified unlawful activity,” in
violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1957. 506 The government defined “specified unlawful activity” per 18 U.S.C. § 1956(c)(7)(B)
as “an offense against a foreign nation involving . . . bribery of a public official.” 507 The DOJ further alleged that Chi’s
violation of Article 129 of the South Korean Criminal Code, which prohibits public officials from accepting bribes,
amounted to a “specified unlawful activity” in violation of Section 1957. 508 Chi appealed his conviction, arguing that
the bribery of public officials described in Article 129 must also fall within the bounds of crimes described within 18
U.S.C. § 201.
The Ninth Circuit upheld Chi’s conviction and ruled that bribery as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 201 did not limit
the scope of liability under 18 U.S.C. § 1957. 509 The court held that to define “specified unlawful activity” within
Section 1957, it needed to look to its sister statute, 18 U.S.C. § 1956, which defines a “specified unlawful act” as “an
offense against a foreign nation involving . . . bribery of a public official.” 510 The court held that to define the
categorical boundaries of “briberies of public officials,” it would interpret the words “as taking their ordinary,
contemporary, common meaning.” 511 The Ninth Circuit rejected Chi’s argument that Section 201 therefore dictated
the meaning of bribery under Sections 1956 and 1957, ruling that had Congress intended to criminalize the
laundering of bribery proceeds only where the acts fell within the ambit of crimes described under Section 201’s
purview, it would have clearly indicated such intentions. 512 The Ninth Circuit noted that although 18 U.S.C. § 201 is
referred to as the “federal bribery statute,” it is just one of various anti-bribery statutes that aims to curb government
corruption and would thus not necessarily dictate the scope of liability for all bribery laws. 513
F.

Legislative Developments

Members of the US Congress have recently proposed legislation in both the House of Representatives and
the Senate that could strengthen enforcement tools available to prosecute anti-bribery enforcement cases. Three bills
in particular—the Foreign Extortion Prevention Act (H.R. 4140), the Investor Protection and Capital Markets Fairness
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Act (H.R. 4344), and the Securities Fraud Enforcement and Investor Compensation Act (S. 799)—could change the
landscape of FCPA enforcement, if enacted.
1.

The Foreign Extortion Prevention Act (H.R. 4140)

Historically, including in 2019, foreign government officials have been charged with non-bribery crimes when
implicated in FCPA cases because federal law does not criminalize corrupt acts by foreign officials. To close this gap
in US anti-bribery law, Representatives Sheila Jackson Lee (D-TX), John Curtis (R-UT), Tom Malinowski (D-NJ), and
Richard Hudson (R-NC) introduced the bipartisan Foreign Extortion Prevention Act (FEPA) in August 2019. 514 This
bill would amend 18 U.S.C. § 201, the general federal anti-bribery statute (rather the FCPA itself), to prohibit foreign
officials from taking or demanding bribes in order to assist others in obtaining or retaining business. 515
Such a prohibition would add to the Department of Justice’s arsenal of tools available to prosecute foreign
officials who are involved in FCPA violations. For example, the amended statute would allow the DOJ to more directly
bring bribery charges against government officials rather than relying on other tools to prosecute their corrupt conduct
such as charging conspiracy to commit money laundering in relation to FCPA violations. However, this bill’s impact
may be limited by the fact that it proposes to amend 18 U.S.C. § 201 rather than the FCPA anti-bribery provision.
While FEPA’s definition of foreign official matches that of the FCPA’s, any prosecutions brought pursuant to FEPA
would need to reach the higher burden for proving an “official act” that the Supreme Court placed on 18 U.S.C. § 201
with their decision in McDonnell. 516
2.

The Investor Protection and Capital Markets Fairness Act (H.R. 4344)

In the US House of Representatives, Rep. Ben McAdams (D-UT) and Rep. Bill Huizenga (R-MI) introduced
bipartisan legislation in September 2019 that would address the SEC’s previous loss in the United States v. Kokesh
case and a potential loss in the Liu v. SEC case currently before the Supreme Court. Both decisions were discussed
above. The “Investor Protection and Capital Markets Fairness Act” would grant express statutory authority for the
SEC to seek disgorgement, and it would also expand the statute of limitations for disgorgement to 14 years after the
alleged violation. The bill passed the House overwhelmingly by a vote of 314-95 in November 2019, with almost half
of the voting Republicans joining with all Democrats in favor of the legislation.
3.

The Securities Fraud Enforcement and Investor Compensation Act (S. 799)

On the Senate side of Capitol Hill, where building bipartisan agreement is typically more important to
legislative success, the proposed legislation regarding SEC authority appears to be moving more slowly. Senators
John Kennedy (R-LA) and Mark Warner (D-VA) introduced bipartisan legislation in March 2019—the “Securities
Fraud Enforcement and Investor Compensation Act” — that would provide the SEC with express statutory authority to
seek disgorgement and restitution, as well as extend the statute of limitations for the SEC’s disgorgement authority
and restitution authority as discussed further below. 517
By granting the SEC the express statutory authority to seek disgorgement, this bill addresses the exact
issue that will be before the Supreme Court in Liu v. SEC, discussed above. 518 If the Court were to rule in favor of the
SEC in Liu and hold that the agency already has the legal authority to seek disgorgement, the disgorgement provision
of this bill would be rendered superfluous. If the Supreme Court were to rule against the SEC, however, and hold that
the agency currently lacks the legal authority to seek disgorgement, this provision would reverse that outcome and
restore the authority that the Commission has been relying on for many years. Accordingly, the Supreme Court’s
decision in Liu may serve as the catalyst for Congress to act more quickly in considering this legislation, including the
additional reforms discussed below.
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The bill would also relax the statute of limitations period for SEC disgorgement authority beyond the current
five years imposed by the Supreme Court’s 2017 decision in United States v. Kokesh. 519 Currently, following Kokesh,
the five-year limitations period runs from the date of the unlawful conduct that caused the claim to originally accrue.
The act would allow the SEC to take action within “5 years after the date on which the person against which the claim
is brought receives any unjust enrichment as a result of the violation that gives rise to the action or proceeding in
which the Commission seeks the claim.” 520 In many cases, this could provide the SEC additional time to seek
disgorgement, as ill-gotten gains are often received after (sometimes long after) the unlawful conduct. With respect to
restitution, the bill would extend the statute of limitations to ten years rather than the current five-year period. These
time periods in the Senate bill are less generous than the 14 year statute of limitations contained in the bill that
passed in the House. Thus, if the Senate bill eventually passes in its current form, a Conference Committee between
the two chambers of Congress may have to negotiate a compromise regarding the statute of limitations.
V.

COLLATERAL ACTIONS

Throughout the year, companies undergoing FCPA investigations also found themselves subject to
collateral actions including restitution claims, shareholder lawsuits, and civil forfeiture actions.
A.

Restitution Claims
1.

United States v. OZ Africa Management LLC

In February 2018, former shareholders in Africo Resources Ltd. (Africo), a company that allegedly held
mining rights that were taken through the acts detailed in Och-Ziff’s resolution with the DOJ, interceded in Och-Ziff’s
sentencing, claiming that they were victims and entitled to restitution. 521 On August 28, 2019, in an unprecedented
ruling in the context of corporate criminal FCPA resolutions, Judge Nicholas Garaufis of the Eastern District of New
York found that the former shareholders of Africo were entitled to restitution as victims.
The former Africo shareholders alleged that as a result of Och-Ziff’s misconduct, Africo lost control over a
mine in the Democratic Republic of Congo. Specifically, the shareholders alleged that Och-Ziff engaged in a multipronged conspiracy concerning a third party’s efforts to obtain the mining rights that included Och-Ziff making a low
offer to acquire Africo in June 2008, which the Africo shareholders ultimately accepted. 522
The court held that the former Africo shareholders were “victims” under the Mandatory Victims Restitution
Act (MVRA), because the act defines “victim” broadly, does not contain a “carve-out for holders of intangible property
rights,” and because when the former Africo shareholders endorsed the Och-Ziff takeover, they did so “under duress .
. . .” 523 In so holding, the court rejected Och-Ziff’s arguments that the former shareholders’ interest in the mining rights
did not constitute “property” under the MVRA, and that the theft of the mining rights was not the direct and proximate
cause of the Africo takeover. 524
Notably, the court also held that because Och-Ziff “pleaded guilty to a single conspiracy, spanning from
2005 to 2015,” 525 it was liable for restitution for harm caused before it joined the conspiracy (which the US
government argued occurred in December 2007), because it knew or should have known of its co-conspirators’ prior
acts in furtherance of the conspiracy at the time it joined. 526
On September 6, 2019, Och-Ziff filed a motion for reconsideration of the Court’s Order, arguing that it was
“premised on a mistake of fact” in that Africo is not a defunct company and thus could not be a victim under the
MVRA. 527 The motion has been fully briefed but has not been acted on. In the meantime, because the parties’ initial
briefing did not fully address the calculation of the amount owed in restitution to the former Africo shareholders, Judge
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Garaufis asked for supplemental briefing on that issue. 528 That briefing and discovery motions related to the
restitution claim remain ongoing.
On December 9, 2019, Och-Ziff filed a motion for discovery, asking the court to subpoena the investors’
valuation expert and to identify the individual claimants so their alleged losses can be assessed on a case-by-case
basis. Och-Ziff also seeks information about the valuation of Africo's securities in order to calculate the value of the
mining rights between 2006 and the present, and information about any other problems with the mine's
development. 529
2.

Government-as-Victim Cases

2019 has also seen instances where foreign governments have sought restitution as putative victims of
FCPA violations. If such claims succeed, they could have a significant impact on FCPA enforcement, as they would
likely embolden more governments to pursue restitution claims in FCPA cases. Below are representative examples of
such actions.
a.

United States v. Ortega (PDVSA)

On April 2, 2019, a third party purporting to represent the government of Venezuela (the “Maduro
Government”) moved to be recognized as a victim in this action and for restitution for Venezuela’s alleged losses as a
result of an alleged scheme whereby defendants embezzled funds from Venezuelan state-owned oil company,
PDVSA, using Miami, Florida real estate and other false investment schemes. 530 In the underlying matter, the
government alleged that Abraham Edgardo Ortega—who is a Venezuelan national and former executive director of
finance at PDVSA—was one of the co-conspirators in the scheme. 531 Ortega pleaded guilty to one count of
conspiracy to commit money laundering on October 31, 2018. 532 On September 23, 2019, the court ordered Ortega
to forfeit $2 millions of dollars in assets. 533 Ortega is scheduled to be sentenced on March 12, 2020. 534
In its motion, the Maduro Government asserted that nothing in the MVRA prevents a foreign government
from being a victim entitled to restitution and that the PDVSA bribery scheme resulted in significant monetary losses
to Venezuela. 535 The US government filed its opposition to the motion on May 17, 2019, on a single ground: that the
United States does not recognize the Maduro Government as the legitimate government of Venezuela. 536 As a result,
the US government argued, the Maduro Government does not have any authority to bring claims on Venezuela’s
behalf, and consideration by the court of the Maduro Government’s motion would constitute recognition of a foreign
power by the judiciary, a decision that is reserved for the executive branch. 537 The motion is still pending and a
hearing has not yet been scheduled.
In another case, PDVSA US Litigation Trust v. Lukoil Pan Americas LLC, a US litigation trust brought similar
claims on behalf of PDVSA itself, alleging that the defendants (including major oil companies and individual traders)
conspired to bribe PDVSA officials and its affiliates, fix prices, and rig bids submitted to PDVSA. 538 On March 8, 2019
the Florida district court dismissed the claims due to the trust’s failure to establish standing. 539
b.

United States v. Escobar (PetroEcuador)

On September 20, 2019, Magistrate Judge Alicia Otazo-Reyes of the Southern District of Florida
recommended that the District Court deny PetroEcuador’s request to be treated as a victim of, and to obtain
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restitution for, a bribery scheme carried out by its own employees. 540 In making this recommendation, the court noted
that the US government’s opposition did not contest PetroEcuador’s potential victim status under the MVRA; instead,
the government argued, and Magistrate Judge Otazo-Reyes agreed, that PetroEcuador “cannot be deemed a victim”
because it was “complicit in the bribery and money laundering schemes that gave rise to . . . criminal
prosecution[].” 541
PetroEcuador contended that it was not itself prosecuted, and that only a small fraction of its employees had
been prosecuted for corrupt acts that did not benefit the company. 542 However, Judge Otazo-Reyes found that highlevel employees of PetroEcuador were involved in the bribery—all the way up to the company’s board of directors—
that a number of employees involved in corruption had not been prosecuted, and that the investigation was still
ongoing in Ecuador. 543 Accordingly, Judge Otazo-Reyes concluded that “the level of ‘pervasive, constant, and
consistent illegal conduct’ among EP PetroEcuador’s principals was sufficient to preclude [it] from being recognized
as a victim under the MVRA.” 544 The District Court has not yet acted upon Judge Otazo-Reyes’ Report and
Recommendation.
B.

Shareholder Lawsuits

Throughout the year, companies undergoing FCPA investigations were also subjected to shareholder
lawsuits claiming that the companies’ directors breached their fiduciary duties by failing to prevent bribery and by
failing to disclose allegedly corrupt conduct that damaged investors. Below are illustrative instances of such suits.
1.

Cobalt International Energy Inc. Shareholder Litigation

On February 13, 2019, a judge in the US District Court for the Southern District of Texas approved a
combined $173.8 million settlement in a consolidated class action lawsuit against Cobalt International Energy Inc.
stemming from alleged bribery in Angola. 545
In the lawsuit, which was originally filed in November 2014 and was amended in May 2015 and May 2017, a
class of investors alleged that Cobalt failed to disclose that it allegedly bribed Angolan officials to gain access to local
oil wells in violation of the FCPA and federal securities laws, that Cobalt shares declined when the Company
disclosed the DOJ and SEC investigations into that conduct, and that Cobalt had overstated the amount of oil in
certain wells. 546
Although the DOJ and SEC have since dropped their investigations, the investor litigation has continued
since 2014. In late 2018, the investors finally reached settlements with three groups of defendants they claimed were
involved in the alleged wrongdoing, with the court finally approving the following combined settlements on February
13, 2019: $146.9 million resolving allegations against a group of defendants, including Goldman Sachs Group Inc.,
that owned significant stakes in Cobalt; 547 $22.75 million resolving allegations against investment banks that
underwrote stock and note offerings for Cobalt; 548 and $4.2 million resolving allegations with Cobalt and its debtor
affiliates. 549
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2.

Mobile Telesystems PJSC Shareholder Litigation

In March 2019, immediately following settlements with both the SEC and DOJ that totaled penalties of $850
million, 550 shareholders of MTS filed a class action lawsuit in the Eastern District of New York alleging that the
company, its officers, and directors failed to disclose an alleged bribery scheme in Uzbekistan, and failed to disclose
that it would be forced to pay substantial fines to the US government after disclosing the DOJ and SEC investigations
in 2014. 551
Plaintiffs filed an Amended Complaint on November 12, 2019. 552 The case is pending, and no substantive
motions have been filed at this time.
3.

In re General Cable Corp. Securities Litigation

On May 1, 2019 a federal judge in Kentucky dismissed a lawsuit against General Cable Corporation, finding
that the investors had not shown that the company knowingly lied about its compliance with anti-corruption laws. 553
The lawsuit, filed shortly after the company agreed to pay more than $74 million to resolve SEC and DOJ
investigations, alleged that the company and two of its executives made material misrepresentations and omissions
relating to bribes paid through subsidiaries to foreign government officials. 554
Among other things, the court held that plaintiffs did not allege sufficient facts to support their claims that the
company knew that its overseas operations risked relying on corrupt business practices and therefore that it could not
have disclosed more information to investors. 555
4.

Cemex Shareholder Litigation

On July 12, 2019, a judge in the Southern District of New York dismissed a securities class action brought
by investors against Cemex, S.A.B. de C.V. (Cemex) and two of its officers. 556 The lawsuit, which was originally filed
in March 2018, followed the company’s disclosures that the DOJ and SEC were investigating its operations in
Colombia. 557 The investors alleged that Cemex concealed a “culture of corruption” at its Colombian branch in
connection with the development of a new cement plant and that by not disclosing alleged bribery, the company
made misleading statements and omissions in violation of federal securities laws. 558
The court held that the majority of Cemex’s statements were “classic puffery” and therefore not
misleading. 559 And, although the court held that plaintiffs sufficiently alleged an omission with respect to the
company’s statements regarding ongoing litigation in Colombia related to bribery, plaintiffs failed to allege scienter. 560
The court allowed plaintiffs leave to amend the complaint, 561 which they did on August 1, 2019. 562 Cemex
filed a motion to dismiss on September 5, 2019. A hearing on the motion has not yet been scheduled. The SEC and
DOJ investigations into Cemex are ongoing.
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5.

OSI Systems Shareholder Litigation

In February 2018, OSI Systems, Inc. (OSI) disclosed that the SEC and DOJ had opened investigations into
allegations in a short-seller report that OSI and its subsidiaries were corruptly obtaining lucrative contracts in
Albania. 563 Shareholders of OSI filed an amended class action in the US District Court for the Central District of
California in June 2019, following dismissal of the initial class action on May 7, 2019. 564 The lawsuit alleges that OSI
misled investors by concealing the dealings of its Albanian subsidiary. Most notably, plaintiffs allege that OSI
concealed that the Company’s Albanian turnkey contact was “subject to a secret and corrupt arrangement” whereby
OSI covertly transferred 49% of its Albanian subsidiary to an Albanian holding company with ties to the outgoing
Albanian government for a price of only $4.50 per share. 565
OSI Systems filed a motion to dismiss on July 24, 2019. The motion is fully briefed and the parties are
waiting for a decision. 566 While that action remains pending, OSI announced on June 5, 2019 that the government
investigations were closed. 567 Neither the US authorities nor the company have commented on why the
investigations were closed, but OSI reported in 2018 that it had “taken action with respect to a senior-level employee”
implicated in the matter, highlighted the company’s “high priority on compliance with its anti-corruption and securities
trading polices,” and expressed its commitment to cooperating with the SEC and DOJ investigations. 568
6.

Glencore Investor Lawsuit

Following the December 5, 2019 announcement that the UK’S Serious Fraud Office (SFO) is investigating
Glencore Plc for bribery, institutional investors of Glencore announced a lawsuit alleging share price declines from
that investigation, as well as similar investigations in the United States and Canada. 569 The investors said that they
expect to file the lawsuit in the first quarter of 2020 for damages under the Financial Services and Markets Act
2000. 570 A US shareholder class action was previously filed in 2018 after the company disclosed an investigation by
the DOJ in July 2018. 571
C.

Whistleblower Rewards

In 2019, the SEC used a provision in the whistleblower regulations for the first time to credit a whistleblower
for reporting the allegations to the company first and then to the SEC. Rule 21F-4(c)(3) provides that if a
whistleblower reports information through a company’s compliance or legal program, before or at the same time that
he or she reports the information to the SEC, and the company later provides the information to the SEC, the
whistleblower may be eligible for an award. 572 By allowing whistleblowers to be compensated for internal reports of
wrongdoing, the SEC seeks to encourage the use of internal compliance programs. 573
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On May 24, 2019, the SEC announced a $4.5 million award to a Brazilian surgeon who sent an anonymous
email to medical device company Zimmer Biomet, alerting the company to a kickback scheme in Brazil. 574 The
surgeon’s email prompted an internal investigation and, subsequently, a report of the company’s findings to the SEC
and DOJ. Zimmer Biomet self-reported the wrongdoing and ultimately settled with the SEC and the DOJ in January
2017 for over $30 million to resolve charges that it bribed Mexican officials and had internal controls failures in
Mexico and Brazil. 575 Although Zimmer Biomet fully cooperated with the investigation, because at the time it was
already being monitored pursuant to a prior FCPA settlement, the DOJ required the company to retain an
independent compliance monitor for three years. 576
SEC whistleblowers can be awarded between 10% and 30% of penalties over $1 million. 577 In this case, the
SEC awarded the whistleblower 15% of the total 2017 fine due to the agency’s “high enforcement interest” in this
case, which the SEC attributed to the fact that: (1) the conduct occurred outside the United States; and (2) the case
involved a company violating the terms of an earlier settlement. 578 With this award, the SEC has now awarded $381
million to 62 individuals since issuing its first whistleblower award in 2012. 579
D.

Civil Forfeiture

The DOJ’s Kleptocracy Asset Recovery Initiative, administered through the Criminal Division’s Money
Laundering and Asset Recovery Section (MLARS), obtained its largest recovery to date, and the largest civil forfeiture
ever, in 2019. 580
On October 30, 2019, the DOJ reached an agreement to retrieve more than $700 million in assets from
Malaysian financier Low Taek Jho (popularly known as Jho Low), for using funds misappropriated from 1MDB,
Malaysia’s investment development fund, for luxury US real estate, one-of-a-kind art, and gambling. 581 The terms of
this settlement total over $1 billion in assets associated with the 1MDB scheme. 582 The DOJ’s related criminal case
against Low, who is charged with embezzlement and money laundering in the Eastern District of New York, remains
outstanding.
E.

International Arbitration
1.

Petrobras Securities Litigation

On July 30, 2019, a judge in the Southern District of New York declined to order Petrobras to produce
documents containing confidential information, previously filed under seal in a class action stemming from a bribery
scheme, in a foreign arbitration. 583 The court held that it did not have authority to order Petrobras to turn over
in connection with [Redacted], Rel. No. 85936, File No. 2019-6 (May 24, 2019), https://www.sec.gov/rules/other/2019/34-85936.pdf.
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documents, which were sought by Cornell University, because the conduct at issue in the foreign arbitration arose
from conduct entirely outside the forum, and because Brazil’s privately established arbitration chamber is not a
“foreign or international tribunal” under the statutory language of 28 U.S.C. § 1782(a), which would allow the court to
order discovery. 584 However, the court held that certain documents filed in connection with a summary judgment
motion could be unsealed because they were “judicial documents” subject to public disclosure. 585
Although Cornell was a member of the class of Petrobras shareholders that initiated the underlying class
action, which alleged that Petrobras misled shareholders by failing to disclose a bribery scheme in which executives
inflated the value of projects in return for kickbacks, Cornell’s claims were dismissed in 2015. Following the dismissal
of its claims, Cornell initiated arbitration in Brazil. 586
F.

Other Collateral Actions
1.

IMSS v. Stryker Corp.

On October 18, 2019, the Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social (IMSS), an agency of the Mexican
government, filed suit against Stryker Corporation in the Western District of Michigan to recover for Stryker’s alleged
corrupt conduct in contracting with IMSS between 2003 and 2015. 587 The lawsuit stems from the same corruption
allegations that resulted in a $13.2 million settlement between Stryker and the SEC in 2013. 588 According to the
complaint, Stryker engaged in a worldwide pattern of bribery to sell its medical devices to foreign governments
between 2003 and 2015. 589 In Mexico, IMSS alleges that Stryker’s Mexican subsidiary paid tens of thousands of
dollars in bribes to individual IMSS officials in order to illicitly obtain IMSS contracts, netting Stryker over $2.1 million
in profits. 590 Representing that it acted in reliance on Stryker’s fraudulent representations and paid artificially inflated
prices for its contracts with Stryker, 591 IMSS brings claims under US and Mexican law for breach of fiduciary duty and
fraud, as well as a claim under Mexican law for violation of the law of acquisitions, leases, and services of the public
sector. 592
VI.

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS
A.

United Kingdom
1.

Investigation and Enforcement Trends

The year 2019 marks the first full year of Lisa Osofsky’s tenure as Director of the Serious Fraud Office
(SFO). Successful prosecutions have been few thus far, and Ms. Osofsky has spoken of the difficulties the SFO faces
in gathering sufficient evidence to prosecute misconduct that may have taken place years previously and to clear the
high bar required for successful conviction. 593 Accordingly, 2019 has fallen short of expectations in terms of positive
results in the sphere of bribery and corruption.
No deferred prosecution agreements (DPAs) were reached in 2019 in relation to bribery offenses, and the
SFO has continued to face difficulties in prosecuting individuals. As detailed below, the SFO has tried and failed to
obtain convictions in the first and only prosecution brought against individuals for corruption offenses where their
former employers had agreed to DPAs. It will be interesting to observe the extent to which individuals continue to be
pursued by the SFO where their cases are linked to successfully concluded DPAs. A March 2019 House of Lords
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report on the Bribery Act 2010 concluded that the DPA process should not be considered as an alternative to
individual prosecutions but should in fact make it all the more important that culpable individuals are prosecuted. 594
We expect the SFO to target lower-profile cases against individuals to improve its prosecution figures and
we may also see a shift in tactics to a “plea bargain” approach whereby individual suspects may be offered greatly
reduced sentences (i.e., in excess of 50-75%) in return for guilty pleas and full cooperation in the investigation of
other individuals or companies. 595 It remains to be seen whether suspects will be willing to submit to the risks of
bargaining with the SFO, including the admissibility of all statements made in interviews should the deal collapse.
2.

Significant Cases

In February 2019, the SFO announced the closure of its long-running investigations into GlaxoSmithKline
PLC and into individuals associated with Rolls-Royce PLC. 596 These simultaneous decisions came as a surprise to
many, particularly in the wake of the DPA that was agreed between the SFO and Rolls-Royce in 2017. The SFO
explained its decision by noting that these cases either lacked sufficient evidence or that there were public interest
justifications for avoiding a trial, such as the age or ill health of some of the suspects. This statement by Osofsky
appears to signal that her organization will be more discerning in its pursuit of convictions, focusing on those which
the SFO believes it is most likely to win.
On June 3, 2019, FH Bertling Ltd (FH Bertling) was sentenced to an £850,000 (approximately $1.1 million)
fine in connection with a bribery scheme intended to secure freight forwarding contracts worth approximately $20
million in Angola by paying bribes totaling $350,000. 597 The fine marks the end of the SFO’s investigation into FH
Bertling’s Angola operations, which also saw three individuals convicted, and one individual acquitted, of conspiracy
to make corrupt payments in 2017 and a further two individuals convicted in relation to the same scheme in late 2018.
FH Bertling, now in liquidation, has been the focus of SFO probes into contracts in the North Sea and Angola for over
five years.
On July 16, 2019, a London jury acquitted three individuals in the SFO’s investigation into Sarclad Ltd
(Sarclad), in relation to allegations of conspiracy to corrupt and conspiracy to bribe in relation to 27 overseas
contracts. 598 Sarclad, formerly known only as XYZ Ltd due to reporting restrictions, was the subject of the UK’s
second-ever DPA, in 2016, under which the company accepted that it had failed to prevent corrupt payments over an
eight-year period. 599 The acquittal in 2019 means that, despite the SFO concluding five DPAs – three of which relate
to bribery offenses – since their introduction in 2014, it has failed to convict any individuals involved in the wrongdoing
to which they relate.
On November 25, 2019, the SFO’s sprawling investigation into French engineering company Alstom came
to a close with a UK subsidiary of the company, Alstom Network UK Ltd, ordered to pay $21.2 million – consisting of
a $19.4 million fine and $1.8 million in costs – for conspiracy to corrupt in connection with a contract to supply trams
in Tunisia. 600 The penalty is the final chapter of the SFO’s decade-long, multi-pronged probe into the company, which
covered numerous jurisdictions and has seen three individuals and two companies convicted of conspiracy to corrupt.
A further five individuals were acquitted of bribery-related charges in connection with the Alstom contracts in India,
Poland, and Hungary.
In December 2019, three individuals associated with Güralp were acquitted of conspiring to make corrupt
payments to a South Korean public official between 2002 and 2015. 601 Marking something of a trend, the acquittals
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followed a DPA agreed between the SFO and Güralp in October 2019 in which the company accepted the charges of
conspiracy to make corrupt payments and a failure to prevent bribery by employees. These results may give greater
pause for thought to companies invited to enter into DPA negotiations, who will note the difficulty the SFO has
encountered in actually securing corruption-related convictions.
And finally, as noted above, the SFO announced on December 5 that it had opened an investigation into
Glencore in relation to “suspicions of bribery in the conduct of business by the Glencore group of companies, its
officials, employees, agents and associated persons.” 602
3.

Legislative Developments

February 2019 saw the enactment of the Crime (Overseas Production Orders) Act 2019 a new piece of
legislation aimed at enabling authorities to quickly obtain relevant evidence held overseas. 603 The act provides a
mechanism by which an application can be made to the Crown Court for an overseas production order, requiring a
person based overseas to produce or give access to electronic data regardless of where it is stored. Given that
previously the only sure-fire way to obtain such evidence would be through the time-consuming and cumbersome
MLAT process, the act could, theoretically, have a significant impact on the speed with which investigations can be
concluded. Practitioners will be on the lookout in 2020 to see how often, and in what situations, the SFO and other
agencies deploy this new tool.
4.

SFO Guidance

On August 6, 2019, the SFO published its long-awaited Corporate Co-operation Guidance (Guidance). The
Guidance is designed to assist companies when considering whether to self-report corporate wrongdoing to the SFO
and, if they choose to do so, how to secure as much co-operation credit as possible in order to maximize chances of
avoiding prosecution or receiving the opportunity to negotiate a DPA. 604 Covering the SFO’s position on key themes
such as data gathering and production, dealing with witnesses to and subjects of investigations, and the assertion of
legal professional privilege, the Guidance is designed, as its name suggests, to guide companies in the direction of
effective co-operation. The Guidance provides practical assistance to companies hoping to navigate the complex cooperation process, possibly paving the way for an uptick in self-reporting and more successful DPA negotiations.
B.

Germany
1.

Enforcement Efforts

In October 2019, the Frankfurt public prosecutor confirmed that it has initiated investigations against several
employees of Fresenius Medical Care, a German headquartered medical services company. 605 The investigation
relates to the same conduct that was the subject of the company’s 2019 DOJ and SEC settlement, alleging that
between 2007 and 2016 physicians and hospital managers in 17 countries were bribed to obtain advantages in the
establishment of dialysis clinics as well as the purchase of dialysis products. 606 See further information about the
Fresenius case at Section III.A.3.
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2.

Legislative Developments

In 2018, the OECD Working Group on Bribery evaluated Germany’s implementation of the OECD
Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions. 607 In its report on
the evaluation, the OECD Working Group expressed concerns regarding the effectiveness of Germany’s efforts to
prosecute companies. It criticized the fact that that only one company out of four was held liable by German
authorities in cases of foreign corruption. 608 The OECD Working Group report’s recommendations included the
development of transparent guidelines for self-reporting, better protections for whistleblowers, and removing the
principle of prosecutorial discretion applicable to corporate liability in Germany. 609
In their March 2018 coalition agreement, the current government parties agreed to reform the sanctions law
for corporations to effectively combat corporate crime. 610 So far, the sanctioning of companies has been governed by
the Act of Regulatory Offenses (Ordnungswidrigkeitengesetz), which gave the prosecuting authority discretion to hold
a company accountable and prosecute for offenses committed by its employees.
In August 2019, the Federal Ministry of Justice and Consumer Protection presented the initial approach for
the reform in a so-called Association Sanctions Act (Verbandssanktionengesetz) (“Draft Law”). The Draft Law has not
been officially published as it is still undergoing inter-ministerial coordination. 611 The Draft Law includes significant
changes regarding sanctioning of associations (which include corporations and partnerships), such as implementing
potentially higher fines, but also refers to incentives to reduce such fines. Significantly, the Draft Law:
−
−

−
−

Aims to widen the range for prosecutable corporate offenses by permitting the sanctioning of offenses
conducted outside of Germany in certain circumstances. 612
Amends possible sanctions for corporate offenses and increases the possible penalties, including (1)
through a corporate fine 613 of up to 10% of the annual group turnover; 614 (2) through a warning with a
reservation to charge a corporate fine, 615 in which case the court may issue instructions in order to
prevent offenses; 616 and (3) as a last resort, by the dissolution of the entity. 617 Additionally, the
sanctioning may be announced publicly 618 and recorded in an administrative register. 619
Encourages compliance measures and internal investigations by the association, as these can be
considered when determining the sanction and when calculating the amount of the corporate fine, as
well as whether the offense is publicly announced. 620
Permits the seizure of documents before prosecutors open a case. Documents produced during an
internal investigation and even documents from attorneys, which are not within the attorney-client
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relationship, may also be seized. 621 This lack of privilege raised criticism and is currently a focus of the
inter-ministerial coordination process. 622
In April 2019, the Trade Secrets Act (Gesetz zum Schutz von Geschäftsgeheimnissen—“GeschGehG”)
entered into force. 623 The act implements Directive (EU) 2016/943 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8
June 2016 on the protection of undisclosed knowledge and business information (trade secrets) against their unlawful
acquisition, use, and disclosure. 624 In Germany, trade secrets were already protected by law before the GeschGehG
came into force, but these regulations were enforced under various areas of law; the new GeschGehG consolidates
prohibitions against the disclosure of trade secrets and criminal penalties for infringements into one law. The
GeschGehG contains exemptions to protect whistleblowers, i.e., to detect an unlawful act, or professional, or other
misconduct when the obtaining, use, or disclosure of the trade secret is likely to protect the general public interest. 625
Additional protection for whistleblowers comes from the Directive (EU) 2019/1937 of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 23 October 2019 on the protection of persons who report on breaches of Union law
(Whistleblowing Directive). 626 A draft law has not yet been published on this subject in Germany.
C.

France
1.

Law Enforcement Guidance

The year 2019 has been an important year in marking the path forward for France’s DPA regime, as French
enforcement authorities issued new guidance on eligibility for DPAs. On June 27, the French National Financial
Prosecutor’s Office (PNF) and the French Anti-Corruption Agency (AFA) published their first-ever joint guidelines
about application of France’s DPA regime, which was implemented in 2016. 627 The guidelines set out the conditions
under which the PNF will enter into a “Convention Judiciare d’Intérêt Public” (CJIP)—the French equivalent of a
DPA—pursuant to the 2016 anti-corruption law known as “Sapin II.” 628 Although the French Ministry of Justice issued
some guidance on the application of Sapin II in January 2018, the 2019 PNF/AFA Guidelines (Guidelines) provide
additional guidance on when companies should expect the PNF to pursue a CJIP in lieu of formal prosecution. 629
The 2019 Guidelines cover three key areas of concern for companies that are seriously considering
pursuing a CJIP with the PNF: (1) conditions under which the PNF will consider entering into a CJIP; (2) factors that
the PNF will weigh in determining fines that will be imposed under the CJIP; and (3) the type of monitoring that
companies can expect following a CJIP. 630 While the PNF retains complete discretion in deciding whether to enter
into a CJIP, the Guidelines state that the following factors weigh in favor of pursuing a CJIP: (i) the PNF has been
able to collect sufficient evidence of wrongdoing, such that it could pursue formal prosecution if a CJIP is
unsuccessful; (ii) the company under investigation has not previously been convicted of acts of corruption or entered
into a CJIP for the acts in question; (iii) the company under investigation fully cooperates with the PNF—which
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includes spontaneously sharing evidence with the PNF and conducting an independent internal investigation; and (iv)
the company has made efforts to compensate victims of its wrongdoing. 631
In determining the appropriate fine to impose on a company as part of a CJIP, the Guidelines state that the
PNF will first consider the financial advantage gained by a company as part of its wrongdoing. Second, the PNF will
determine whether to add a punitive fine in addition to illicit profits, which will be determined by considering specific
aggravating and mitigating factors. Among the aggravating factors mentioned by the Guidelines are: (i) the illegal
conduct involves a public official; (ii) the company was previously sanctioned in France or abroad for the illegal acts in
question; (iii) the company used corporate resources to conceal its wrongdoing; and (iv) the acts under investigation
are part of a trend of ongoing acts of corruption. 632 Mitigating factors include: (i) sharing information with the PNF
about wrongdoing before a criminal investigation has been opened; (ii) exceptional cooperation with the PNF during
the course of the investigation; (iii) making changes within the organization to eliminate wrongdoers; and (iv)
implementation of a compliance program without prompting by the PNF. 633
Finally, the Guidelines lay out a process for the monitoring that may occur after a company has entered into
a CJIP. Under the terms of Sapin II, compliance programs established in the course of a CJIP can be subject to
monitoring for up to three years following the settlement agreement. 634 According to the 2019 Guidelines, this
monitoring will be carried out by the AFA and will proceed in five stages: (1) the AFA will conduct an internal audit of
a company to evaluate the compliance program; (2) the company will establish an action plan in line with the AFA’s
recommendations; (3) the AFA will approve the proposed action plan; (4) the AFA will approve specific compliance
measures within the company, conduct more targeted auditing, and prepare annual reports; and (5) the AFA will
conduct a final audit and present its report to the PNF. 635
While the 2019 Guidelines provide slightly more clarity on Frances’s DPA regime than the Ministry of
Justice’s guidance in 2018, they still leave several questions unanswered for companies under investigation,
including whether and for how long those companies should expect to remain under supervision by the AFA and PNF
after entering into a CJIP. The Guidelines also do not assign any specific multipliers to punitive damages that the
PNF may seek if it discovers certain aggravating factors. While the Guidelines are therefore helpful in enumerating
mitigating and aggravating conduct at a high level, they do not provide companies with much information about what
sorts of fines they should expect as a result of that conduct. The Guidelines do make clear that the PNF and AFA are
dedicated to continuing to flesh out France’s new DPA regime, however, and the number of CJIPs is expected to rise
in the coming years. Indeed, on December 10, the PNF entered into a CJIP with French engineering company Egis
Aviva over alleged bribery and forgery related to construction contracts in Algeria. 636 As part of the settlement
agreement, Egis Aviva agreed to pay €2.6 million in fines. This CJIP marks the eighth CJIP signed in France and the
fifth signed with the PNF since the passage of Sapin II in 2017. The remaining three settlement agreements were
made with Nanterre’s Public Prosecutor’s Office. 637
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In addition to the CJIP Guidelines, on July 18, the AFA also published the first draft of its guide on gifts and
invitations policies for corporations and non-profit organizations under Sapin II and French law. 638 In particular, the
AFA guide recommends that companies set up a gift register that tracks all gifts, invitations, and other benefits given,
received, or refused by company employees. 639 The AFA guide also states that companies should create a formal,
well-articulated policy by which gifts are approved by managers. 640 While the AFA guide does not dictate any one
policy for companies to implement, it discourages policies in which approval is simply based on “reasonableness,”
and instead recommends that companies require approval of all gifts over a certain amount or set hard limits on the
value of gifts that can be given or received. 641 The AFA guide is still in its first draft, but, along with the CJIP
Guidelines, it signals AFA’s desire to give companies more concrete guidance as they attempt to comply with Sapin II
and France’s growing anti-corruption framework.
2.

Enforcement Efforts

Beyond issuing guidance, the AFA stepped up its enforcement efforts by holding its first-ever public hearing
to determine whether a French electric company should be sanctioned for failing to implement a sufficient compliance
program under Sapin II. 642 The AFA sanctions proceeding was initiated because the respondent company did not
have any proper compliance program in place when the AFA audited the company in 2017. 643 On July 4, the AFA
Sanctions Committee issued a decision declining to impose sanctions. 644 In its decision, the Sanctions Commission
emphasized that the respondent company had worked with the AFA to implement an effective compliance program
between the date of the first audit and the hearing, and that these efforts were credited in determining not to impose
sanctions. 645 In particular, the Sanctions Committee found that the company had implemented a risk-mapping system
that helped management create action plans to reduce risks of corruption, and it had also issued a code of conduct
that was distributed to the company’s subsidiaries and translated into 19 languages. 646 While the AFA’s decision not
to pursue sanctions in its first proceeding may not send the strongest deterrent message, the Sanction Commission’s
opinion makes clear that it is willing to give credit to those companies that fully cooperate with the AFA in
implementing a compliance program.
In the criminal sphere, in 2020, former President Nicolas Sarkozy may finally proceed to trial on campaign
finance charges. In October, France’s highest appeals court rejected Sarkozy’s latest appeal, which opens the door
to a full trial. 647 Sarkozy’s trial has been delayed for over two years due to challenges filed by Sarkozy’s legal team,
but now French prosecutors will decide whether to move forward with a full trial in 2020. 648 The case centers on
allegations that Sarkozy’s party, formerly known as the UMP, worked with the public relations firm Bygmalion to hide
638
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the true cost of Sarkozy’s 2012 re-election campaign. 649 If prosecutors press forward with a trial and Sarkozy is
convicted, he could face a year in prison and a fine of €3,750. 650
D.

The European Union
1.

Enforcement Efforts

The European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF) is cooperating with the Romanian Anti-Corruption Directorate to
investigate possible large-scale corruption and fraud involving EU funds. In April 2019, both authorities carried out
searches of premises and interviews with suspects and witnesses in order to substantiate their suspicion of a
kickback scheme amounting to over €2 million (approximately $2.2 million). 651
2.

Legislative Developments
a.

Challenges from EU Privacy Laws

The EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has caused turbulence in many areas of law, and
corruption law has not been spared. In comments submitted by TRACE International (TRACE), as part of the public
consultation regarding the law, TRACE asserted that many GDPR provisions are “in direct conflict with the essential
elements of anti-bribery compliance programs.” 652
TRACE highlighted two areas of particular concern. First and more generally, it is unclear which legal basis
under Art. 6 GDPR applies to the processing of personal data for anti-corruption purposes, especially in due diligence
processes: consent will seldomly be appropriate, and while the fight against corruption certainly qualifies as legitimate
interest, the requirements to the necessity of the measure remain uncertain. 653 Furthermore, Art. 88 GDPR
authorizes Member States to individually regulate the processing of employees’ personal data, possibly leading to
diverging national legal bases in the employment context. Second, Art. 9 and 10 GDPR prohibit the processing of
certain types of “sensitive” data, such as an individual’s political opinion or criminal convictions and offenses. These
types of data are often processed in anti-corruption due diligence processes, but both TRACE and the Swedish AntiCorruption Institute point out that currently, the exceptions from both provisions, e.g., express consent or legitimizing
national or EU laws, do not seem to apply to anti-bribery measures. 654 Consequently, virtually all stakeholders call for
a clarification on the requirements to data processing in the context of anti-corruption measures, e.g., by best practice
guidelines, and a revision of national data protection legislation with regard to efficient anti-corruption work. 655
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Either way, the need to comply with GDPR provisions certainly entails higher expenses and complexity in
due diligence processes and investigations, be it to assess the legality of data processing operations, to respect the
data minimization principle, to notify the data subjects, or to implement retention practices. 656 Transfers of personal
data to recipients outside the EU, including authorities, also remain a concern. 657
b.

Whistleblowing Directive

In October 2019, the EU enacted its Whistleblowing Directive. 658 The Directive obliges the Member States to
guarantee whistleblowers adequate protection. The Directive is only applicable for reporting regarding certain
breaches of EU law, 659 i.e., in the areas of public procurement; financial services and products; and EU competition
and state aid law. 660 Nevertheless, Member States are likely to use the opportunity to adapt existing national laws to
EU requirements or to broaden those laws. The Directive provides for the establishment of internal and external
reporting channels, the prohibition of retaliation, and appropriate support measures. 661 The transposition period is
four years for companies with 50 to 249 workers and two years for larger companies. 662
c.

Other Anti-Corruption Efforts

The EU strives to implement rule-of-law conditionality in its budgetary rules. In April 2019, the European
Parliament approved the proposal for a regulation allowing the EU to suspend its funding for states that fail to tackle
fraud and corruption. The proposal now awaits decision by the Council, 663 where it may face controversy since
Poland and Hungary have already signaled their opposition. 664
The European Investment Bank (EIB) reaffirmed its commitment to anti-corruption initiatives by adopting and
publishing its Anti-Corruption Statement. 665 This step followed EIB’s participation in the 2018 Anti-Corruption
Conference in Copenhagen, where it had already endorsed the Joint Statement by the high-level segment. 666 In the
Statement, the EIB reasserts its zero tolerance policy towards corruption, fraud, collusion, coercion, obstruction,
money laundering, and financing of terrorism, and confirms the principles laid down in its existing legal framework,
the EIB Anti-Fraud Policy, and EIB Group NCJ Policy. 667
In September 2019, the European Parliament and the Council agreed to appoint Laura Codruta Kövesi as
the first European Chief Prosecutor, another step in preparation for the European Public Prosecutor’s Office
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(EPPO)’s start of operation in 2020. 668 The European Chief Prosecutor, supported by two Deputies, will head the
EPPO. 669
E.

China
1.

Enforcement Efforts

China’s anti-corruption campaign continued apace in 2019. In March 2019, the Chief Justice of the Supreme
People's Court, in a presentation to the 13th National People's Congress, stated that the Supreme People's Court
continues to focus on penalizing corruption and bribery related crimes, 670 underscoring the strong determination of
the Party Central Committee to continue to crack down on corruption in China. In 2018, People’s Courts at various
levels concluded trials of about 28,000 cases relating to corruption, bribery, and work-related crimes/illegal conducts
and penalized about 30,000 people (criminal, administrative penalties), including a large number of senior officials. In
addition to the cases tried by the courts, there were many more corruption cases opened and investigated by China’s
Central Commission for Discipline and Inspection (CCDI) in 2018. 671
All told, in the first nine months of 2019, a total of 452,000 corruption cases were investigated with 383,000
people disciplined and penalized, 672 including many senior government officials as well as sub-provincial, county, and
lower-level party members/officials.
Among those, the most significant corruption prosecutions and investigations include:
A.
In June, Meng Hongwei (孟宏伟), former vice minister of the Ministry of Public Security and former
President of Interpol, pleaded guilty to the crime of bribery. Meng was charged with abuse of his power to
promote others and other misconduct in exchange for bribes of RMB 14.46 million (approximately $2
million). 673
B.
In July, Nur Bekri (努尔·白克力), former vice commissioner of the National Development and
Reform Commission (“NDRC”) and head of the National Energy Administration, was tried on bribery
charges. Nur was accused of abusing his power to help others to secure large projects and government
preferential policies in exchange for bribes totaling RMB 79.1 million (approximately $11 million) between
1998 and 2018 when he served in senior government roles. 674
C.
Also in July, CCDI and the National Supervisory Commission (“NSC”) announced that Hu Huaibang
(胡怀邦), the former party secretary and chairman of China Development Bank (“CDB”), one of China’s
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leading policy banks, was under investigation. Based on China Central Television (“CCTV”) and other media
reports, potential allegations include accepting bribes and abuse of power. The investigation is ongoing.
D.
In November, the Chengdu Intermediate People's Court in Sichuan Province ruled that Wu Zhen (
吴浈), the former deputy head of China Food and Drug Administration (“CFDA”), was guilty of bribery. Wu
was sentenced to 16 years in prison and fined RMB 1 million (approximately $142,000) for bribery and
abuse of power. Wu accepted bribes totaling RMB 21.71 million (approximately $3.1 million) directly or
indirectly through his relatives during 1996 to 2018 when he served multiple roles at CFDA, as well as
helping others to facilitate drug approvals and to secure work positions. From 2017 to 2018, when Wu
served as deputy director of CFDA and deputy director of the National Health and Family Planning
Commission, he engaged in abuse of power and embezzlement. 675
E.
Li Xinghua (李新华), former deputy general manager of PetroChina, a leading State-owned oil and
gas company, was under investigation by CCDI and NSC in March 2019 for alleged "serious violations of
law and disciplines.” The investigation was initiated six years after his retirement in 2013. Li’s former
colleagues, former PetroChina Chairman Jiang Jiemin and former Deputy General Manager Liao Yongyuan
were sentenced to 16 years and 15 years in prison, respectively, for taking bribes.
2.

Regulatory Developments

The Communist Party of China (CPC) Central Committee promulgated revised Regulations on Party
Accountability 676 (the Regulations) in September with 14 new articles that further clarify roles and responsibilities of
the party’s discipline and inspection organizations and strengthen the regulation and administration of accountability
for misconduct that applies to party members and senior government officials. Under the revised Regulations,
relevant party organizations and their respective leading officials may be held accountable for poor leadership, failure
to promote political, organizational and disciplinary work within the party organizations, failure to combat corruption
and bribery and failure to take actions or abuse of power when dealing with more pressing issues that concern the
general public, including education, health, environment, and social security. Officials who violate the Regulations will
be held accountable regardless of whether they are subsequently transferred, promoted or retired.
On October 26, 2018, the China National People’s Congress Standing Committee adopted the International
Criminal Judicial Assistance Law (the ICJA Law). 677 The ICJA Law primarily regulates mutual “judicial assistance”
between China and other countries in relation to international criminal proceedings.
This legislation may become China’s first “blocking statute” by expressly requiring that no PRC institutions,
organizations or individuals can provide evidence materials and judicial assistance to foreign countries absent preapproval of Chinese governmental authorities. 678 Although the United States and China signed a Treaty on Mutual
Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters (MLAT) in 2000, the cooperation between the two countries under the MLAT
has been infrequent. We anticipate the ICJA Law will have a significant impact on cross-border collection of evidence
and transmission of documents and materials in relation to FCPA or other criminal investigations involving entities or
individuals in China. While the new ICJA Law sets out some general principles, no implementing regulations have
been promulgated so far, and therefore there are no details on implementation at this point. The law applies to
Chinese subsidiaries of multinationals, among other entities, and how much those Chinese subsidiaries can assist
with a US FCPA investigation before obtaining the PRC government’s pre-approval will be an important consideration
in those investigations, especially given recent focus on China in FCPA enforcement actions.
While the ICJA Law only addresses judicial assistance relating to “criminal proceedings,” in practice, it may
be difficult to determine at the early stage of an FCPA investigation whether such investigation will eventually turn into
a civil or criminal proceeding. Whether an FCPA investigation becomes a criminal proceeding often depends on the
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underlying evidence, but relevant procedural requirements for cross-border collection and transmission of evidence
will be different based on the question of whether such evidence pertains to a criminal or civil proceeding, which
could make the consideration of the issue a circular one. The uncertainty will likely create challenges for
multinationals conducting internal FCPA investigations and making decisions about voluntary disclosure to US
enforcement agencies, as well as in subsequent investigation steps.
The new ICJA Law is only one aspect of a fast-evolving legal regime relating to information sharing. The
Chinese government has been tightening scrutiny of cross-border information transmission in recent years. For
instance, the Chinese government has promulgated a Cybersecurity Law in recent years, and relevant rules on crossborder information/data transmission and data security are forthcoming.
F.

Brazil
1.

Legislative Developments

January 2019 marked the beginning of President Jair Bolsonaro’s new administration, and, as expected,
Bolsonaro launched his presidency with the promise of stamping out corruption in Brazil. Together with his Minister of
Justice Sergio Moro—the former judge who had overseen “Operation Car Wash”—Bolsonaro began his term by
introducing a broad anti-crime package establishing “measures against corruption, organized crime and crimes
committed with serious violence.” 679 Among other changes, the anti-crime bill aims to establish greater protections
and incentives for whistleblowers and enables the expanded use of DPAs, settlements, and conciliations. 680 The
legislation has met strong political opposition, however, and it remains stalled in Congress. 681
In line with his administration’s public emphasis on combatting corruption, President Bolsonaro also
consolidated control over Brazil’s anti-money laundering intelligence unit. 682 In an August decree, Bolsonaro moved
the Financial Activities Control Board (COAF) from the Ministry of Economy into a newly created Financial
Intelligence Unit (FIU) under the purview of the central bank. 683 Bolsonaro issued the August decree after Congress
initially blocked Bolsonaro’s attempt to move COAF into the Ministry of Justice, 684 in a move designed to give
Bolsonaro’s administration tightened control over Brazil’s anti-money laundering body. 685
2.

Enforcement Efforts: Operation Car Wash

Despite these attempts to fulfil anti-corruption campaign promises, the Bolsonaro administration has faced
its own allegations of corruption in connection with Operation Car Wash. As we predicted last year, 686 Operation Car
Wash continued in full force with Moro at the helm of the Ministry of Justice. In March, Operation Car Wash claimed
yet another high-profile political figure when former President Michel Temer was arrested and charged with accepting
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bribes in connection with the construction of a nuclear facility. 687 On June 9, however, The Intercept published a
bombshell report accusing Justice Minister Moro of abusing his power when he presided over Operation Car
Wash. 688 The report, based on a leaked archive of secret documents, alleged that then-Judge Moro had colluded with
federal prosecutors to use Operation Car Wash as a tool to target Bolsonaro’s predecessor and political opponent,
Lula da Silva, and help Bolsonaro win the 2018 election. 689 Following on the heels of these allegations against Moro,
The Intercept published another report accusing the lead prosecutor behind Operation Car Wash, Deltan Dallagnol,
of being paid for an off-the-record speaking engagement to a company under investigation in the probe. 690 In the
wake of these reports, many called for Moro to resign as Minister of Justice. 691 While Moro has refused to step down,
the allegations surrounding Moro have opened the door for da Silva to once again appeal his conviction on the
grounds of bias—a challenge that is still under consideration by the Supreme Court. 692
In addition to the allegations against Moro and Dallagnol, the Brazilian government has suffered several
high-profile legal setbacks in 2019 in carrying out Operation Car Wash. In August, the Supreme Court overturned the
conviction of Aldemir Bendine, a former president of Petrobras, on procedural grounds. 693 The Supreme Court held
that Bendine was not properly given the opportunity to make a closing argument after hearing accusations against
him from plea-bargain testimony. 694 This procedural annulment of Bendine’s conviction is the first of its kind during
the investigation, and if similar reasoning is applied to other defendants in the case, as many as 32 sentences
involving 143 of the 162 people sentenced in the case could be overturned. 695 On top of these procedural concerns,
the Supreme Court issued a landmark decision in November that abolished mandatory imprisonment of convicted
criminals who lose their first appeal. 696 As a result of the Supreme Court’s ruling, da Silva has been released from
prison pending decision on his current appeals. 697 Da Silva has used his newfound freedom to launch a renewed
attack against President Bolsonaro, perhaps building in preparation for challenging him in 2022. 698
Despite these political and legal setbacks, Operation Car Wash continues to produce new indictments,
settlements, and investigations across the globe. In November, the Brazilian Attorney General’s Office (AGU) and
Comptroller General of the Union (CGU) signed off on two $500 million settlements with construction companies
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Engevix Group and OAS to resolve bribery accusations tied to Operation Car Wash. 699 As of these recent
settlements, the AGU and CGU have signed 11 such agreements, for a total of nearly $3 billion in fines under
Operation Car Wash. 700 And on December 18, Brazilian Federal Police raided the offices of shipping company A.P.
Moller-Maersk as part of the continued investigation into corruption at the state-run oil company Petrobras. Federal
prosecutors stated that they are investigating Maersk and two ship brokers for allegedly paying bribes to receive
privileged business information from Petrobras. The Operation Car Wash investigation into Maersk remains
ongoing. 701
Operation Car Wash also produced several high-profile arrests beyond Brazil’s borders in 2019. In July,
former Peruvian President Alejandro Toledo was arrested in the United States in connection to the Odebrecht bribery
scandal. 702 In October, Swiss prosecutors filed their first charges against an unnamed suspect in connection with an
investigation of Petrobras and Odebrecht. 703 And, as noted above, in November, José Carlos Grubisich, former CEO
of Brazilian petrochemical company Braskem SA, was arrested in the United States for his alleged role in a scheme
to divert $250 million in Braskem money to pay bribes to government officials. 704
3.

Other Legal Developments

Beyond Operation Car Wash, several high-profile decisions from Brazil’s Supreme Court have drawn
widespread criticism and made anti-corruption enforcement more difficult. In March, the Supreme Court held that
cases involving illegal campaign donations could only be handled by electoral courts, not federal criminal courts. 705
Critics of the decision argued that Brazil’s electoral courts, which are made up of rotating state and federal judges,
are less prepared than federal criminal courts to examine the country’s complex political bribery schemes that have
been unearthed in the wake of Operation Car Wash. 706
The Supreme Court issued an even more controversial decision in July, in which Presiding Justice José
Antonia Dias Toffoli temporarily halted all cases built on evidence obtained from the COAF or FIU without judicial
approval. 707 Justice Toffoli’s ruling has radically impacted federal investigations into corruption, money laundering,
and terrorism financing, and the Federal Prosecutor’s Office (Ministério Público Federal, or “MPF”) has reported that
approximately 700 investigations and criminal proceedings have been halted pending further review by the Supreme
Court. 708 Justice Toffoli’s actions have also drawn criticism from the OECD, which issued a November press release
urging Brazil “to preserve the full capacity and independence of law enforcement authorities to investigate and
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prosecute foreign bribery and corruption.” 709 The OECD’s Working Group on Bribery sent an expedited high-level
mission to Brazil in November. 710
The year 2020 promises to be another eventful year in Brazil’s anti-corruption drive, as many of the legal
developments concerning Operation Car Wash remain unresolved going into the new year. With the release of
President Bolsonaro’s most fervent political opponent from prison, continuing allegations of corruption within the Car
Wash investigation, and the stalling of Bolsonaro’s anti-corruption bill in Congress, the Bolsonaro administration is
likely to remain on the defensive in 2020. Yet, as evidenced by the new charges brought by US and Swiss authorities
that emerged from Operation Car Wash, Brazil’s largest ever anti-corruption investigation will continue to reverberate
globally in the years to come.
G.

Mexico
1.

Enforcement Efforts

In December 2018, Mexico swore in a new president, Andrés Manuel López Obrador, who campaigned on
an anti-corruption platform. 711 The first high-profile anti-bribery charges his administration filed relate to the national
oil company Pemex (Petróleos Mexicanos). 712 In May, Mexican investigators filed charges with federal prosecutors
against former Pemex CEO, Emilio Lozoya, alleging that he accepted $10 million in bribes from a Brazilian company
in connection with Pemex’s 2014 purchase of a fertilizer plant. 713 The following day, Spanish police arrested the
chairman of the largest integrated steel producer in Mexico in connection with the same probe. 714 Pemex purchased
the fertilizer plant for $273 million dollars, $92 million more than a Mexican government agency’s assessment of its
value at the time. 715 The government is also expected to file charges against Lozoya in connection with the purchase
of a second fertilizer company, Grupo Fertinal. 716 Lozoya is currently in hiding while his legal defense team
challenges his arrest warrant and engages in cooperation negotiations with prosecutors. 717
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2019 also saw the appointment of Mexico’s first Chief Anticorruption Prosecutor. 718 In the nine months
following her appointment to the role, Luz Mijangos Borja’s office has initiated nearly 700 anticorruption
investigations. 719 Mijiangos Borja is also a member of the coordinating committee for Mexico’s National Anticorruption
System, which was established in 2016. 720
Criminal cases against entities identified in the corruption scandal known as “La Estafa Maestra” (“The
Master Fraud”) also begun to move forward in 2019. 721 The scandal involves the funneling of nearly $200 million
worth of government funds through public universities and shell companies. 722 Although the first criminal case in La
Estafa Maestra was filed four years ago, 723 the prosecutions had stalled under the previous administration. 724 And, as
noted above in Section V.F.1., in October, the IMSS, a Mexican government agency, filed suit against medical
technologies firm, Stryker, in US federal court.
2.

Legislative Developments

Earlier in 2019, Mr. López Obrador pledged to create an entity called the Instituto para Devolverle al Pueblo
lo Robado (IDPR), which translates to the Institute “for returning stolen goods to the people.” 725 The IDPR’s mandate
would be to redistribute the proceeds of seized assets to fund social programs throughout the country. 726 Critics
argue that there is little evidence the proceeds of such forfeitures would wind up earmarked as intended, rather than
being absorbed into the general treasury where they would represent an insignificant percentage of the federal
budget. 727 In October, the Mexican Chamber of Deputies voted to change the name of the Service of Administration
and Disposal of Assets to the IDPR. 728 It is not yet clear whether this change will lead to any substantive changes in
how the institute operates.
Mr. López Obrador’s administration has also expanded the Mexican government’s asset forfeiture powers.
In March, Mexico amended its constitution to remove several impediments to asset forfeiture. 729 In August, Mexico’s
congress passed the Ley de Extincion de Dominio (“National Asset Forfeiture Law”). 730 And in October, the federal
Attorney General’s office created a unit specializing in asset forfeiture. 731
The Ley de Extincion de Dominio adds corruption, money laundering, and other conduct to the list of
activities for which forfeiture proceedings are available. 732 Asset forfeiture proceedings are available under the law
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independent of whether parallel criminal proceedings exist. 733 Critics have charged that the new law goes too far,
potentially allowing for the seizure of assets from an owner who had no knowledge that the assets were being used
for illegal purposes. 734
H.

Canada

“Remediation agreement” became a household phrase in Canada in 2019, as Canada’s new remediation
agreement regime emerged as a hot-button topic during the 2019 election for Prime Minister. As we discussed in
detail in last year’s Year-in-Review, 735 on September 19, 2018, Canada amended its Criminal Code to include new
processes for “remediation agreements,” which function like DPAs. 736 As in the UK, under the new Canadian regime,
the terms of remediation agreements must be approved by a court as reasonable, proportionate, and serving the
interests of justice, before they can be executed. 737
Despite the promise of a robust new remediation agreement regime following the 2018 legislation, Canadian
authorities have not yet executed any remediation agreements. This is perhaps due in large part to political pushback
following allegations that Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his government improperly pressured the public
prosecutor into negotiating a remediation agreement with SNC-Lavalin. 738
On December 18, SNC-Lavalin Group, a Canadian company that focuses on engineering, procurement, and
construction services, settled Canadian charges in connection with misconduct in Libya. The company’s construction
division pleaded guilty to a single count of fraud of over $5,000, agreeing to pay a $280 million penalty and to be
subject to independent monitorship and a three-year probation period. The charges centered on allegations that
SNC-Lavalin’s construction division paid nearly $48 million in bribes to public officials to influence government
decisions under the late dictator Muammar Gadhafi, along with other charges of fraud and corruption for allegedly
defrauding various Libyan organizations of roughly $130 million.
In 2015, as reported in previous versions of the Year-in-Review, Montreal-based SNC-Lavalin was charged
under Canada’s Corruption of Foreign Public Officials Act (CFPOA), based on allegations that SNC-Lavalin
executives made illegal payments to former Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi’s son in exchange for construction
contracts. 739 Although Canadian prosecutors postponed hearings against SNC-Lavalin until the new remediation
agreement regime came into effect, 740 they ultimately declined to negotiate a remediation agreement with the
company in October 2018 and moved ahead with seeking a full trial. 741 SNC-Lavalin challenged the government’s
decision not to pursue a remediation agreement, arguing that the decision was unreasonable, particularly given that
the company had completely remediated the misconduct, removing the executives in charge when the Libyan bribes
allegedly occurred and completely overhauling the company’s ethics and compliance systems, hiring the same
compliance professional that led the Siemens remediation. 742 In March 2019, however, Canada’s Federal Court
rejected this argument, holding that the Attorney General had sole discretion whether to pursue a remediation
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agreement. 743 In May, a Quebec court judge held that there is sufficient evidence against SNC-Lavalin for the
company to be tried on fraud and bribery charges. 744
Separate from SNC-Lavalin’s legal claims, the case took on political overtones when The Globe and Mail
reported in February that Prime Minister Trudeau’s office improperly pressured former Attorney General Jody WilsonRaybould to seek a remediation agreement with SNC-Lavalin and avoid a trial. 745 According to the report, in the fall of
2018, Trudeau had urged Wilson-Raybould to intervene in the prosecution of SNC-Lavalin and override federal
prosecutors’ decision not to seek a remediation agreement. 746 Immediately following the report, Wilson-Raybould
stepped down as Attorney General, but Trudeau continued to deny any improper involvement in the SNC-Lavalin
case. 747 In August, however, the Office of the Conflict of Interest and Ethics Commissioner published a detailed
report finding that Trudeau had violated the Conflict of Interest Act by using his authority to pressure Wilson-Raybould
into procuring a remediation agreement for SNC-Lavalin. 748 The Ethics Commissioner’s Report and SNC-Lavalin
became a hot-button topic during the 2019 election, setting off a nationwide debate over whether remediation
agreements were desirable as a matter of public policy. Throughout the election, Prime Minister Trudeau continually
defended his decision to encourage a remediation agreement for SNC-Lavalin, explaining that his actions were
motivated by a desire to protect both Canadian jobs and the public interest. 749 Trudeau won re-election in October. 750
It remains to be seen whether the Canadian government will pursue other remediation agreements in the
near future, or whether the political backlash surrounding remediation agreements has weakened the government’s
appetite for embracing Canada’s new remediation agreement regime. Likewise, it remains to be seen whether the
Canadian government’s decision to prosecute SNC-Lavalin despite its extensive remediation efforts will have a
chilling effect on companies’ interest in pursuing remediation agreements and, potentially, on voluntary disclosure
decisions.
I.

Other International Developments
1.

Argentina

After months of discussions, on June 19, 2010, Argentina ratified a landmark information-sharing agreement
with Brazil, entered into by the Attorney General’s Offices of both Brazil and Argentina, that allows Argentinian
prosecutors to use evidence from their Brazilian counterparts in cases linked to the Odebrecht investigations. 751 This
cooperation agreement was designed to help Argentinian prosecutors launch their own investigations into Odebrecht
using evidence from collaboration agreements that Odebrecht’s former employees signed with Brazilian
prosecutors. 752 Weeks later, the Argentinian government commenced a trial against the former Minister of Public
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Works, Julio De Vido, over corruption charges related to an alleged $2.3 billion worth of contracts awarded to
Odebrecht in 2006. 753
Argentinian prosecutors also continue to investigate the Cuadernos (“Notebook”) Scandal, an investigation
into several bribes made for public works contracts which has been predicted to become “Argentina’s Operation Car
Wash.” 754 In April, Argentinian prosecutors petitioned the judge in charge of the case to open a parallel investigation
into alleged money laundering committed by the businesspersons involved in the contracts, after discovering the
existence of multiple bank accounts in Argentina and other countries. 755 The president of Argentina’s financial
information unit, Mariano Federici, recently stated that the Notebook Scandal may also present an “unprecedented
opportunity” for significant anti-corruption reforms in the country. 756
2.

Ukraine

Ukraine adopted several key legislative and policy changes in 2019. In February, Ukraine’s constitutional
court struck down a law that prevented the self-enrichment of government officials. 757 Ukraine’s National AntiCorruption Bureau (NABU) called this decision a “politically motivated” action that represented “a step back” for
Ukraine’s anti-corruption efforts. 758 In April, prosecutors from Ukraine’s State Bureau of Investigation (SBI) raided
NABU as part of an investigation into whether law enforcement agencies accepted bribes that encouraged them to
close criminal cases tied to the alleged embezzlement of state funds in the defense sector. 759 Ukraine’s High AntiCorruption Court (HACC), which was established as a permanently functioning specialized court last year, was
officially launched in September. 760
In November, the Ukrainian Parliament introduced amendments to Ukraine’s anti-corruption laws that will
significantly enhance protections and incentives for whistleblowers (Whistleblower Amendments or Amendments). 761
These Whistleblower Amendments, which took effect January 1, 2020, require all government bodies, state-owned
enterprises, and private companies that participate in public procurement for contracts worth approximately $825,000
or more to draft procedures for employees to raise concerns, implement internal reporting channels and provide
guidance to employees on reporting concerns. 762 The Amendments extend the definition of “whistleblower” to apply
to several areas of European law, bringing Ukraine’s legislation on whistleblowers closer to the standards outlined by
the EU Directive on the protection of whistleblowers, 763 and impose sanctions on companies that disclose a
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whistleblower’s identity or terminate a whistleblower’s employment. 764 The Amendments also introduce guidelines on
remuneration for those who come forward with corruption allegations. 765
3.

Italy

The Italian so-called “bribe destroyer” bill was enacted in January 2019. The legislation updates the Italian
Criminal Code to change the commencement of the statute of limitations to minimize the risk of a statute of limitations
barring a case in the event of long-standing criminal proceedings, include increased penalties for bribery and
embezzlement, and expand the definition of “foreign public official” to include individuals in public international
organizations, members of international parliamentary assemblies, and members of international organizations. 766
4.

Switzerland

The Federal Assembly of Switzerland has amended article 53 of the Swiss Code of Criminal Procedure. 767
The pre-amendment criminal code allowed prosecutors to offer settlements to individuals charged with offenses
carrying a term of custody of up to two years companies that made a reasonable effort to compensate victims. 768 The
amendment limits prosecutors’ authority to offer settlements to offenses against individuals carrying a term of custody
of up to one year and companies that admit guilt. 769 The amendment will take effect on July 1, 2020. 770
As for prosecutorial actions in 2019, Swiss authorities have indicted Israeli billionaire Beny Steinmetz and
two of his associates for allegedly paying $10 million in bribes to the wife of former Guinean President Lansana
Conte. 771 The prosecutor claims that Beny Steinmetz authorized the bribe to win mining rights for Beny Steinmetz
Group Resources (BSGR) and is seeking two to ten years prison terms for each of the defendants. 772 Beny
Steinmetz and BSGR categorically deny any wrongdoing. 773
The Swiss indictment comes at a noteworthy time. Earlier in 2019, BSGR and Guinea entered into a
settlement reportedly brokered by former French president Nicholas Sarkozy. 774 The terms of the agreement provide
that both parties will withdraw all allegations of corruption against each other and that BSGR will relinquish mining
rights to Simandou—the very region implicated in Beny Steinmetz’ alleged $10 million bribe to Guinean authorities. 775
The Swiss Office of the Attorney General (Swiss OAG) also commenced an investigation against unknown
perpetrators suspected of bribing foreign officials. 776 The investigation comes after an NGO filed a complaint against
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commodity trader Glencore in 2017. 777 However, the Swiss OAG said that the investigation is not focused on specific
individuals or Glencore. 778
Swiss prosecutors are also looking into soccer officials for various crimes. On December 2, 2019, the OAG
questioned Nasser Al-Khelaifi, the president of the French soccer team Paris Saint-Germain, over allegations that he
bribed former FIFA official Jerome Valcke to gain telecommunications contracts linked to the 2026 and 2030 World
Cups. 779 Further, three German soccer officials and a former Swiss FIFA official have been indicted for misleading
the German Football Association’s board about the purpose of a payment of around $6.8 million. 780 The Swiss OAG
has initiated a separate probe against Franz Beckenbauer linked to the same $6.8 million transaction. 781
J.

International Organizations
1.

World Bank

In fiscal year 2019, the World Bank debarred 48 firms and individuals (down from 78 in 2018). 782 Most
notably, Brazil-based engineering and construction company Construtora Norberto Odebrecht S.A. was debarred in
early 2019 for engaging in fraudulent and collusive practices in Colombia. 783 The World Bank also debarred several
Odebrecht subsidiaries based in Angola, Austria, Barbados, Cayman Islands, Chile, Colombia, Luxembourg,
Panama, Peru, and the United States. 784 Nearly seven months later, the Inter-American Development Bank followed
suit and debarred 20 Odebrecht subsidiaries for bribing public officials. 785
The World Bank also opened 49 new investigations in 2019 (down from 68 in 2018) and recognized 33
cross-debarments from other multilateral development banks (down from 73 in 2018). 786 Furthermore, the Integrity
Vice Presidency identified and mitigated integrity risks in 152 projects, safeguarding $28.9 billion in project
commitments. 787
2.

OECD

In August, the Brazilian Congress approved a law on abuse of authority despite the OECD’s warning that the
law’s overly broad definition of abuse of authority would have a significant chilling effect on anti-corruption
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prosecutions. 788 The law entered into force in early in January 2020. 789 In response, the OECD Working Group on
Bribery sent a high-level mission to Brazil in November to meet with senior officials to encourage them to preserve
Brazil’s capacity to prosecute foreign bribery. 790
In addition to addressing these changes to Brazilian law, the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention launched a
review of the 2009 Anti-Bribery Recommendation. 791 The recommendation contains policy directions on combating
bribery, protecting whistleblowers, improving communication between law enforcement authorities and public officials,
and good practices on internal compliance. 792 As part of this review, the OECD Working Group on Bribery held an
online public consultation from March to May to address several issues pertaining to the implementation and
enforcement of the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention. 793 The OECD Working Group on Bribery plans to complete the
review early next year. 794
The OECD also began surveying international businesses, large and small, anonymously to understand
their anti-corruption compliance measures. 795 The OECD will present the survey results at the OECD Integrity Forum
in March 2020 in hopes of informing policymakers how best to incentivize anti-corruption compliance. 796
VII.

CONCLUSIONS AND PREDICTIONS FOR 2020

As we look ahead to 2020, we predict that FCPA and foreign corruption enforcement more generally will
continue to be a high priority for DOJ, the SEC, and, now, the CFTC, and that the level of enforcement activity will
remain at the high levels we have seen in recent years.
We also anticipate that the CFTC will be eager to follow up on its foreign corruption Enforcement Advisory to
put down a marker for its role in foreign corruption enforcement. Look for the CFTC to open significant new
investigations, issue further policy guidance on the scope of foreign corruption activity that it views as within its
jurisdiction, or, perhaps, even reach its first resolution.
Moreover, several trends that we have seen develop and evolve over the last few years look set to continue.
For example, large, cross-border investigations appear likely to feature heavily in 2020 enforcement activity once
again, as investigations linked to numerous such matters, including PDVSA, Petrobras, and Unaoil, remain ongoing.
Similarly, DOJ leadership continues to emphasize the prioritization of individual prosecutions, suggesting that this will
remain a focus for the Department’s FCPA unit in 2020.
2019 also saw the opening of investigations in two areas that may result in enforcement activity in 2020 (and
beyond). First, the FBI has opened an inquiry into “possible improper payments” in Johnson & Johnson’s medical
equipment business. 797 Following on the heels of the March 2019 Fresenius settlement, this inquiry marks an
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additional investigation in the medical device industry. Whether or not there is a formal “sweep” of the industry
ongoing, the investigation, paired with AAG Benczkowski’s November 2019 remarks to the 20th Annual
Pharmaceutical Medical Device Compliance Congress on the importance of the corporate compliance function,
suggests a heightened government interest in FCPA compliance and enforcement in the industry. 798
Second, in August 2019, Avianca Holdings (Avianca), Colombia’s national airline, announced that it had
voluntarily disclosed potential violations of the FCPA to the DOJ, the SEC, and Colombia’s financial regulator, and
that it was conducting an internal investigation. 799 Avianca’s investigation focused on whether airline employees,
potentially including senior management and directors, were providing free and discounted airline tickets and
upgrades to government employees. 800 Avianca’s disclosure represents at least the third major foreign bribery
investigation into conduct by Latin American airlines over the past several years, in addition to a number of smaller
aviation industry resolutions and ongoing investigations focused on Latin American operations. 801 On the domestic
front, in May 2019, AAR Corporation, an Illinois-based aviation services company, alerted the DOJ, the SEC, and the
UK Serious Fraud Office that the company was investigating possible violations of the FCPA related to the company’s
activities in Nepal and South Africa. 802
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